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REACTION 

The address to send your letters to is: Reaction, 
Amstrad Action, 4 Queen Street, Bath BA1 1EJ. 
Remember we can't reply personally to letters, oth-
erwise we wouldn't have time to produce a maga-
zine each month. All mail-order and subscription 
enquiries or problems should be aimed at our 
Somerton address listed on Line-up - we just have 
to pass them on il they come here. 

Bowled over 
In response to Mr Russell Potter's let-
ter in last months Amstrad Action. I 
would like to announce that I have 
been selling copies of a 3" disk 
based cricket statistics programs 
over the last year to cricket clubs 
throughout the UK I originally 
developed the program tor my 
own clubs benefit when I realised 
that there wasn't an Amstrad com-
patible program on the market 

I'm glad to say that the pro-
gram is capable of all the functions 
that he mentions, ie. it will collect, 
store and print out game results 
and individual playing records. 
What's more, it will sort the tables 
of statistics in order of any of the 
data items listed in them The pro-
gram is Menu driven and is sup-
plied with full operating instnic-
tions. 

The cost is £12.50 plus p&p 
For more details write to R.C. 
Barton. 14 Heol Waun-Y-Nant. 
Whitchurch. Cardiff S Glamorgan, 
CF4 1JZ.. 
R.C. Barton 
Cardiff 

Antipodean copyright 

Before moving to Australia from the 
UK. 1 took out a subscription to A.A 
This proved to be good foresight, 
since A A is not available in 
Darwin yet 

1 recently bought the August 
edition of an inferior independent 
Australian magazine."The Amstrad 
Use:' The inclusion of sections such 
as Hot Tips and Cheat Mode makes 
the format of the two magazines 
very similar. What is more disturb-
ing is that some of the content is 
identical. 
NeU Robertson 
Wanguri, Australia 

Nice of you to point it out Neil, but 
fortunately there is an explana-
tion The Australian 'Amstrad 
User' has permission trom us to 
reprint sections of the mag, in 

return tor some measure ot pecu-
niary transfer (loot). 1 wish them 
well, with what appears to be a 
small but thriving Australian 
Amstrad market 

Static warning 
I have a WARNING Twice now I 
have damaged my computer with 
static electricity The first time it 
made my computer unusable I 
had my oomputer all plugged in, 
but not switched on. then I go to 
plug my Joystick in. and a spark 
jumped from the joystick socket to 
the plug on the computer. This time 
the 464 was still under guarantee, 
and it was kindly exchanged The 
second time it has knocked out one 
of my sound channels, but I can 
live with that, one day I shall take 
it to bits to find what is wrong, (it's 
ok. I work with electronics) So 
please pass the message on. I 
would hate it happening to some-
one else 

Malcolm Couldstock 
Chester 

Too late Malcolm. I've already 
managed to do it as well, under 
exactly the same circumstances 
The only advice we can give is 
not to plug or unplug the stick 
while the power is on. and to 
make sure you've earthed yourself 
to discharge static electricity 
before handling the equipment 
It's rare that these events occur, 
but if you seem to be prone to stat-
ic because of carpeting or other 
reasons, then it's worth taking the 
precaution. 

Market management 
Hopefully. I can oome to the rescue 
of Mrs Cole oi St Albans (Reaction, 
issue 25), who is in search of a 
shares management program. I 
was looking through some old 
mags (all AA honest guvl), when, 
lo and behold. 1 came across an ad 
for a package called Stockmarket 
form Meridian software. 38 
Baloaskie Road. London SE9 1HQ. 
01-850-7057. 

It appears to fit the bill and is 
available for a price of £29 95 for a 
disk version 
Steve Farrar 
Blackthorn 

Thanks for the info, and to the 
other readers that notified us of the 
package. In view of October's 
events on the stock market. 1 
should think Mrs Cole needs the 
product more than ever 

Moans and groans 

I know you won't print this letter 
but I will fee: a lot better having 
written it. I have subscribed to your 
mag from number one, I have just 
received no 25. October edition 
which to me was the last straw 
Here is a list of my gripes: 
1. It cost £16.50 to subscribe. I can 
buy 12 issues from W.H. Smiths for 
£15.00 and Smiths always have it 
in stock 2 or 3 days before I reoeive 
my copy. 
2. Your subscription offer, you offer 
a choice of 3 great games for tape 
owners ana we disk owners are 
offered a load of rubbish. 
3. When your mag first came out it 
was really great, and totally differ-
ent from the other 2 mags on the 
market, it had 100 pages and each 
issue it went from strength to 
strength. It always had nearly 100 
pages or more that is until number 
23 which just happens to be a cou-
ple of months after the demise ot 
Amtix, (your price increase just 
happens to coincide with the 
demise of this mag) the new breed 
of Amstrad Action was bom. the 70 
odd page magazine If this is the 
trend of the future (publishing) you 
will have to do it without my sup-
port 

R J Marshall 
Redcar 

The cost of posting 12 issues of the 
magazine is more than the £1.50 
extra that a subscription costs, and 
it guarantees you'll get your copy 
without having to chase round the 
shops before they sell out. The late 
postal arrival I'll look into, but past 
investigations have shown prob-
lems to be isolated postal difficul-
ties - we 'll do what we can 

I'm perplexed by your criti 
cism of the subs offer You can get 
a £9 game and 12 issues of the 
magazine, together worth £24. for 
£16.50. If you don 'f like what's on 
offer, they do change from time to 
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time. However I'll look into 
whether the games can be made 
available on disk for an increased 
subscription rate 

Your third point covers sever-
al issues. I can't help it if the other 
two mags try to copy all our good 
ideas, now can I. We just have to 
stay a couple of steps ahead. The 
price rise was indeed coincidental 
with Am fix's demise, we still have 
to compete with other magazines 
and don't take such important 
decisions just because there's one 
less magazine around 

The size issue is a seasonal 
effect The summer is a notoriously 
poor period for computer games, 
hardware and magazines alike. 
Our size is regulated by advertis-
ing few ads leads to small mags 
As the Christmas boom approach-
es things pick up. You'll notice last 
issue was 84 pages and this one 
92 We can't compete with the 
ACE's and C&VG's of the world for 
sheer size, but every editorial page 
we have is aimed at CPC owners 

Garbage out 

There are thousands of computer 
games around. Too many of them 
are the same old thing regurgitated 
with new shapes, colours and btles 
It seems to me that computer soft-
ware could be far more intelligent. 

Programs which play chess, 
bridge etc. show how really intelli-
gent computers can be. Would it 
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not be possible for a computer pro-
gram to generate original ideas or 
original art? Foi example, pro-
grams to think up new designs foi 
things? Or to compose new music 
(on synthesisers now) or generate 
original pictures? There are lots of 
possibilities for new kinds of soft 
ware It's a pity that software hous-
es are making film titles into 
games. 

Wc sometimes read that com-
mercial games are short of new 
ideas and I couldn't agree more 

PLEASE, software houses, we 
don't want all our software shops to 
be full of games based on fighting, 
stealing, murder and other crimes. 
There are dozens of civilised possi-
bilities. 
Graham Steele 
Windermere 

One of the oldest computer 
proverbs is "Garbage in. garbage 
out.' The software author is the 
only one who can determine the 
'intelligence' ot a piece of soft-
ware. At the moment original 
ideas ARE being stilled by film 
and TV licences, but there's a sim-
ple reason tor that - peopJe are 
buying those types of games. 

If there's a demand then the 
software houses will supply it. 
Their priority is to make money If 
everybody stops buying licenced 
games the software houses will 
stop producing them I think that's 
unlikely to happen, but it won't 
stop me supporting original game 
ideas and criticizing old ripoffs. 

Bugged by football 

You may recall my answer to P 
Winter's problems with the 'Aliens' 
disk, i.e send it back to Electric 
Dreams. Well I hope he received as 
prompt attention as 1 did but I have 
iecentiy purchased another disk 
based game. namely GFL 
Championship Football What do 1 
find? Well, more problems. So I ring 
Achvision m London and I am 
politely told that they have "had a 
number of bugs" with the game. 
The most notable bug I have is that 
as soon as a touchdown is scored 
there emits a continous loud tone 
that only a reset cures. 

So are software companies 
relying on the public to do their 
testing? Surely the bug I describe 
should have been spotted by the 
most basic of checking? Now I 
must send the game off to London, 
at my expense and wait foi a 
return from them When 1 bought 
the game the shop was able to got 
hold of it in twenty-four hours, 
could it not be replaced in the 
same way'5 

Frankly with such poor stan-
dards of quality control, liigh prices 
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and duff games being produced, 
piracy looks ever more attractive 
and morally justified ! ask the 
question, how many other A.A 
readers have similar problems with 
disk based games? 
Ian Black 
Midhurst 

Colour by numbers 

Just had a great idea while slaving 
over a hot keyboard using the art 
package Screen Designei. 

How about you guys produc-
ing a COLOUR CHART showing not 
only the INK NOs and NAME but 
showing the colour As we can 
never see al: 27 colours on screen 
at once a colour chart would be 
wonderful. You know what it's like 
trying to decide which colour to 
use from a list of fancy names - INK 
12 called yellow looks green to my 
eyes - to see all colour on a card 
would be great I low about it? 
Charles Joynson 
Bradford 

It you can find a copy of issue 20 
you'll find a type-in called 'multi-
coloured modes" which allows all 
27 colours to be viewed at once in 
mode 0. It also gave you 8 in 
mode 2 and 16 in mode 1. 
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Hard up down under 
Do you know about the software 
and hardware crisis in Australia? 
Obviously you don't! The fact ts 
there is a desperate one. for me at 
least. Because as far as I know, 
there is virtually no software or 
hardware in Australia What can I 
do about this? Where do I find soft-
ware? Up to now I have been pur 
chasing software through contacts 
in England. This is time consuming 

and expensive, as it takes months 
to get here by ship and costs as 
much as the game to send by air! 
Can you list shops in Australia 
where I can buy software? 

In England I was a loyal 
Amstrad Action fan but now in 
Australia. I have found copies to be 
months out of date and competi-
tions long gone Fortunately, 
friends in England have sent me 
up to date issues and. after reading 
issue number 25, : wondered if 1 
could subscribe and obtain the free 
game Please answer my questions 
as 1 am desperate! 
Stephen Hants 
SandrIngham, Australia 

I can't be much help on the matter 
of getting hardware and software 
in Australia, perhaps other Oz 
readers can assist? Overseas read-
ers can subscribe and get their 
free game, for the sum of £26.50 -
even if their way out in the 
Outback or deep in the heart of 
the Peruvian rain forest. So there's 
no need to be desperate, just get 
that subs form sent off 

Find that pixel 
I am writing to ask whether there is 
such a thing as a pixel pad for the 
Amstrad CPC 464 1 have looked 
everywhere and cannot find one. If 
there is such a thing could you 
pnnt the address ot the company 
who make it in your magazine 
John Lumbus 
London 

I'm afraid I have to plead igno-
rance. but I'm sure someone will 
know of a source and we'll pass it 
on 

Reviewed or not? 

Why have you never reviewed the 
Protext word-processor'? 
'Aah but we have". 1 hear you cry 
Yes, but I am refening to the com-
plete word processor package on 
on 3" disk, that retails for around 
£80 or less, 

It has merge, text, spell 
(33.000 word dictionary to which 
you may add further words) as 
well as numerous disk utilities such 
as copy, format etc 

Ok. so it's pricey, but you do 
seem to get a lot for your money 
and having looked at the package 
it appecns to be powerful and suffi-
cient for most needs 

Besides "Amtix' are reported 
to have said That this program 
kicks Wordstar into touch - but I 
would like the professional's opin-
ion before I decide to buy it. 
JR Turley 
Norfolk 

The last full comparison we did of 

word-processors was m issue 18 

Since then there hcr/e been no 
mapr releases of WPs on the CPCs 
We do plan another comparison of 
WPs still on the market, but at the 
moment the results of the issue 18 
survey still hold true - and they're 
too detailed to sum up in the reply 
to a letter 

Printing problems 

My son and I have been readers of 
Amstrad Action since the first edi-
tion and ! am writing to you about 
the "overprinting" of pages, particu-
larly of Type-Ins in the November 
1987 edition 

I find the overprinting 
extremely distracting when trying 
to copy in the listing but equally, I 
find the idea behind it very dis-
tasteful. reducing the magazine to 
the level of vandalism on hoard-
ings After all, we aie paying for 
the magazine and have done for 
the last 26 issues. To be direct the 
practice is totally unnecessary and 
cheap graphics doodling and in 
conflict with the easy-to-read con-
tents display on pages 4-5 of the 
same edition 

May I request that you aban-
don the overprinting style altogeth-
er. not just on listings, but through-
out the magazine? 
A Eden 
Crowthorno 

Upon receiving your October edi-
tion. I was dismayed by the very 
pale print used for the Type Ins -
my old eyes just can't cope with 
that sort of thing! The blotches on 
the page are no help, either, they 
may look like pretty patterns on 
the page seen as a whole, but 
mixed in with the text, they are just 
dirty marks. However, you had 
changed your printing process, so I 
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devices that check for "black 
boxes', software houses are 
knowingly punishing the inno-
cent (the majority) fo: the crimes 
of the guilty (the minority). If their 
sincere aim is to combat piracy, 
then they should simply reduce 
their prices, especially of disk-
based as compared with cas 
sette-based software The inno-
cent would not then be made to 
suffer and the incentives for those 

I read October's reaction with 
interest, (as usual!). The letters 
about hacking (re. Simon 
Andrews and Bob Mackenzie) 
raised my eyebrows. 

I have been hacking for 
about a year - my friends longer 

and I have never hacked a 
game m order to copy it! Many 
hackers hack a game for infinite 
lives pokes or to simply add 
their own "trade mark" I had a 
lew hours fun changing 
Masteitronic's Chionos to 
Chronic and changing the cred-
its. loading screen and end of 
game messages. 

I wrote to Novagen asking 
how to change Benson's mes-
sages in Mercenary. They kind-
ly wrote back telling me it was 
futile and how it was protected! 

As for "Black Boxes", they 
have protection systems to pie-
vent piracy eg Multiface n. It 
can only load games it has 
saved with the unit attached. 

Anyway, the majority of 
software nowadays can be 
copied with good old tape-to-
tape decks! 
Marcus Fletcher 
Carlisle 

After reading Bob Mackenzie's 
letter about software piracy 
(Reaction 26). I think that he got 
a bit earned away with himself 

He thinks that we should 
not make backup copies of soft-
ware. and also seems to think 
that we couldn't care less for the 
software houses. Well he is lor-
gettlng one thing, those people 
who genuinely want to backup 
games in order to keep their 
precious originals safe. 

Where would I be if i 
bought a game that cost £9-15 
and it was acadentally dam 

hoped things would improve with 
time. 

The Novembei issue, just 
received. indicates otherwise, 
indeed one bit of code in item 4 of 
Problem Attic would defeat the 
eyes of a hawk' 1 regret to say that 
if you cannot go back to using 
bolder, preferably black print, shall 
reluctantly have to get back to 
reading ACU. 
Pauline Russack 
Northampton 

Now don't go and do something 
silly that we'll regret. We apologise 
ior the taint printing in the last two 
issues, ana hope you'll find tho list-
ings easier to cope with this time. 
The overprinting has also been 
modified. We like to brighten up 
the Type-Ins pages where we can, 
but where this conflicts with clarity 

Of pirates and dongles 
I am writing to you on the gener-
al subject ol software piracy and. 
more specifically, on the indus-
try's attempts at stopping it 

1 wholeheartedly agree 
with your views on piracy. It is 
killing the software industry, 
wluch is bad news for all of us -
including the pirates. On the 
other hand, as long as software 
pa-ices are set so ridiculously 
high, it is inevitable that people 
will seek cheaper ways to enjoy 
games. 

It was to this end that I 
bought Romantic Robot's 
Multiface II I can not afford to 
regularly buy disk-based games 
for my 6128, but naturally prefer 
the speed and convenience of 
loading from disk (it was, after 
all, my main reason for buying a 
disk-based machineO. especially 
with two young kias forever 
wanting to swap from one game 
to another. 

I have never used my 
Multiface II for any other purpose 
than backing-up my own legally 
purchased software. I realise that 
it does provide a means of mak-

aged? Minus both my game and 
money. 

This is what devices like 
Multiface Two and the Mirage 
Imager are intended for, it's just 
unfortunate that there are less 
considerate people around who 
use these devices for their own 
gain. 

Nobody wants to kill off the 
software industry because then 
there would be no games. I'm cer-
tain that CPC owners would be 
lost without games. I certainly 
would 

it's obviously counter productive. I 
think you'll tind this issue much 
easier on the eyes. 

Epson i n c o m p a t i b l e 

I thought youd be interested in my 
experience with Stop Press 

A friend of mine purchased 
the original Pagemaker. ana 
despite the bugs it still promised to 
be a very good piece of software. I 
was interested in purchasing a 
copy, but naturally waitod until 
the new edition was released 
When your earlier article about the 
new edition was printed, he 
returned liis early copy of 
Pagemaker and was duly sent the 
new copy of Stop Press. It now does 
all it was supposed to do. except 
that is when used on my set-up. I 

ing a working copy of someone 
else's software, but I have never 
used it for this purpose - not even 
when the opportunity has pre-
sented itself. I simply want to be 
able to run games from dusk If 
software companies did not insist 
on such a huge mark-up for 
games on disk, 1 would not have 
even contemplated buying such 
a device 

Of course, it is right that soft 
ware companies should seek to 
combat piracy but does it have 
to be inevitable that it will be the 
innocent who are forced to pay 
the price for their efforts 

By using programming 

I believe piracy is also 
responsible for the high cost of 
games, as the software houses 
have to make up for the losses 
because ol it. 

If things like the "dongle" 
(mentioned by Roger Payne 
inReaction 25) were used then this 
would stop the piracy, and it 
would then also cause the drop in 
price of software 

Cheaper software would 
enable us to buy more of it, and 
this would make the software 
houses produce more games. 

have a CPC 1628 with Shinwa 
CP80 printer attached, while he 
has an Amstrad printer. The screen 
operations are fine, the problem 
lies with the print-out facility. 

Tne output obtained on the 
Amstrad printer excellent, but on 
the Shinwa...I The output is com-
pressed. and only covers approxi-
mately two thirds of the width of an 
A4 page, it's totally unusable. I've 
written to AMS explaining that I 
was seriously considering purchas-
ing a copy of Stop Press, but thank-
fully have had a chance to "try 
before I buy' AMS have replied, 
saying (and I quote) 
'The problem is due to fact that the 
bit image capabilities of the 
Shinwa CPA-80 are not adequate 
for high resolution printing from 
Stop Press. As a result of this com-
pressed output is obtained. 

obnoxious piiates would be 
markedly reduced 

After all, which program is 
most likely to be pirated? A 
Mastertronic game which you 
can buy brand new for £1.99 or 
a game which costs £14,95 for 
the disk version? 

Even the most peaceful and 
innocent of nations if attacked 
will do its best to defend itself By 
waging war on pirates, the dan-
ger is that those formerly inno-
cent of piiacy will be brought 
into the battle. Ii I cannot load 
games from disk without having 
to pay £14,95 foi the privilege, 
then I simply won't bother. 
Kevin Patton 
Hem el Hempstead 

then we'd all be happy 
Andrew Rushford 
Glasgow 

There are two basic problems 
with the dongle idea The first is 
that you would have to get a 
standard interface which every-
one used, and that's difficult in a 
notoriously independently mind-
ed industry. Secondly there's the 
cost of each dongle. which 
would increase the price of the 
software and leave us all back 
where we started 

Due to the immense problems 
surrounding Pagemaker our time 
was spent debugging the program 
rather than developing new screen 
dump routines 

Stop Press meets its require-
ments with regards printer com-
patibility and we do not expect to 
develop further drivers'. 
(N B The emphasis in the last para-
graph is mine, the reason for which 
you shall soon discover). 

It seems that there are 
dogroes of Epson compatability I 
always thought that the Shinwa 
was Epson compatible, it is with 
every other piece of software I 
own. To add to the mystery, if you 
care to examine the manual pro-
vided with both Pagemaker and 
Stop Press. youH find that among 
the list of printers supported by the 
software, the Shinwa is listed' 
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REACTION 

I have asked AMS to explain 
the discrepancy, and am awaiting 
a reply. 
Kris Morris 
Saltash 

The problem with 'degrees oi 
Epson compatibdity' has cropped 
up before. We fell foul of it in one 
of our reviews It seems the only 
real answer is to either test the 
product with your printer before 
buying, or get the producers to 
cast-iron assurances that it does, so 
that you can get your money 
back if it doesn't. 

Helpline update 

Regarding the Helpline and the 
reply to Simon Andrews' letter (pp 
10-11,AA 26). you will be interested 
to hear about a new member ol 
the Helpline. Joan-Philippe Battu. 

I was sent a letter by 
Monsieur Battu about two months 
ago asking about software I owned 
and had written myself. Three 
weeks later, an extraordinary doc-
ument arrived 

It was a huge photocopied list 
of 1269 Of) programs he had 
copied. He was offering to swap 
some ot them lor the Advanced 
Art Studio and Print Master, which 
were mentioned in my Helpline 
entry. I passed the list and accom 
panying letter on to Jeff Walker, 
the editor of WACCI. who. as you 
will probably know, is a committed 
anti-pirate. 

Tne time and effort put into 
this mass copying must be incredi-
ble: on a quick scan through the 
list, I estimated he had about 400 
disks full of copies (over £10.000 
worth of programs), plus just about 
every hardware device and ROM 
available for the CPC's. 
Just to let you know. . 
Alistcdr Scott 
Grangemouth 

Thanks for the information. We 
have removed Mr Battu from the 
Helpline. 

World class bug 
I was disappointed to find that 
Chris Boothman's review of World 
Class L&aderboard failed to alert 
your readers to a serious bug: a 
bug. that for me. makes the game 
almost unplayable. 

I have lost count of the times I 
have carefully addressed a short 
putt, only to see the ball float inex-
plicably over the centre of the hole. 
An error in my judgement? No. Not 
alter the ball failed to drop lrom 
within three feet after twelve suc-
cessive attempts! 

After much testing. I have 
managed to pinpoint the bug to 
certain types of putts Namely, one 
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to twelve feet putts when the hole 
looks nice and wide. On these 
occasions it is almost impossible to 
make the ball drop. Only when the 
hole is small-looking will these short 
putts drop. 

I know you might think that I 
am just hopeless at the game, but it 
is not true. I have shot 58 on course 
lour of the original Leaderbocsd. so 
1 must have a certain level of prof-
ciency crt the game. I implore you 
to test this for yourself, especially 
the two or more player game 
where the bug is really apparent. I 
wrote to US Gold two weeks ago. 
but I have not yet received any 
reply, and do not really expect to 
get one. As a poor, humble student 
I cannot afford to go splashing out 
cash left, nght and centre, espe-
cially on bug-ndden games. 
Perhaps if enough pressure is pat 
on U S Gold, they might do a 
Firebird and debug the game 
before swapping the duff copies 
with nice, shiny, new. working 
copies, as was the case with Elite. 
Alan McDermaid 
Edinburgh 

Master fan 

In past issues you have raved over 
many Mastertronic games and also 
raised the question that if the big M 
can release quality software at a 
sensible price, why can't bigger 
companies produce even average 
software at extortionate prices9 

Well, 1 think that I know the 
answer, so read on McDuff. 

a) QUALITY GAMES - The answer to 
this is simple; Mastertronic employ 
a very strict quality control on all 
their games. They know that bad 
games will not sell well so they 
dent bother marketing them 
(unlike other companies who will 
release anything, it seems) 

b) CHEAP GAMES - The answer to 
this is also simple; Mastertronic do 
not spend lavish amounts on 
glossy adverts, but instead use the 
money to cut overheads, and 
therefore drastically cut game 
prices Also, to complement this, 
they have sensible packaging i.e. 
they do not have cassette boxes 
which arc twice as big as the actu 
al tape itself (unlike the other com 
panies) This also loads to cheaper 
software. 

Other software companies 
beware - no longer can you charge 
us £15 for naff games; get your act 
together guys; 

If I win the £15 software voucher I 
will spend it on 7 decent mas-
tertronic games (and have £1.07 
change) rather than buy one naff 
"full price' game. 
N Selwyn 
West Lulworth 

" fAB? - ( NA4? APPICT6P Jo 
AUL THE- F^TtApe 

Gv/epf /WTH 

Reaction hit 
Reaction must be one of the first 
pages that the reader turns to for 
interest, enquiries and problems 
which, surprise, surprise, often iden-
tifies with more than just the writer. 
This must be THE section for 
"Regular" and not-so-regular read-
ers alike. 

Issue NO 26 November 1987 
was no exception and my experi-
ence with the DK'tronics 64K RAM 
made the 464-6128 conversion an 
immediate hit. Have you had a 
chance to test the Amstrad 400025 
ROM yet? 

My reason for writing is that 
my 64 K RAM has never worked on 
the 464 with single or twin 
AMSTRAD disk units. It has been 
returned to DKT twice and they 
now say that RAM Electronics Ltd 
will repair and. anyway. "It is out 
of its warranty period*. 

A letter to RAM asking if this is 
correct has not yet been answered 
and one can hardly avoid the feel-
ing that the £47.27 has been lost 
without trace somewhere in outer 
space. 

Hence my interest in the result 
ot your test changing the 40009 
ROM and while this could cost a 
further £12.24, anything you can 
say can only be good news Is the 
40025 used with the extra 64k ROM 
or in place of ? 

My faithful 464 by the way 
has always enjoyed a hearty 
breakfast with plenty of I ERA, 
"\bak- as part of its daily diet! 

Software piracy is something 
we will all have to live with: while 
manufacturers and suppliers offer 
copying methods that can be 
freely used, while there are easy 
opportunities on the continent with 
sophisticated copying kit and while 
we have merry young hackers 
who can manage very well on 
their own - thank you. 

User clubs and (dare I say it) 
Help Lines can provide easy oppor-
tunities lor those who want some-
thing for nothing Do some manu-
facturers 'protest too loud* when 
their products are priced too high 
and thus actually encourage the 
dreaded pirate activity? 

Other suppliers may cause 
customers to part with money in 
good faith for "guaranteed" prod-
ucts that do not give satisfaction 
ana it could be that pirating is just 
a mild form of "getting ones own 
back*. 

Until honest manufacturers 
get together in their common inter-
est to find a low-oost and effective 
method of protecting their products 
- perhaps by a University research 
grant - then they will never have a 
powerful protection racket of their 
own. 

F.B Brighton 
Sheffield 

As yet we have not tied replacing 
the 40009 with the 40025. but sev-
eral readers have phoned to tell us 
that it works successfully. 100% of 
the time 

Reform reformatter 

It's all very well you printing arti-
cles, type-ins etc in Amstrad 
Action, but there are still quite a 
number of readers who have not 
yet managed to fully understand 
all the ins and outs of the world of 
computers, myself included. After 
typing in Reformatter from page 21 
of No 26 November issue. I ran the 
program, then loaded a letter for 
reformatting This worked but the 
following happened, my letter con-
tained a number of pound signs le. 
£9.99. £9.87 and when my letter is 
reformatted on screen the £ is 
changed to a matted type charac-
ter and on paper as well as you 
can see it is no longer there, being 
newish to computers I don't even 
know where to start to solve this 
problem 

Another useful program was 
Hash/Pound from page 22 of num-
ber 23 August Amstrad Action, but 
how can I stop line 60 "print £ and 
£ symbol set ' being printed on the 
top of the first page after running 
the program? 

These problems can no doubt 
be solved by you and your team of 
experts be it seems a mission 
impossible for me. 

In Reaction, mag number 26 
a question on ihe 464/6128 conver-
sion. if I changed the ROM 40025 
would I gain anything without the 
DK'tronics 64K upgrade? 
C H Spragg 
Sale, Cheshire 

Look out for our Absolute 
Beginners course next issue. If you 
alter the rom you get a few extra 
commands - such as FILL. FRAME 
and GRAPHICS PEN which are 
handy. Disk error messages and 
error trapping are greatly 
improved. So. yes. it is advanta-
geous to change roms 



REACTION 

M ^ I f m ^ Where eager Amstrad experts volunteer 
n C r I I J l i f t C r aid to fellow readers having problems 

If you too feel helpful, just send us your name, address, phone number (scry so if you don't want it to be printed) and subject on which you want to 
help Please write on a postcard or the back of a stuck-down envelop® to simplify administration here in the office Send to Helpline, Amstrad Action. 
4 Queen Street, Bath, BA1 1EJ. If you are asking for help make direct contact with the appropriate Helplmei don t pester your usually-patient (but 
pressed) editor. By post, you must include a self-addressed stamped envelope lor the reply - otherwise you won't get one And if you telephone, stick 
to socially acceptable hours; 

If you ve road the Reaction pages you'll know there's been a problem with software pirates using this page If thus sort of thing occurs then the 
culprit will be removed If there s evidence of a major problem then the column will have to stop entirely If you want Helpline to continue then help 
us keep it clean by removing any suggestion ol piracy Nuff said 

A ruither reminder that the Usts at games you're sending m are getting too long I don't want to stop them but m future you'll be restricted to a 
maximum four lines each (not including the name and address) I've shortened several of the lists so if you re not happy with them send in an 
amended list. 

pckos tips maps debugging Basic programming will type, m Lsnngs 
Mark Hillier, 121 Eliot Bank Forest Hill. London. SE23 8XD » 01-291 6390 

Lose-: Basic 
Trevor Prince. 46 Hillport Ave. Porthill Newcastle. Stalls, ST5 8JZ 

Knight Tyme. Speldome Pipeline 2 llocvoy Headbanger A I »n Highway 2 
Apprentice International Rugby Raid Mu-ar.t Monty Donkey Kcng Sweevos Wctld 
American Football Jet-boot Jack Blcgger 
Roger Murphy. 6 Glenageary Woods, Glenageary. Co Dublin * <0001) 80 6858 

adventure programming 
Simon Forrester (age 13). 15 HalcroK Rise Wigston Magna. Leicester. LE8 2HS 

tips pokes maps lor Rebels'ar Bsc* to Reality Xcel Knight Tyme Spellbound Pjxiers 
Keepers Equinox Get Dexter Zo>css Antaari Chronos Senate Deactivator A Lens 
Sformbringer Ssarsrike 11 Nexus. Mercenary Nontenagueous Tau Co'. L'xclor. MGT 
Dragons Lau. SCOT. Jen Rar.arama Academy S'ccgLcei Ner'ner Earth Sta: Raiders 2 
Steve McClay, 32 Lycett Rd, Wallasey, Merseyside L44 2DA 

Basic programming1 and guicianoe or. routines 
Stephen McCormick, 27 Coshneuk Road, Millerston Glasgow. G33 6JH 

wr.'.ng programs maciune-cede solving problems GAC and mapping adventures 
resting adventures and other forms o' program teaching programming graphics, 
sound - and almost anything else 
IR Murphy (aka Smurl the Warlock). 25 Craven St. Accnngton. Lancashire, BBS 0SE 

Art Studio Mini-Office 2 DMP 2000 CPC6128 
Davxl Marek. 2 Camus Road West, Edinburgh, EH10 6RB 

programming m Basic and machjiecode Knight Tyme 
Phil Stockdale. ThamdaJe. 18 Shire Rd. S Ferrlby. S Humberside. DN18 6JG tr (0652) 
34363 

chess programs fasword 6128 Print Mastet Toolkit (Beebugsoi:) Advanced Ar' Studio 
MimOffioa II Advanced Muse System disk utilities (and writing ihem yourself) RSXs 
and firmware calls 
Alastau Scott. 30 Talbot St, Grangemouth Stirlingshire. FK3 8HU 

crogramming in Basic and madinwcode 464 
Michael Ewan, HaU Bank New Hutton. Kendal. Cumbria. LAS 0AU 

Adventure writing -GAC Qui.: etc Also play-testing and evaluation program listings 
e'e Anything a: all to do with wr.bng adventures' 
Pat Winstanley. 13 Hollington Way, Wigan. WN3 6LS 

Base. Forth assembler firmware graphics digilal eiecrror.jcs 664 
Tim Mo 180 Brookland Tenace. New York North Shields, Tyne and Wear, NE29 8EP 

tape to-disk transfer infinite lives maps adventure solutions rrench games Amstrad 
program guide 
Phil Maxttetd. 40 the Brow, Brecks. Rotherham S Y<*ks, S65 3HP » (0709) 54 5055 

Base programming (mainly utilities but some games) 
Mark Bonshar. 4 Stoop Lane &uorn, nr Loughborough, Leics, LEI2 8BU 

Base programming useful oalis and pekes hacking rape to disk Mexoune Draw 
supersprr.es repairing ;oys:.cks :ap? loacfcng Basic scrolling messages spntes m border 
nppng out title pages music and effects from games 
Carl Harker, 38 Lyndon Ave. Blacklen. Sidcup. Kent. DA15 8RJ 

Basse Lego, laser Basic CPM Fig-Forih stmoie machine-code GAC disk or tap-:- coci 
ing. tape-fo-disk 
Edward Reid, 157 Ladyloan Ave. Drumchape) Glasgow. G15 8RX 

bridge clubs • sCOnng on Mitchell aggregate and Hcwells name and address lists 
library books master points (calculation and oertficaies) all CPCs usuig CPM for 
Masterhle and Superscript 
FB Brighton, 30 Ranmoor View. 410 Fulwood Rd Sheffield S10 3GG w (0742) 30 7555 

Base programming printing problems (on DMP 20G0) loads ct games pokes maps 
type ins, machine code 
Guy Sanders. 270 Willesden Lane. London. NW2 

any aspect -of wntmg a lanzine 
Richard Hannah, 48 James St. Helensburgh. Strathclyde. G84 8XG = (0436) 3310 

Bas.c machine oode Dcraflex Xenix Turbo Pascal GAC 
L.V. Townsend. 61 Loworgate Rd. Accnngton. Lanes, BB5 6LN tol 0254 382349 

programming easic ! 0 sound (sorry enveloping) graphics (collision detection crr.d am 
manor.) interrupts tape and cLsk filing printer oommands — DMP 2000 printing of 
listings screen dumps >i;ers (phone lor detads o! cos? before sending) DKUcn.cs 
speech synthesiser wnting simple databases searches and sort routines 
Gavin Manning. 20 Windsor Rd. Wanstead London El 1 3QU * 01-989 8843 

C&G 747 HNC Compute? S-udies serious users 
John Wharram. 61 Silver Crescent, Chlswick. London, W4 5SF 

machine-code CPM hacking 6128 
Tony Hoyle, 11 Dorset Rd, St Annes. Lanes. FY8 2ED o (0253) 72 7368 

Bas;c moch^tecode especially graphics 464 
PJ Higginson. 194 Turton Rd. Bradshaw. Bolton. Lanes, BL2 3EE = (0204) 58907 

Base some machine-code (will pm? listings !c< bOr- • 5p cage -sae) - 612S 
Andrew Smith. 5 Station Rd, Foggathorpe. nr Selby, N Yorks. Y08 7PU » (0757 85) 540 

Basce simple mcicnine-cocie 
Duncan Ellis. 6 Clilton Tenace, Ilkley W Ycrks, LS29 8ED 

Laser games assemblers firmware 
Martin Packer. 393 Whitton Ave East. Greenlord, Midx. UB6 0JU » 01-935 6600 x4283 
or 01-423 3452 

Spellbound Eidolon Dragons Lear 
Scott Miller, 7 Inverness St. Drumoyne Glasgow G51 4EW 

CPM stc1 DMP 2000 Cc-bo: Nevada Ccfcoi Turbo Pcacal Locanofive Basic cc'.eurs 
from Basic djsktotapr disk to disk Tospnnt darabases 464 
Alien Reavie. 22 Mourneview St. Portadown. N Ireland BT62 3AW 

machine code programming 
Jim Tripp 24 Orchid Close. Taunton. Somerset « 

machuie scde Basic Lego CPM graphics sound most CPC games 
PJ Cook. Prestel 011 110 750 

programming (Basic, seme machine-code) 
Jeftiey Hunt. 2 Deweys Way. Gilllngham Dorset. SP8 4BW 

Listings and '.ex! *•;<» Op per K Send a dak or lape NLQ daub: Screen dumps 50p 
Pc6"<xje ' ree: ' over ZI 00 else add 33p Per.pa.s computer matched Free odv.ee or. 
Basic wcg rammng and adventure wntihg Debugging serv-ce list of aecc. for 
school ptagramming proiecis GAC help (ah free) 
Daryl Ward. 3 Pmeways. Appleton Park, Warrington. Cheshire. WA4 5EJ. tel 092S 
64805 between 6.30 and 7 30pm 

II nts i^ops and pokes for Jc»ek the Nipper Gcr Dexter Sorcery- Zub Grana Prix 
Simulator Soaoase De!*a Dccrrsday B! l «s KmghtTyir.e Eftchar.ter help or. down-
loading games from MtCro:ink 
Daniel Webster. 17 Chandos Close. Buckingham. Bucks. MK18 1AW 

Bosic p iog iammng 464 machine ccdo 464 Maxam an rom DDI I disi drive and 
using y disks 
Martin WUcocks. 38 Amblside Close. Biomborough. Winal, Mereeyside. L62 7JF 
tel. 051 334 8812 

Programming (Baste and machine code), graphics sauna and music some -lack 
mg debugging programs Amstrad Light Pen 
Andrew Stevens, 4 Kingston Avenue. Acklam. Middlesborough. Cleveland, TS5 
7RS tel 0642 813052 - not Tues or Fri evenings or during college hours. 

D:«>y Devr«.:co Rambo 3DC togies Nes- Black Magic Trap Door Ronogaae (lev 
els 1-5) 
J Redlern. 10 Oaktree Close. Mansfield. Notts NG18 3EN 

4o4 Base programmung (most aspocis except sound) adapting routines lor persons! 
use. v/ill type lutings for tape • 50p • SAE - 50p postage 
John Girvin. 25 Moorgate Street. Belfast. BT5 5BZ tel Belfast 658939 between 7pm 
and 10pm. 

Pokes I'rer.cr. games Masterlile (penpals wanted AtA wi'h dsk drive interested in 
hacking games and r.ps e:c.) 
Geoff Smith. 60 Blackburn Crescent. Chapeltown. Shellield South Yorkshire. S30 
4EG 

Elite Yie Ar Kung Fu Commando 11 Freddy Space Hairier Football Manager 
M Levy, Brecon', Woodside Lane. Finchley. London, NI2 8RG tel (01) 445 0220 (week-
ends (01)209 1006) 
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AM SCENE 

Monthly update on what's new on the CPC scene 

Ocean dive in 

Northern lights 
keep a close and careful watch on 
their progress for £29 95. 

Bedford firm. Ibsoft. has 
released another in then compre-
hensive range of languages. Lisp. 
Working under CPM. it costs 
£49.95. 

KDS, of 8-bit printer port fame, 
has two existing projects under 
development: a 5.25 inch double 
sidod. double density disk drive 
giving 706k space per disk. 
Projected cost will be £129.95 A 
low cost hard disk is also in the off-
ing. Available in 5. 10 and 20 
Megabyte models, the starting 
price is £199.95 

Get ready for the next show 
Due for the 28th. 29th and 30th of 
January 1988 it will take place at 
the Great Hall in Alexandra 
Palace. London. See you there 

Ocean held a press open day - to 
demonstrate their flotilla of stock-
ing fillers software for this 
Christmas. David Ward, joint 
director of Ocean, had some 

According to Andy Mackay 
at Amstiad's PR agency "Amstrad 
will defend its position strenuously 
Epson are wrong trying to put an 
injunction on the letters LQ when 
several other companies use NLQ 
on their printers." Andy added that 
Amstrad will continue selling the 
printer as the LQ3500. It seems, 
then that Amstrad and Epson are 
to be lockod in a legal battle. 

The situation is rather ironic 
for Amstrad because they took 
legal action, for a similar reason, 
several months ago, when they 
attempted to prevent companies 
using AMS m product names. In 
that instance it was because the 
suffix stands for Alan Michael 
Sugar 

Both cases revolve on the 
issue of "passing off" - naming a 
product so as to gain an unfair 
advantage through confusion with 
someone elses product and reputa 
tion. Amstraa claim that LQ is a 
generic term meaning letter quali-
ty. and is in common usage and 
therefore can't be a trademark (in 
the same way as "hoover"). 

hot on its heels is Combat School 
a multi level coin-op conversion. 
To graduate the player must pass 
through assault courses, firing 
ranges, arm wrestling, and other 
joystick waggling events 

Many recent Ocean games 
are split into several sections. 
When one part has been com-
pleted the next loads. For tape 
owners it takes several minutes to 
load each section. However, on a 
6128 or 464 with memory expan-
sion things are a good deal 
quicker As Mark Jones, graphic 
artist lor Renegade (now working 
on Gryzor). explained "It is a sim-
ple feature which can save a lot 
of unnecessary hanging about. 
Unfortunately nobody seems to 
have noticed this point: even 
though it's mentioned in the 
instructions." 

Does your copy of 
Renegade suffer from blue blood? 
It's not a bug but an intentional 

Legal battle 
looms 

Epson has issued a writ against 
Amstrad The reason is to prevent 
Amstrad using the letters LQ on 
their latest batch of printers 

Epson, who has been manu-
facturing printers with an LQ suffix 
for the past four years, objects to 
Amstiad's use of LQ because they 
claim dealers have come to associ-
ate the designation LQ with Epson 
printers. 

good news for Amstrad users: 
The summer months recorded a 
low in Amstrad software sales 
which reflected in the number 
and quality of releases. Recently, 
however, sales have picked up 
surprisingly well: we are working 
hard at producing several top 
quality games for the machine " 

David promised a flood of 
hot hits for Christmas and early 
next year Indeed, to support 
David's claims, several top titles 
are near completion. Match Day 
n will probably be the lirst on the 
field' written by Messrs Ritman 
and Drummond. of Batman and 
Head ovei Heels lame, it looks 
good and plays well. Following 

Another Official Amstrad show has 
been and gone The venue was the 
Greater Manchester Exhibition 
Centre (GMEX) The size o< the exhi-
b i t s centre may have increased, 
but the number and size of 
exhibitor stands dropped. If you 
looked hard there were several 
new products for the CPC 
machines - and the promise of a 
lot more to come 

The largest CPC-only stand 
belonged to Siren Software. On 
show was the new eprom program-
mer (£49.99) and Ultra Sound 
(£14.99) Mendian were there with 
Stockmarket. Plan investments and 

move on the part of Ocean in the 
light of recent events in the "real" 
world It seems a little unneces-
sary to us. it's a violent game and 
the colour of the blood isn't going 
to make much difference 

In the shops between now 
and January are scheduled: 
Flashpoint - a strategy game 
Phanfys - science fiction fantasy 

story about exploring a new 
world. Fan torn club. Platoon. 
Where time stood still. Victory 
Road and a waterfall of other 
goodies. 

A compilation worth looking 
at is Live Ammo. Five games at 
£9 .95 on cassette and £14 95 on 
disk Army moves. Rambo. 
Green Beret. Top Gun and the 
Great Escape are the titles. 

Hisaft* 0525 718181 
The Old School. Greenfield. MK45 
5DE 

KDS Electronics » 04853 2076 
15 Hill Street. Hunstanton. Norfolk 

Mendian Software » 01 8507057 
38 Balcaskie Rd. London. SE9 1HQ 

Siren Software « 061 2281831 
2-4 Oxford Rd. Manchester Ml 5QE 
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Teletext action 
Pago your Oracle arid receive 
Amstrad Action Type-Ins. Starting 
next month the map! Type-In fea-
tured in each issue of Amstrad 
Action can be downloaded from 
Oracle's Telesoftware service. 
What's needed is a Teletext adap 
tor and tuner. The software can be 
found within Oracle (the Channel 
4 broadcast) undei 4-Tel (page 
460) The service is free. 

A kick is as good 
as a punch 

Bangkok Knights is a beat-em-up 
from System 3 based on Thai box-
ing. The game starts on a cliff edge 
and the player must fight his way 
through a jungle and onto the 
streets of Bangkok. When the street 
fighters have been defeated the 
acbon enters the Lumpim Stadium 
where the masters of the sport, the 
Bangkok Knights, await. Priced at 
£9.99 on tape and £14.99 on disk. 

Chomp, chomp 
Ever wanted to be a monster? 
Now's the chance because 
Act vision are converting the 
Bally/Midway arcade game 
Rampage. The game features 
building-climbing, people-eating, 
generally quite unpleasant mon-
sters. The National Guard try to 
stop them from destroying 
America. There are three monsters 
to choose from: George, a huge 
gorilla. Lizzie, a godzilla look-alike 
and Ralph an overgrown wolf-
man. Destroy the world from 
December onwards for £9 99 on 
tape and £14 99 on disk 

Galactic Games lets you wrig-
gle youi way through a series of 
sporting events, in an attempt to 
become intergalactic vermicular 
champion. Take part in the 100m 
slither, space hockey, psychic judo, 
head throwing and the metamorph 
marathon. Squirm to fame in 
October for £9 99 on tape and 
£14 99 on disk 

Once bitten 
First Byte Soltware, a company 
new to the Amstrad soene. is 
releasing the Address Sysfem - a 
package capable of holding over 
30G0 names, addresses and tele-
phone numbers The Address 
System boasts rapid search, 
replace and edit functions, friendly 
set-up procedure, optional silicon 
disk storage, software printer buffer 
and user-definable label printing 
Paul Richards at Byte commented. 

'The Address System is an ideal, 
competitively pi iced, tool for the 
home or small business user requir-
ing storage and subsequent print-
ing of addresses." 

Available for the CPC 6128 
(464/664 with Dk'tromcs expansion 
ram), the Address System sells for 
£14.95 on disk and £24 95 on rom 
More from First Byte on 0935 
851265. 

More style 
Seven Stars, of Quahtas (a print 
enhancement package) fame, is 
producing the Qualitas Display 
Pack This supplies the existing 
Quahtas system with 10 extra dec-
orative fonts. The fonts are all 8 -bit 
which means an 8-bit pnntei port 
must be plugged into the computer 
- available from Seven Stars on 
06284 3445 at £19 55. Pack price is 
£9 95 

Create a 
character 

Ramasoft has just finished work on 
Fosit Master. Badged as a 
comprehensive, user-friendly char-
acter set designer it costs £8.50 on 
cassette and £1150 on disk. 
According to Rama, up to four 
characters can be designed at 
once and each may be mirrored, 
inverted or scrolled Included is a 
simple text editor for testing the 
new characters. Ramasoft also 
claim a first: Font Master saves 
character definitions as standard 
Basic SYMBOL commands within a 
short Basic program. Ramasoft are 
on 0763 43715 

Maximum joy 
Miracle Technology, modem man-
ufacture!. is malting the Modem 
Maximiser, a pioduct that offers 
enhanced capabilities to all exist-
ing modems. Maximiser comes 
either as stand alone (£225 
excluding VAT) or with data 
encryption (£324 excluding 
VAT) - the ability to encode 
important data. 

Maximiser features 
include encr correction 

for Xmodem. EPAD and MPAD 
(Miracle standard), data compres-
sion (which speeds data through-
put). a 16k battery-backed data 

store and printer port allowing 
you to have hard copies of 

incoming messages 
More from Miiacle 

on 0473 216141 

Plus program 
Speedtrans Plus is the latest product 
from Hertfordshiie-based firm. 
Goldmark Systems. It's a tape to 
disk transfer utility, a much 
tweaked version of their earlier 
releases. Available on disk only at 
£12.99 for the 6128 (466/664 with 
memory upgrade) 

Joystick capers 
Konix are putting together a new 
version of their waggle-machine, 
the Speed King joystick The origi-
nal stick will be sold for £11.99 (£1 
off its usual price) and comes bun-
dled with the Gremlin game Thing 
Bounces Back. The new stick which 
features an auto-fire option sells for 
£12.99 Pick a stick on 049525 
5913 

More coin-op 
conversions 

Two more arcade conversions are 
due from Eloctric Dreams in the 
next few months. Super Hang-On 
and Firetrap. 

Super Hang-On is a mo tot bike 
racing game which gives an on-
the-bike view of the track as it 
races around four continents There 
are lour skill levels to choose from 
ranging from beginner to expert. If 
it's as good as the arcade game 
then it should be well worth a look 
End of November is the release 
date. 

In Firetrap burning skyscrap-
ers have to be put out and the 
inhabitants rescued. Falling objects 
and other obstacles make the task 
more difficult and the ground is a 
long way down. Supposedly in the 
shops in Novembei at £9 99 on 
cassette and £14.99 or. disk. 

AM SCENE 

Campaign for 
real time 

Rainbird are to bring out three 
more games for Amstrad in the 
coming months: Time and Magik. 
Camer Command, and Jinxter. 
Carrier Command is programmed 
by Realtime Software - the people 
who created Starstrike U - and 
involves controlling a futuristic air-
cralt carrier armed with tanks, 
laseis. missiles and .of course, air-
craft The game boasts solid 3D 
graphics and arcade action with 
tactical warfare. It should be out 
before Christmas and cost £14.95 
on tape and £19 95 on disk. 

Jinxter is the latest Magnetic 
Scrolls adventure, their previous 
games including The Pawn and 
Guild of Thieves. There'll be the 
usual spectacular graphics and 
fiendishly difficult puzzles The story 
goes that luck is running out in the 
land of Aquitania; the luck must be 
restored by le-building the charm 
bracelet which the Green Witches 
have dispersed throughout 
Aquitama The game will be avail-
able on disk only for the 6128. Cost 
is £19.95. 

Time and Magik is a compila-
tion of past Level 9 adventures: 
Lords oi Time Red Moon and the 
Price ot Magik. In Lords of Time the 
evil time lords have to be defeated 
through nine pencds oi past, pre-
sent and future history. The Price 
of Magik is a sequel to Red Moon 
in the original the player has to 
fund the Red Moon crystal, and in 
the sequel must defeat Myglar 
before he drains it of it's power 
Time and Magik has digitised 
graphics on the disk version and is 
priced at £19.95 The cassette costs 
£14 95. Both versions are due for 
December release. 

Oriental Colossus 
CDS. who produced Colossus 
Chess and Cotossus Bndge. are 
adding the game of Mah-Jong to 
their list. Surprisingly it is oalled 
Colossus Mah-Jong. The player is 
the east wind against the three 
computer opponent winds A tutori-
al session is included in the pack-
age so new players to the game 
should have no problems. Nine lev-
els of diiiiculty will give even the 
most advanced players a chal-
lenge we're told. £9 99 for the tape, 
£14 99 for the disk. 

The Blue Ribbon label, a CDS 
offshoot is set to release several 
games before Christmas. They cne 
Pool. Golf. Video Card Arcade and 
Dominoes. All priced at £1 99 on 
cassette. 
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Hewson's 
compilation 

Hewson are releasing a compila- Utidium Plus the new game. The 
tion in time for Christmas featuring original Uridium was a fast 
two Mastergarnes. a Save and a scrolling shoot-em-up on the 
new title to the Amstrad The Commodore. This looks to be a 
Mastergames are Exolon and pack worth getting at £9.95 on 
Ranarama. Zyncrps is the Rave and tape and £14.95 on disk. 

Intelligent music 

Smarter than the 
average bear 

Smelly software 

Streetwise. whose previous 
Amstrad release was Kat Trap. 
have a new game called Sewer. 
The idea is to control a droid called 
the Manipulator. The task is to res-
cue workmen who have become 

trapped in an underground 
labyrinth ot sewers It features a 
variety of nasties ranging from 
giant slugs and snails, to razor-
toothed fish and acid. £7.95 on 
tape. 

AM SCENE 

Yogi Bear, from Piranha, is on the 
lookout for picnic baskets this win 
ter The story goes that Boo Boo has 
been bearnapped by a blood-
thirsty hunter, who has hidden him 
somewhere in Jellystone Park Yogi 
must find him and keep his energy 
topped up by regular visits to pick-
a-ruck baskets. People and animals 
all do their best to get in Yogi's 
way £9.95 on tape and £14 95 on 
disk 

Gunboat involves a top secret 
gunboat on a mission to penetrate 
a network of islands held by 
enemy forces. Expccted soon at 
£8.95 on cassette and £13.95 on 
disk. 

Trapdoor1 sBetk returns to the 
computer screen in Through the 
Trapdoor. This time Berk and Drutt 
are attempting to rescue Bom from 
the Gloomy depths. £8.95 on tape 
and £13.95 on disk. 

Another character from 
2000AD is due to make an appear-
ance on the micro. Judge 
Anderson, the Psi-Judge, must bat-
tle it out with the four Dark Judges 
- Death. Fear. Fire and Mortis. They 
are here to wipe out anything that 
is living and to finish off their arch 
enemy. Judge Death is due out 
soon at £9.95 on cassette and 
£14 .95 on disk 

TV Games 
Denmark have launched a new 
label specialising m TV game 
shows The first titles are: a new 
version of Blockbusters. Tlie 
Krypton Factor. Countdown. 
Bullseye and Treasure Hunt The 
first two games are Blockbusters 
and the Krypton Factor which 
should be on the streets shortly All 
TV Games cost £7.95 on tape. 

A new pieoe of music software, the 
Mastercomposer from Wes thill 
Music, is supposed to bash out 
melodies in three-part harmony. 
No need to enter a single note 
either Just select from ten music 
types and let the computer do the 

rest. Programmed by Br>an James, 
author of the intriguing Landscape 
Creator, it costs £49 (£15 for the 
pocket version). Details from 
Westhill Music. 75 Beech Road. 
Westhill. Aberdeenshire, AB3 
Phone 0224 
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Da-dum, da-
dum, etc 

The Pink Panther and Tom and 
Jerry are soon to be seen capering 
across computer screens Ariolasoft 
and Magicbytes have a licensing 
deal for both cartoons, the games 
should appear early next year. 

Western Games and Clever & 
Smart are two more Ariolasoft titles 
released soon. Western Games is a 
sport simulation with a difference. 
It features arm wrestling, tobacco 
spitting, cow milking, beer shooting 
(what a waste!), eating beans and 
the can can 

Clever & Smart are private 
detectives who must tree Dr 
Bakterius Hidden clues help to 
solve the case. Both games cost 
£9.99 on tape and £14.99 on disk. 

They've shot R2 
With the help of R2D2 the Empire 
can soon be defeated again, in the 
arcade conversion of Star Wars. 
November will see the game m the 
shops, we're told at £9.95 on tape 

£14.95 on disk Watch this 
next year for release details 

The Empire Strikes Back and 
o/ the Jedi. 



COMPATIBLE PRINTERS. 
INCOMPARABLE PRICES. 

PLUS VAf 

W-IJS VAT 

Please send me farther information on the DMP 3160 • and the DMP 4000 • 

Nm 

Mi/12 

COMPANY Ti:»t:moNE 

address 
AVAILABLE AT ADT COMPUTER MARKETING ELTEC FIRST SOFTWARE • HILL INTERNATIONAL MBS METYCLEAN M I C R O PERIPHERALS 

NORBAIN NORTHAMBER OFFICE INTERNATIONAL P & P SANDHURST H U G H SYMONS VISTEC WILDINGS 

•Rccommended retail prices including VAT. DMP 3160- ,L >28.85, DMP4000 £401.55. Prices correc t at 1-9-87 but may change without notice. 

Amstrad pic., PO Box 462. 
Brentwood, liSSex CM 14 4KF. 
Telephone: (0277) 262326 



CALL IT A SEQUEL... 
AND YOU'LL LAND UP FLAT ON YOUR BACK. 

Commodore Screens 

They called International Karate the best beat-em-up so far. And who are we to argue? 
But Archer Maclean has come up with a stunner: A Third Fighter. 
Amazing animated background. New moves. Re-mixed music. 

And Balls! 
Commodore 64/128 Cassette (£9.99) and Disk (£12.99). Coming soon for Spectrum and Amstrad home computers. 

Mail Order Activision (UK) Ltd. Units 3 & 4 Lloyds Close. Finedon Road Industrial Estate. Wellingborough. Northampton NN8 4FR. Tel: (0933) 76768 
Access, Visa and American Express Cards welcome. 





SOFTWARE S GREATES 

A classic compilatioikof 

^NTL^^ihis^o.l 
smash hit recreate$"afTfllV 
excitement and gameplay of the 
arcade sensation. 
\CEOF\CES...amagDtiic(iTit 

and enthralling blend of flight £ 
simulation and s n a d e "shoot 
'em up" action. 
LEADERBOARD... "thesports 
simulation of the year, ifnot the 
decade, that makes all other Golf 
simulations look clumsy" Zup. 
WINTER GAMES ... an 
outstanding location for a 
competition, a superb 
combination of testing events, 
an unrivalled classic No. l . 
INFILTRATOR ... zction, 
strategy and simulation 
in one spy action thriller, 
"Like being in an action 
film" Sinclair User. 



TYPE-INS 

IT V P S - Z7ZZ7© 
substitute the colours ol your choice The first number refers to ink pot one. 
the second to ink pot two and so on. The User instructions contain a list of 
all the colours and their corresponding colours, 

160 '** Load Screen into address 44000 " 
170 MEMORY 43FFF:LOAD "SCREEN",£4000 

Line 170 loads the screen ot your choice into memory location 
16384 (&4000), Don't forget io place the desired filename between the 
quotes in line 170 

180 ON type GOTO 190,260,330,450 

Peter has made clever use of the GOTO command in the line above 
The line the program branches to depends on the value: 1 and it goes to 
line 190. 2 and it's off to 260... 

Horizontal manoeuvres 
The CPC screen can have a maximum of 640 pixels across by 200 

down. Mode 0 has 160 by 200 dots. In each Mode the addressing sys-
tem is the same The STEP in line 200 accounts for the horizontal resolu-
tion. Similarly for the vertical resolution in line 210 

The screen being manipulated is stored, out of view, at address 
8(4000. Each pixel on the lower screen is TESTed and then replotted on 
the upper screen, but in a different position (depending on the effect cho-
sen). When the computer TESTs a pixel it must do it on the screen held 
lower in memory To fool the computer into thinking the actual screen is 
low down a POKE is used All screen operations will now take place on 
the lower image Once the screen has been TESTed a second POKE is 
issued. This tells the system that the screen is back in its onginal position 

If you wish to distort the screen by different horizontal amounts try 
altering the variable s and its step rate (line 2(2X25), You could also alter 
the logarithmic function in line 220 

1 ' Spheriscreen 
2 ' by Peter Featherstone 
3 ' Amstrad Action December 87 
10 ' If ESC pressed and cursor doesn't appear, press f0 
20 KEY 0."POKE 4B7C6,192"+CHR$(13):MODE 2 
30 PRINT "WHICH TYPE OF EFFECT DO YOO WANT ?":PRIWT:PRINT 
40 PRINT "1> Horizontal Have":PRINT "2) Vertical Wave' 
50 PRINT "3) Sphere":PRINT "4) Cone":PRINT:INPUT type 
60 IF type<l OR type>4 THEN GOTO 20 

Notice the manner in which Peter tests for a key press. Lines 30 to 
50 print the options, the end of line 50 waits for your input and line 60 
checks that you haven't typed anything but a number between 1 and 4. 

70 -** SET UP COLOURS AND LOAD SCREEN ••» 
80 These will need to be altered depending on 
90 the screen you are loading. All routines 
100 "have been written for MODE 0 screens but 
110 'can be converted for the other two Modes. 
120 ' 

130 BORDER 0:MODE 0:RESTORE 150 
140 FOR f=0 TO 15:READ a:INK f,a:NEXT f 
150 DATA 0,2,26,16,24,8,18,11,7,10,3,6,15,13,20,14 

Spheriscreen has been programmed to work in Mode 0 This means 
16 colours may be allowed on screen in one go Line 140 reads each 
DATA item held in line 150 and changes colour accordingly You may 

190 Horizontal Wave *** 
200 DEG:s=180:FOR f=0 TO 636 STEP 4:s=s+2.25 
210 FOR g=0 TO 398 STEP 2:POKE &B7C6,64:t=TEST(f,g) 
220 POKE tB7C6,192:PLOT f,g+(100*SIN(s)),t:NEXT g,f 
230 IF INKEY(60)=0 THEN SAVE "HWAVE",b,49152,16384:END 
240 GOTO 230 
250 ' 

The vertical distortion routine starts at line 260. It is identical to the 
horizontal routine, but just acts in a different plane Again, you may 
increase or decrease distortion by altering vanable s in 290. Once the 
picture has finished drawing you may press S to save it. Insert the file-
name in line 300. The same goes for all the routines. 

Program made plain 
Discover a program's secrets: how it works, improve-
ments that can be made and techniques worth 
remembering. How would you like to add special 
effects to your screen images? Find out how with 
Peter Featherstone's incredible listing. 

SPHERISCREEN 

Peter Featherstone from Leeds, 
has written a spectacular pro-

gram that takes a normal 
screen and distorts it in 
several ways. The effects 
are similar to those 
achieved on the 
Quantel graphics com-
puter used by television 
companies to produce 
video effects. The 

screen, once loaded, can 
be folded or rolled into a 

sphere or cone and subse-
quently saved. 

As it stands Spheriscreen will 
only run on 664 and 6128 

machines. To get it running on a 464 sim-
ply alter all occunences of poke tB7c6,192 to poke &bicb, 192. Similarly 
change poke «B7C6,64 to poke &bicb, 64 
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TYPE-INS 

260 '*** Vertical Wave *** 
270 DEG.FOR £=« TO 638 STEP 4:s=0:FOR g-0 TO 398 STEP 2 
280 POKE 4B7C6,64:t=TEST(f, g):POKE fiB7C6,192 
290 PLOT f+100*SIN(s),g,t:s-e+2.7:NEXT g, f 
300 IF INKEY(60)=0 THEM SAVE VWAVE",b,49152,16384:END 
310 GOTO 300 
320 ' 

Bubble trouble 

330 Sphere *** 
340 DEG 
350 x=160:y=0: 'Changing X will alter the view of the sphere 
360 FOR f=90 TO 270 STEP 2.25:y=0:EX>R g=180 TO 360 STEP 1.111 
370 POKE SB7C6,64:t=TEST(x,y):POKE iB7C6,192:rx=180*SIN(f) 
380 PLOT 320+rx*SIN(g),200+180*COS(g), t 
390 DRAWR 0,4,t:DRAMR 4,0, t:DRAWR 0,-4,t:y=y+2:NEXT g 
400 x=x+4:IF x>636 THEN x=x-636 
410 NEXT f 
420 IF INKEY(60)=0 THEN SAVE "SPHERE",b,49152,16384:END 
430 GOTO 420 
440 ' 

A clever piece of mathematics in lines 370 and 380 turn your origi-
nal picture into a sphere By altering variable x you can alter the view of 
the sphere. If you ran the program several times using the same picture 
- altering x by a little each time you could save a sequence of spherical 
screens and then re-display them quickly to give the impression of rota 
tion. 

450 '*** Cone *** 
460 DEG:ra=2:F0R f=40 TO 540 STEP 4:g=0 
470 FOR R=0 TO 359 STEP 1.8:P0KE 4B7C6,64:t=TEST(f,g) 
480 POKE 6B7C6,192:PLOT £+ra*SIN(r),200+(ra*2.5)*COS(r),t 
490 DRAWR 0,-4,t:DRAWR 4,0,t:DRAWR 0,4,t:g=g*2:NEXT r 
500 ra=ra+0.5:NEXT f 
510 IF INKEY(60)=0 THEN SAVE "CONE",b,49152,16384:END 
520 GOTO 510 

Each distorted image takes anything from hall-an-hour to produce. 
A long time to wait, but the results are astounding. Just look at the pic-
tures on the cover and this page. Can anyone produce a speedy 
machine code version^ 

This program, by Liaket Ali in Leicester, demonstrates the motion ot two 
bodies under the influence ot gravity It uses Newton's laws ot Force 
and Motion to plot the path of two objects. The listing can show such 
things as the capture of one astronomical body by another, orbits of 
satellites and the behaviour of binary stars - it all depends on the data 
fed to it. 

When the program is run you are asked to press Y if you wish to 
input data. Any other key and the default data is used. This demon-
strates the orbits between the Earth and Moon. The red line is the path 
of the moon, 

If you pressed Y then try the data provided before entering your 
own: it will give you an idea of what is required 

Celestial bodies 

Binary stars 
An ti-gravity 

Mass 100 50 10©' 100 
Velocity 1.49 2 98 4 4 
Acceleration 0 180 •45 ' 135 
X 320 320 50 200 
Y 170 100 150 30 
Gravity 10 •7 

This is a binary star simulation One star is larger than thc-
other Each star has the icquued velocity for a circular orbit around 
a common centre ol gravity 

The second group of figures show what happens when the 
torce ol gravity is repulsive instead ol attractive It shows two equal 
bodies approaching each other - both bodies then move away 
from each other due to the eftects ol anti-gravity 

The angles are in degrees, 0 being east. The X and Y co-ordinates 
refer to the initial screen positions of the two bodies. The value for X 
should be between 0 and 640. Y should be between 0 and 270 
Plotting is slow as Basic has several hundred calculations to perform. 

1 ' Celestial bodies 
2 ' by LiaJcet Ali 
3 ' Amstrad Action December 87 
10 (ODE 1:BORDER 0:INK 0,0:INK 1,26 
20 REM Data for Earth-Moon orbit 

30 READ ml,vl,al,xl,yl,m2,v2,a2,x2,y2,g 
40 DATA 100,12.16,0,40,240,600,0.33,0,40,180,10 
50 rev$=CHR$(24):INPUT"Bit Y if you want to input data ",y$ 
60 IF UPPERS(y$)<>"Y"THEN GOTO 180 
70 MODE 1:PRINT TAB(12);rev$+SPACE$(18)+rev$ 
80 PRINT TAB(12);rev$+" Celestial Bodies "+rev$ 
90 PRINT TAB(12);rev$+SPACE$(18)+rev$ 
100 LOCATE 14,5:PRINT"By Liaket Ali." 
110 WINDOW 1,40,7,25:PRINT rev$+"First body"+rev$:PRINT 
120 INPUT"Mass :",ml:INPUT"Velocity:",vl: 
130 INPUT"Angle :",al:INPUT"X co-ord:-,xl 
140 INPUT"Y co-ord:", yl:CLS:PRIW rev$+"Second body"+rev$ 
150 PRINT:INPUT-Mass :m2:INPUT"Velocity:v2 
160 INPUT"Angle :",a2:INPUT"X co-ord:",x2 
170 INPUT"Y co-ord:",y2:CLS:INPUT'Gravity :",g 
180 MDDE 1:PRINT STRINGS(40,143):WINDOW 1,40,1,8 
190 PRINT rev$+" Body"," First"," Second"+rev$ 
200 PRINT" Mass :",ml,m2:PRINT" Velocity :**,vl,v2 
210 PRINT" Angle :",al,a2:PRINT" X co-ord :",xl,x2 
220 PRINT" Y co-ord :",yl,y2:PRINT" Gravity :",g 
230 dt=0.1:al=al*PI/180:a2=a2*PI/180:xl=xl+10:x2=x2+10 
240 REM U.D.G. for planets 
250 SYMBOL 255,126,129,129,129,129,129,129,126 
260 PLOT 1000,100,1:ORIGIN 0,0,0,639,270,0 
270 ORIGIN 0,0,0,639,270,0 
280 M3VE xl-8,yl+8:TAG:PRINT CHR$(255)r 
290 M3VE x2-8,y2+8:PRINT CHR$(255);:TAGOFF 
300 vlx=vl*COS(al):v2x=v2*COS(a2):vly=vl*SIN(al) 
310 v2y=v2»SIN(a2) 
320 fg=g*ml*»2/((x2-xl)*(x2-xl)+(y2-yl)*(y2-yl)) 
330 IF x2=xl THEN phi=PI/2:GOTO 350 
340 phi=ATN(ABS((y2-yl)/(x2-xl))) 
350 flx=fg*COS(phi)*SGN(x2-xl):f2>c=-flx 
360 fly=fg*SIN(phi)*SGN(y2-yl):£2y=-fly 
370 alx=flx/ml: a2x=f2x/m2: slx<=vlx*dt+alx*dt*dt/2 
380 s2x=v2x*dt+a2x*dt*dt/2:vlx=vlx+alx*dt:v2x=v2x+a2x*dt 
390 aly=fly/ml:a2y=f2y/m2:sly=vly*dt+aiy*dt*dt/2 
400 s2y=v2y*dt+a2y*dt*dt/2:vly=vly+aly*dt:v2y=v2y+a2y*dt 
410 PLOT xl,yl,3:PL0T x2,y2,2 
420 xl*xl+slx:x2=x2+s2x:yl=yl+sly:y2=y2+s2y 
430 GOTO 320 
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TYPE-INS 

Home accountant 

Rathe* than lashing out tor cm accounts package or spioadshcet 
why not try T Blackwood s listing? Mr Blackwood from Edinburgh 
has written an excellent accounts package - ideal lor small business 
01 home usei 

From the options menu you can create or add to a tile (enter 
details of the transaction the date and the amount credited 01 deb-
ited to the.- account) load and save files, delete invalid entries and 
send account details to either screen ot printer 

The- Home Accountant only has room to store a 10O entnes pc-i 
month, but this is adequate for most put poses 11 you need larger 
storage capacity then you can increase the value held in tlie anays 
(line 50) 

1 ' Home Accountant 
2 ' by T Blackwood 
3 ' Amstrad Action December 87 
10 ' 

20 • MENU 
30 ' 
40 SPEED WRITE 1 
50 DIM textS(100),dateS(100),db(100),cr(100):c=0:bal=0 
60 INK 0,0:INK 1,13:INK 2,26:INK 3,6:BORDER 0 
70 M00E 1:PAPER 0:PEN 3:LOCATE 1,1 
80 PRINT CHRS(212);STRING$(38,208):FOR L=2 TO 23:LOCATE 1,L 
90 PRINT CHR$(211):LOCATE 40,1:PRINT CHR$(213):LOCATE 40,L 
100 PRINT CHRS(209):NEXT:LOCATE 1,24 
110 PRINT CHR$(215).'STRINGS(38,210);CHR$(214):LOCATE 5,3 
120 PEN 2:PRINT"HOME ACCOUNTANT ";CHR$(164);"1987 T.BLACKWOOD" 
130 WINDOW 01,7,34,7,21:PAPER #1,2:PEN |1,3:CLS #1 
140 PRINT#1:PRINT #1,TAB(3);"Create/Add to file C" 
150 PRINT #1:PRINT #1,TAB(3);"Load existing file L" 
160 PRINT *1: PRINT #1, TAB (3); "Delete from file D" 
170 PRINT #1:PRINT »1, TAB (3); "View file V" 
180 PRINT #1:PRINT #1, TAB (3); "Save file S" 
190 PRINT #1:PRINT fl, TAB(3); "Output to printer 0" 
200 PRINT #1:PRINT #1,TAB(3);"Start NEW Month N" 
210 PAPER 2:PEN 0:LOCATE 5,23 
220 PRINT" Press key for choice required: ":PAPER 0:PEN 1 
230 ANS$="CLDVSON" 
240 option=0:WHILE option=0:k$=INKEYS 
250 IF k$>"" THEN option=INSTR(ans$.DPPER$(k$)) 

Paper change 

The listing below by Shabaz Yousal from Slough, introduces an RSX (bar 
command) to the system. Entering ICHANGEPAPER alters the pcrper 
colour without clearing the screen Issue the command twice and the 
screen reverts back to normal 

1 ' Paper change 
2 ' by Shabaz Yousaf 
3 ' Amstrad Action December 87 
10 • To load the Binary Code: 
20 ' MEMORY 45000 LQAD"CPAPER BIN",65000:CALL 45000 
30 FOR i-45000 TO 4502C:READ a$:P0KE i,VAL("t"+a$):NEXT 
40 SAVE"CPAPER.BIN",b,45000,45:CALL 45000 
50 ICHANGEPAPER.ICHANGEPAPER:END 
60 DATA 00.00.00,00,21,00,S0,01,0E.50,CD,D1,BC,C9,15,50,C3 
70 DATA 21,50.00.00,43,48,41,4E.47,45,50,41,50,45,D2,00,21 
80 DATA 00,C0.7E,2F,77,23,7D,B4,20.F8.C9 

Data maker 

Here is a wonderful routine that converts binary into lines of Basic DATA -
it adds a checksum at the end of DATA lines and includes a few lines to 
poke the code back into the computer HE Haxwell lrom Hertfordshire is 
the man to thank 

The routine will prompt you for a filename (this being the Basic 
saved file), the start and end address of you machine code data, the first 

260 WEND 
270 CW option GOSUB 290.460,620,810,1000.1150,1380 
280 GOTO 60 
290 1 
300 ' — CREATE / ADD TO FILE 
310 ' 
320 WINDOW #1,1,20,1,5:WINDOW #2,1,40,6,25 
330 WINDOW #3,21,40,1,5:PAPER #1,1:PAPER #2,0:PAPER #3,0 
340 PEN #1,0:PEN #2,1:PEN #3,1:CLS II1: CLS #2:CLS #3 
350 PRINT #1," Please Enter:":PRINT#1," DETAILS:" 
360 PRINT#1," DATE:":PRINT!1," amount DEBITED:" 
370 PRINT#1," amount CREDITED:" 
380 PRINT|2:PRINT#2,"Max (17) characters:-":PRINT#2 
390 INPUT#2,"DETAILS : ",text$(c+1):IF LEN(text$(c+1))>17 

THEN PRINT"INVALID ENTRY";CHR$(7):FOR T=1 TO 3000: 
NEXT:GOTO 320 ELSE GOTO 400 

400 INPUT#2,"DATE : ",date$(c+1) 
410 INPUT#2,"DEBIT : db(c+1):INPUT #2,"CREDIT : ".cr(c+l) 
420 c=c+l:PRINT#3:PRINT#3," Add another itecu:" 
430 PRINT#3:PRINT#3," (y/n)" 
440 a$=INKEYS:IF a$="" THEN 440 
450 IF LOWERS(a$)»"y- THEN CLS #2:CLS#3:GOTO 380 ELSE RETURN 
460 ' 
470 ' — LOAD EXISTING FILE 

490 CLS:LOCATE 3, 6:PRINT STRINGS (28,):LOCATE 3,8 
500 PRINT STRINGS(28,"_") 
510 LOCATE 3,10:PRINT"LOM> FILE:";jPAPER 1:PEN 0 
520 PRINT'are you sure (y/n)":PAPER 0:PEN 1 
530 LOCATE 3,12:PRINT STRINGS(28,"_"):LOCATE 3,14 
540 PRINT STRINGS(28,"_") 
550 a$«INKEY$:IF a$="" THEN 550 
560 IF LOWERS(a$)="y" THEN 570 ELSE RETURN 
570 LOCATE 10,16:INPUT "Name of file ";fiS:PRINT:PRINT 
580 fi$=fi$:OPENIN fi$:c=l 
590 WHILE EOF"=0: INPUT #9, text$ (c) : INPUT #9, dateS (c) 
600 INPUT #9,db(c):INPUT #9,cr(c):c=c+l:WEND 
610 CLOSEIN:RETURN 
620 ' 

630 ' DELETE FROM FILE 
640 ' 
650 MOOE 2:FOR n=l TO c 
660 PRINT n," ",-texts(n);" ";date$(n);" ";db(n);" ";cr(n) 
670 NEXT n 
680 PRINT:INPUT "Enter iteea to be reaoved: -,itenrt 

line you wish the DATA to start on and the number of DATA items per 
line. It is fast, friendly and works a treat. 

1 ' Data maker 
2 ' by HE Haxwell 
3 1 Amstrad Action December 87 
10 MOOE 1:MEMORY S3FFF 
20 INPUT" NAME FOR ASCII FILE ",N$:n$=UPPER$(N$) 
30 OPENOUT NS+".ASC":nameS=n$+".ASC" 
40 INPUT" START ADDRESS:-4",AD$:AD=VAL("4"+ADS) 
50 INPUT" LAST ADDRESS: -4 ",AD2$:AD2=VAL("6"+AD2$) 
60 INPUT" FIRST LINE No. ",L:LlsL 
70 INPUT" No. of DATA STATEMENTS per line:-",n 
80 INK 2, 3, 22: PEN 2 ."PRINT: PRINT" SAVING "+NAMES 
90 FOR A=AD TO AD2 STEP N:PRINT#9,STRS(L);" DATA "; 
100 cs=0:PRINT#9,HEX$JPEEK(A),2);:cs=cs+PEEK(a) 
110 FOR X=1 TO N-l 
120 IF A+X>AD2 THEN PRINT#9, ",";HEX$(cs,3):GOTO 150 
130 PRINT#9, ",";HEX$(PEEK(A+X),2);:cs=cs+PEEK(a+x):NEXT 
140 PRINT#9,",";HEX$(cs,3);:PRINT#9,:L*L+10:NEXT 
150 FOR sum=ad TO ad2:tot=tot+PEEK(su»):NEXT 
160 PRINT#9,STRS(L);"n»";STR$(n);":a= 4";ad$;":L="; 
170 PRINT#9,STR$(LI);":WHILE L<"STR$(L);":GOSUB";STR$(L+10); 
180 PRINT#9,":WEND:GOTO";STRS(L+50) 
190 PRINT#9, STRS(L+10);"cs=0:FOR x=l TO n:READ v$:v=VAL("; 
200 PRIN7#9,CHRS(34);"4";CHRS(34);"+v$):P0KE a.v" 
210 PRINT#9,STRS(L*20);"csacs+v:a=a+l:next:read c$:c=val("; 
220 PRINTS9,CHRS(34);"4";CHRS(34);"+c$)":PRINT#9,STRS(L+30); 
230 PRINT#9, "IF cOes THEN PRINT";CHRS (34); 
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690 IF ite»*.<=0 OR item%>c THEN PAPER l.-PEN 0: 
PRINT" NOT AVAILABLE:try again.";CHRS(7) ELSE GOTO 710 

700 FOR t=l TO 2000:NEXT:RETURN 
710 PRINT"ARE YOU SURE: [Y/NJ ?" 
720 k$rINKEY$:IF kS®"" THEN 720 
730 IF LOWERS(k$)="y" THEN 740 ELSE RETURN 
740 WHILE item%<=c 
750 textS(item%)=text$(iterafc+l):dateS(itemt)=date$(itemt+1): 

db (item*) =db {item%+l) :cr (item*.)=cr(item%+l) 
760 item*=item%+l 
770 WEND 
780 c»c-l:PRINT -ANOTHER ITEM: [Y/N] ?" 
790 k$=INKEY$:IF k$="" THEN 790 
800 IF LOWERS(k$)="y" THEN 650 ELSE RETURN 
8 1 0 ' 

820 ' — VIEW FILE 
830 • 
840 IF fb>0 THEN bal=0 
850 MCCE 2:PAPER 1:PEN 0:BORDER 13:CLS:PRINT STRINGS(80,"_") 
860 WINDOW #1,1. 80,6,21:PAPER #1,1:PEN #1,0:CLS #1 
870 s$=SPACE$(12):PRINT-DETAILS";S$;"DATE";S$;"DEBIT";SS; 
880 PRINT-CREDIT ,,;S$;" BALANCE": PRINT STRINGS(80,"_") 
890 FOR n=l TO c:bal=bal-db(n)+cr(n): 
900 PRINT #1,TAB(1);TExt$(n);TAB(20);date$(n); 
910 PRINT #1,TAB(35);USING "#!##.#•";db(n); 
920 PRINT #1,TAB(52) .-USING "#•##.!#";cr (n);: 
930 PRINT #1,TAB(70);USING "£#!##.##";bal:NEXT 
940 fb=bai:LOCATE 55,22:PRINT STRINGS(25,"_"):LOCATE 55,24 
950 PRINT-BALANCE n ";:PRINT TAB (70) .-USING "£####.##";fb 
960 LOCATE 10,25:PAPER 0:PEN 1 
970 PRINT" Press M to return to Menu: " 
980 a$=INKEY$:IF a$="" THEN 980 
990 IF LOWERS(a$)="m" TEEN RETURN ELSE 980 
1000 ' - - — 
1010 SAVE FILE 
1020 1 — 

1030 CLS:LOCATE 3,6:PRINT STRINGS(36,"_"):LOCATE 3,8 
1040 PRINT STRINGS(36,"_") 
1050 LOCATE 3,10:PRINT"SAVE FILE TO TAPE:";:PAPER 1:PEN 0 
1060 PRINT'are you sure (y/n)":PAPER 0.-PEN 1 
1070 LOCATE 3,12:PRINT STRINGS(36,"_") 
1080 LOCATE 3,13:PRINT STRINGS(36,"_") 
1090 aS=INKEY§:IF a$="" THEN 1090 
1100 IF LOWERS(a$)="y" THEN 1110 ELSE RETURN 
1110 LOCATE 10,15:INPOT "Name of file ";fi$:PRINT:PRINT 

1120 OPENOUT fi$:FOR n=l TO c:PRINT*9,text$(n) 
1130 PRINT#9,dateS(n):PRINT#9,db(n):PRINT#9,cr(n):NEXT 
1140 CLOSEOUT:RETURN 
1150 ' -
1160 '—- OUTPUT TO PRINTER 

1180 bs$=CHR$ (27)+"E":bc$=CHR$(27)+"F" 
1190 dip$=CHR$(27)+"R"+CHR$(3) 
1200 IF fb>0 THEN bal=0 
1210 MODE 1:LOCATE 8,10:PRINT"Printing in progress:" 
1220 PRINT#8,bs$;"HOME ACCOUNTANT" 
1230 PRINT#8,"STATEMENT OF ACCOUNT :";bc$;dip$ 
1240 PRINT #8, STRINGS(77,"_") 
1250 s$=SPACES(12):PRINT #8,"DETAILS";S$;"DATE";S$; 
1260 PRINT-DEBIT";S$;"CREDIT";SS;"BALANCE" 
1270 PRINT #8,STRINGS(77, "_") 
1280 FOR n=l TO c:bal=bal-db(n)+cr(n) 
1290 PRINT #8,TAB(1);TExt$(n);TAB(20);dateS(n); 
1300 PRINT #8,TAB(35);USING "####.##";db(n); 
1310 PRINT #8,TAB(52);USING "!###.##";cr(n); 
1320 PRINT #8,TAB(70);USING "£!###.##";bal:NEXT 
1330 PRINTS8:PRINT#8 
1340 fb=bal: PRINT!8, TAB (55) STRINGS (23, "_") 
1350 PRINT!8, TAB(55)"BALANCE = "; 
1360 PRINT !8,TAB(70);USING "£#!##.!#";fb 
1370 FOR t=0 TO 3000:NEXT:RETURN 
1380 ' 
1390 ' — START NEW MONTH 
1400 ' - -
1410 CLS:LOCATE 10,10:PRINT "WARNING":LOCATE 10,11 
1420 PRINT" ":LOCATE 5,15 
1430 PRINT"Starting a NEW MONTH will clear 

any Transactions in memory:" 
1440 LOCATE 5,20:PRINT"Press [C] to Continue":LOCATE 5,22 
1450 PRINT"Press [R] to Return" 
1460 a$=INKEY$:IF a$="" THEN 1460 
1470 IF a$="c" THEN 1480 ELSE RETURN 
1480 MODE 2:LOCATE 5,5:PRINT"3ALANCE TO CARRY FORWARD : " 
1490 LOCATE 36,5:PRINT,USING "£##!##.##";fb 
1500 ERASE text?,dateS.db,cr 
1510 DIM text$(100),date$(100),db(100),cr(100):c=0 
1520 LOCATE 10,20:INPUT "PLEASE ENTER Now DATE :date$(c+1) 
1530 LOCATE 10,23:INPUT "BALANCE TO CARRY FORWARD :",CR(C+1) 
1540 T$="BALANCE B/F":text$(c+l)=t$:fb=0:bal=0:c=c-H 
1550 RETURN 

240 PRINT#9,"DATA ERROR IN LINE";CHR$(34);",L:END" 
250 PRINTS9,STR$(L+40);"L=L+10:RETURN":PRINT#9,STR$ (L+50); 
260 PRINT#9,"REM rest of program" 
270 INK 2,20:PEN 1:PRINT#9,:CLOSEOUT 
280 MODE 2:PRINT"DCNE":PRINT:LOAD name$ 

Think ahead 

Donald Sharkey from Scunthorpe has wntten an interesting two-player 
strategy game. An eight by eight grid appears on screen. Each cell in the 
grid holds a numerical value between -9 an +0. The idea is that each 
player takes it in turn to select a number - the winner being the person 
with the most points at the end of the game 

Player one can only move horizontally along the grid while player 
two can move vertically. Hit the space bar to move the cursor over the 
numbers and return to select the number. Once a number has been cho-
sen it will be added to a players score (or taken away if negative). By 
thinking several moves ahead you can force your opponent to pick lots 
of negative numbers and thus win the game. Good luck. 

1 • Think ahead 
2 ' by Donald Sharkey 
3 ' Amstrad Action December 87 
10 REM set up variables and screen 
20 MODE 1:PEN 1:PAPER 0:DIM G(8,8):pi=0:p2=0:st=0:go=l 
30 x=17:y=8:INK 2,10:FOR t=l TO 8:FOR r=l TO 8 
40 a=INT(FND*19)-9:G(t,r)=a:NEXT:NEXT 
50 FOR e»l TO 8:FOR t=l TO 8:LOCATE l+(t«4),e*2 
60 PRINT G(t,e);:HEXT:NEXT:FOR t=50 TO 600 STEP 64 
70 PLOT t,135:DRAW t,395:NEXT:FOR t=135 TO 395 STEP 32.5 
80 PLOT 50,t:DRAW 562,t:NEXT:PAPER 1:PEN 0:LOCATE 5,18 
90 PRINT"THINK AHEAD by Donald Sharkey" 
100 PAPER 0:INK 3,3:11® 2,10 
110 PEN 3:LOCATE 6,20:PRINT"PLAYER l=";pl 

Symblaid 
Unfoitunatcly part of the listing Itom Piogiam made plain Symblaid 
was eaten by Toot last month We've laced him to leguigitate the 
stult Here it is 

The final frontier 

520 PRINT #3,"For more, press [MJ; or if finished, [F]"; 
530 IF INKEY(38)=-1 AND INKEY(53)=-1 THEN 530 
540 IF INKEY(53)<>-1 THEN CALL 0 
550 left=2 
560 FOR c=0 TO 19 * Empty 
570 CALL &BB09 • key 
580 NEXT • buffer. 
590 GOTO 240 

Once you ve finished editing all lour grids you ate asked whether 
you wish to start again or exit the program Opting to quit the pro-
gram resets the machine The alternative choice moves you to line 
560 The short routine located thcie cleats the keyboard butler and 
runs the program again 
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120 PEN 2:LOCATE 22,20:PRINT"PLAYER 2=";p2 
130 PEN 1:LOCATE 13,23:PRINT"LAST SCORE=";st 
140 REM who's go is it? 
150 IF go=l THEN INK 3,3,0:GOTO 180 
160 GOTO 340 
170 REM player 1 routine 
180 LOCATE x,y:PAPER 1:PEN 0:PRINT G(x/4,y/2) 
190 IF INKEY(47)=0 THEN GOTO 280 
200 IF INKEY(18)=0 THEN GOTO 220 
210 GOTO 190 
220 pl=pl+G(x/4,y/2):st=G(x/4,y/2):G(x/4,y/2)=20 
230 PAPER 0:PEN 1:LOCATE x,y:PRINT "**«":go=2:te=0 
240 y=y+2:te=te+l:IF y>16 THEN y=2 
250 IF te=8 THEN GOTO 510 
260 IF G (x/4,y/2)=20 THEN GOTO 240 
270 GOTO 100 
280 PAPER 0:PEN 1:L0CATE x,y:PRINT G(x/4,y/2) 
290 x=x+4:IF x>36 THEN x=5 
300 IF G(x/4,y/2)=20 THEN GOTO 290 
310 FOR K=1 TO 100-.NEXT 
320 GOTO 180 
330 RJM player 2 routine 
340 INK 2,10,0 
350 LOCATE x,y:PAPER 1:PEN 0:PRINT G(x/4,y/2) 
360 IF INKEY(47) =0 THEN GOTO 450 

370 IF INKEY(18)=0 THEN GOTO 390 
380 GOTO 360 
390 p2»p2-H3(x/4,y/2) :st=G(x/4,y/2):G(x/4,y/2)=20 
400 PAPER 0:PEN 1:LOCATE x,y:PRINT :go=l:te=0 
410 x=x+4:te=te+l:IF x>36 THEN x=5 
420 IF te=8 THEN GOTO 510 
430 IF G(x/4,y/2)=20 THEN GOTO 410 
440 GOTO 100 
450 PAPER 0:PEN 1:LOCATE x,y:PRINT G(x/4,y/2) 
460 y=y+2:IF y>16 THEN y=2 
470 IF G(x/4,y/2)=20 THEN GOTO 460 
480 FOR Jt=l TO 100:NEXT 
490 GOTO 340 
500 REM print the winner 
510 dif=0:INK 3,3:INK 2,10 
520 IF pl>p2 THEN A$="PLAYER 1 HAS WDN":di£=pl-p2:GOTO 550 
530 IF pl<p2 THEN A§="PLAYER 2 HAS WON":di f=p2-pl:GOTO 550 
540 AS="IT WAS A DRAW" 
550 WTNDCWll,2,39,20,25:PAPER#1,1:PEN#1,3:cpLEN(A$):CLS#1 
560 L0CATE#1,(38-q)/2,2:PEN#l,3:PRINT#1,A$ 
570 IF dif=0 THEN GOTO 590 
580 LOCATEftl,12,4:PEN#1,2:PRINTV1,"BY:";di£;" POINTS" 
590 LOCATEfl,13,6:PEN#1,0:PRINT#1,"PRESS 'TAB"' 
600 PRINT CHR$(7) 
610 WHILE INKEYS<>CHRS(9):WEND:RON 

Disk map 
To line! out on which tracks and sectors your disk piograms cue situat-
ed run tins program couitcsy ol Andrew Toner fiom Stockport You 
caii elect to send tile details to either screen or pi intei 

1 ' Disk map 
2 ' by Andrew Toner 

3 ' Amstrad Action December 87 
10 HODE 2:MEMORY 46FFF:GOSUB 510:addr=S8000:oldaddr=addr 
20 INPUT "Drive ? (A/B) ",a$:INPUT "Printer ? (Y/N) ",p$ 
30 p$«LETT$(UPPERS(pS),l) 
40 IF LEFT$(UPPERS(a$),1)-"A" THEN dr-0 ELSE dr»l 
50 ftype'4=0: |DPB, dr, gftype'4 
60 IF ftype*=4Cl THEN track=C ELSE track=2 
70 PRINT CHR$(13);CHR$(11).CHR$(18);CHR$(11);CHR$ (18); 
80 FOR i-ftype* TO ftype^+3:|READ.dr,track,i,addr 
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90 addr=addr+512:NEXT 
100 1 

110 addx=oldaddr 
120 IF addr>=oldaddr*6800 AND p$="Y" THEN PRINT #8, 

CHRS(12);:END 
130 IF addr>=oldaddr+S800 THEN PRINT CHRS(11);CHR$(11); 

CHRS(13);CHR$(18);:END 
140 GOSUB 230 
150 IF a=229 THEN GOTO 140 
160 addr=addr+5 
170 GOSUB 360 

180 PRINT:PRINT:IF p$="Y" THEN PRINT#8:PRINT#8 
190 GOTO 120 
200 ' 

210 ' Print F i l e name 
220 ' 

230 a=PEEK(addr):IF a=229 THEN addr=addr+32:RETURN 
240 IF p$="Y" THEN PRINT *8,DEC$ (a , "##" ) ; 
250 PRINT DEC$ (a, ••##"); 
260 IF p$="Y" THEN PRINT #8 , " : " ; 
270 PRINT":-.FOR i = l TO 8:addr=addr+l:a=PEEK(addr) 
280 IF p$="Y" THEN PRINT #8,CHR$(a); 
290 PRINT CHR$(a);:NEXT 
300 IF p$»"Y" THEN PRINT #8 , " . " ; 
310 PRINT"."; 

320 FOR i = l TO 3:addr=addr+l:a=PEEK(addr) 
330 IF a>480 THEN a=a-480 
340 IF p$="Y" THEN PRINT #8,CHR$(a); 
350 PRINT CHRS(a);:NEXT:RETURN 
360 ' 

370 ' Print Sectors and track 
380 ' 

390 IF p$="Y" THEN PRINT #8,TAB(20); 
400 PRINT TAB(20); :tessp=addr+16:co=0 
410 a=PEEK(addr) 

420 IF a=0 OR addr=temp THEN addr=tacx>: RETURN 
430 track=2*(a\9):sec=£type%+(2*a) MOD 9 

440 IF p$="Y" THEN PRINT #8, DECS (track, "#11") ; 
450 PRINT DEC$(track,"#&"); 
460 IF P$="Y" THEN PRINT #8,"/";HEX$(sec,2);" " ; 
470 PRINT"/";HEX$(sec,2);" " ; :co=co+l 
480 IF co=10 AND pS="Y" THEN PRINT #8:PRINT J)8,TAB(20); 
490 IF co=10 THEN PRINT:PRINT TAB(20);:co=0 

500 addr=addr+l:GOTO 410 
510 ' 
520 ' Read in and ca l l RSXS 
530 ' 
540 FOR i=47000 TO S70AB:READ a$:a=VAL("4"+a$):POKE i , a 
550 NEXT:CALL 47000:RETURN 
560 ' 
570 DATA 3A,B0, 70, FE,01,C8, 3E,01, 32, B0,70, 21, AC, 70,01,15 
580 DATA 70,CD, Dl, BC, C9, ID, 70,C3,25,70,C3, 75,70, 44,50, C2 
590 DATA 52,45,41, C4,00, FE,02, C0, DD, 7E, 02, FE,01,CA, 5C, 70 
600 DATA FE,00, CA, 45, 70, E5,01,0F, 00, ED, 4A, 7E,E1, DD, 66,01 
610 DATA DD, 6E,00, 77,C9,DF, 9C, 70, DA, 73,70, 21,40, BE,CD, 8B 
620 DATA 70,01,0A, 00, ED, 4A, CD, 8B, 70, C3,35, 70, DF, 9F, 70, DA 
630 DATA 73, 70, 21, 40, BE,CD, 8B, 70,01,1A, 00, ED, 4A, CD, 8B, 70 
640 DATA C3, 35, 70, 3F,C9,FE, 04, C0, DD, 66,01, DD, 6E,00, DD, 4E 
650 DATA 02,DD,56,04,DD,5E,06,DF,99, 70,C9, D5,F5,7E, 5F, 23 
660 DATA 7E,57,EB,F1,D1,C9,4B,C0,07,3C,C0,07,IE,C0,07,21 
670 DATA C0.07,A4,31,39,38,37,20,41,72,74,2E 
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WORDS WORK 
How to get the most from your word-processor and printer 
More on Tasword, more tips a n d tricks, mo r e Steve 
Grand. In fact, more of everything 

Printing options 
When you opt to print a file from within Tasword you cue bombarded 
with a mass of questions. If you hit Copy at this point you can pnnt the 
text file as is Your other alternative is to go through the menu altering 
options. 

You can choose which line you wish to begin and end printing — 
useful if you only require sections of a file printed If you are producing a 
mail-out or news letter then being able to print multiple copies is handy. 
When articles are submitted to us. or indeed any publication, the 
material is usually arranged in double-line spacing. This gives the Editor 
room to hack the article about Tasword allows you to alter line spacing 
easily 

While creating a document you may create text specially for a 
header (text which gets printed at the top of a page) 01 footer (bottom of 
the page text). From the printing options menu you can choose either to 

Character printing 
When you create a Tasword document the standard Asai characters 
are generated on hitting the keyboard. These can be altered by 
entering the 'Define normal print characters* from the Customise 
program menu. A sequence of three codes may be allocated to a 
key. Great if you want to print accented characters or special 
symbols, 

Say you wished to produce an a with a grave accent on it (a): 
first choose the character you wish to store the definition on — for 
arguments sake we chose shifted backslash (which produces the 
grave accent) — then the desired Ascii codes (in this case 97, 8. 96). 
The 8 tells the printer to back space one character. 

disregard header or footer text, or print it. Page numbers can be made to 
appear virtually anywhere on a page: top. bottom, middle, sides. 

Stay tuned till next month when we investigate Tasword's handy 
Data Merge facilities 

Grand Finale 
Steve Grand, programmer of PenDown, concludes his over view 
of the word-processor 

Peter Hunter's original PenDown and my subsequent RML 480Z and 
French Amstrad versions, were firmly corned at schools. Many of you will 
have bought PenDown with your own younger children (or maybe 
brothers and sisters) m mind. Let children of whatever age play freely 
with PenDown. They find great relief in the way word-processors allow 
them to remove mistakes, no crossing-out, no unalterable commitment to 

a particular layout, fewer misspellings. Encourage them to use the 
Dictionary. Not only to find spellings, but also as a thesaurus — do a 
search-by-group and use the resulting list of related words as a stimulus 

to ideas or a wider vocabulary. Don't forget the added satisfaction of 
seeing their written work printed in a large and pretty font 

PenDown can help pre- and early readers too. My five year old 
enjoys copying text lrom books to screen, one letter at a time Oddly 
enough, the translation from lower-case text to the capital letters used on 
the keyboard doesn't seem to be much of a problem. In fact it helps him 
see the correspondence between upper and lower case You could 
always stick lowercase labels to the keys. Wny not use the clear, familiar 
letter-shapes of the JUMBO font to print out labels and word-cards for 
young readers'* 

Far the oider children amongst us. aged 12 to 120. don't forget the 

Font Editor program that comes with the PenDown Utilities. Why not 
design some fonts of your own? To make it easier, pick one of the 
supplied fonts and load this into the editor Use this as the skeleton, and 
alter some or all of the letter-shapes to create a new font (remember to 
give it a different name when saving to disk) 

Of course, it is not compulsory to create characters ana rematch 
their Ascii values — you may pick any rarely-used characters and 
redefine them as other symbols or icons. Ideal for special applications like 
scientific and mathematical formulae, coded messages, letter-head logos, 
circuit diagrams, and so on. If a single character is not big enough, 
spread the -con over two or more characters, 

W W W w 

1*1111 

T r i p ™ 
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One of the necessary limitations of PenDown is the inability to mix 
several fonts on one page. However. if you only wish to use a special font 
as a single title to a piece of text, or if you are using various fonts to make 
up a poster, it is fairly straightforward to print the page in two or more 
stages: just pass the same sheet of paper back through your printer 
several times. Remember to note the position of the paper before its first 
pass so that you can re align it accurately lor subsequent passes. 
Positioning fancy and plain text requires a certain amount of trial and 
error as line spacing is different If you own a different colour ribbon for 
your printer, try swapping colours between passes If the paper is 
accurately positioned you might be able to create a thud colour by over-
printing. or even (with sophisticated font design) produce a multi-colour 
font 

Put your pen down and get on with it! 
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Ways with Words 
Do you have favourite tricks for getting the best out of your word-
processor? Or do you 'nave seemingly insurmountable problems? Share 
them with other Amstrad addicts Send them in to: Words Work, Amstrad 
Action, 4 Queen Street, Bath, BA1 1EJ. 

B u g g e d Protext 
My Protcxi has a bug (no: possible you cry). Amor weren't aware of it 
when I told them. Maybe it has been conectea in later versions, if so. I 
claim credit What is it you ask? Well, read on... 

In Overwrite mode you should be able to write on the document as 
though everything is 
bolted in place You can, until you come against a previously defined 
Tab character When you hit this, everything to the right jumps one Tab 
interval to the right. Very annoying when editing a table of data Try it 
with Tabs showing (Ctil "D 
Tim Allen 
Camberly, Surrey 

Tons of Tcxsword tips 
I found the Tasword program to be very useful, but 1 was frustrated for a 
while in my attempts to produce two columns of print If they are set up 
side by side on the screen then any attempt to delete or insert a line in 
one column corrupts its neighbour. It isn't possible to move or merge the 
text to make separate columns overlap. My first response was to write a 
simple Basic program to join text sideways, but then I found an easier 
way 

Mcst printers have a facility for setting margins and doing a reverse 
line feed. I now simply type my second column directly under the first, 
with the on screen margins set at column 3 and 37. At the end of the first 
column I put a control character to set the printer margin at column 40 
ana a series of reverse line feed characters (to determine how many, 
subtract the line number ol the top of the fust column from the line 
number at the top of the second column) Then print (with no form ieed 
at the end of the page) The printer prints cut the left column, sets its 
margin to 40 — so as to print on the right hand side — and then it goes 
back to the top of the page and prints the right hand column, The 
required control sequences are. for the DMP 2000: 

Reverse Line Feed 
Double Reverse LF 

Set Margin to Column 40* 
Reset Margin 

32 27 106 36 
32 27 106 72 

32 27 108 40' 
32 27 108 1 

- this parameter can be changed 

Brother HR 10 Daisy Wheel 

Reverse Line Feed 
Double Reverse LF 
Set Margin at current position 
Reset 

32 27 10 
32 27 10 27 10 
32 27 57 
27 9 1 27 57 

30 KEY 1, CHR$ (185)+"H"+CHR$ (185)+"H"+CHRS(185) +"H"+CHR$ (185) + 
"H +CHRS(185)+ "H"+CHR$(185)+"H"4CHR$(185)•"H" 

I use my daisy wheel a lot to produce stencils for a Roneo duplicator 
(this would be very rough on the print head oi a dot matrix printer) 1 find 
that best results are obtained with an extra sensitive print wheel stencil 
and double striking every character. The double strike command is 
cancelled at the end of every line on my printer, so 3 find it convenient to 
define a key to print a line of Ds (my control character) down the left 
hand margin (reset the left hand margin first outside the printing area) 
this is accomplished b y 

30 KEY 1,CHRS(185)+"D'+CHR$(13)+CHR$(185)+"D'+CHR$(13)+CHR$(185) 
+"D"+CHR$(13)+CHR$(185)+"D"4CHR$(13)+CHR$(185)+"D"+CHR$(13) 

Remember to remove the ribbon and clean the print wheel 
afterwards I find Blu-Tac works best. 

Finally once you have redefined all the keys and set up 40 printer 
control characters, the notepad facility is ideal for recording what does 
what to what 
Rev Alan Sharp 
Aberdeen 

Maximum joy 
Did you know that the Tasword 6 J 28 program responds to joystick 
control? 

Push the joystick UP: 
DOWN: 
LEFT: 
RIGHT 

Richard Hill 
Luton, Beds 

Justifies the line 
Unjustifies a line 
Toggles the insert mode on/ofl 
Inserts a blank line 

The joystick can also be used with Protext il you redefine keys 72 to 77. 

KEY DEF 72,1,2? 
KEY DEF 73,1,29 
KEY DEF 74,1,246 
KEY DEF 75,1,247 
KEY DEF 76.1,6 

Go to top of text 
Go to bottom of text 
Move one word to the left 
Move one word to the right 
Format block of text 

For those oi you with the Amstrad JY1 joystick with two separate 

lire buttons: 

KEY DEF 77,1,159 

KEY 159,CHR$(252)+"S +CHR$(13)+CHR$ (13)+CHR$(252) 

7ou must be in edit mode (Document or Program) for this to work It 
places you in command mode, saves the current file and returns you to 
your original position. If you haven't previously saved the file Bad 
command appears 

/anybody got suggestions for two joysticks, trackerballs, mice, light 
pens, foot pedals, ear waggling... 
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No can spell 
I use the word-processor m Mini Office Hand I want to spell check the text 
files I understand that there are no spelling checkers specifically for it [s 
it possible to save the document as an Ascii file and use Amor's Prospell 

on it? 
Rajiv Gatha 
Ascot, Berkshire 
Yes 

The last code is too long to include a space (32) so any following 
text on that line is shifted one place to the left 

Remember that it is possible in Tasword to redefine characters to 
produce control codes from a single key press (Select customise program 
from main menu and remember to save Tasword when you are finished) 
In my set up H produces a reverse line feed and so I have set up 1 on the 
pad to produce the sequence 185 (control space) 72 (Ascu H). It is also 
possible to change the key definitions in Tasword's Basic loading 
program, so that pressing control 1 produces a string of control 



Licensed 'fom TartoCorp '986 Programme igrAmauad 
Suâ mffi Commodore by Imagine Software 

SPECTRUM COMMODORi 

AA/ISTRAD SPECTRUM 

COMMODOPl A M S T R A D 

^ In the knife-edge world of the vigilante there is no place to rest, no t ime , 
to t h ink -bu t look sharp-there is always t ime to die! From the city subways to 

the gangland ghettos you will always encounter the disciples of evil whose mission it is to exterminate the only 
man on earth who dares to throw down the gauntlet in their pa th - the Renegade. 

A breathtaking conversion of the arcade hit by Taito now for your home computer. 
b a g f l i w i t h all the original play features. PLAY RENEGADE...PLAY MEAN! 
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Basic Word-processing 
Bill Simister, author and CPC owner, begins a six part series on how to 
create and use a word-processor entirely in Basic. 
The trouble with word-processors is that they are written by programmers 
who think in a complex manner They are ditlicult for a writer to 
understand: he is impatient, wanting to get on with his work, and cannot 
spare enough of his mind to deal with the intricate and ambiguous 
instructions that often accompany word-processors 

What is needed is a means of writing text rapidly as it enters the 
mind Then EDITing it by altering words or sentences, or correcting 
spelling. This must be done easily, without taxing the brain. However, 
tins simplicity must hide power. Enough power, say. to store up to 6.000 
words for a complete chapter or article. To be of any use the word-
processor must be able to send the final document to either screen or 
printer 

After several days I devised a simple program, in Basic, that 
enables the wnter with printer to get on with his work, without having to 
think his way through special key sequences. 

The final listing and an accompanying 70.000 words ended up in 
a book. The book in question. Simple Applications of the Amstrad CPCs 
for Writers, is published by Bernard Babaru (and was reviewed in AA 
issue 22). Since the book's publication I have continued improving the 
program. And here is the latest version: 

The program was wntten on a 464, with DMP 2000 printer, and 
two disk drives. As far as 1 know it transfers easily to the 6128 and 
presumably to the 664 In lines 90. 100 and 110 - after the REMs - are 
notes on what the printer control codes do. These can be changed if your 
printer doesn't accept standard Epson codcs. 

Having typed in the program and used RUN to put it in the correct 
mode, press f0 on the function-key pad- This should produce the program 
title and my name on screen. Below that 'Part One" and the rest of the 
text (contained in lines 1000. 1010 and 1020) will appear If it doesn't 
you have entered something incorrectly Press the full stop within the key 
pad; the first three lines of text should appear. You can start typing in 
your text now. using 10 as the spacing between line numbers 

Other keys that have been le-allocated are: f7, which gives you a 
quote mark to use between the speech marks reserved for the beginning 
and end of each numbered lines of text. If you use the quote mark 
(which shares a key with 2) anywhere except at the beginning or end of 
the line you will cause an enor. Hitting fl produces PRINT #S, . while f3 is 
reserved for the save command. 

To experiment enter in line number 1030, hit the space ben. press 
f l . hit shift 2 (") and then commence typing. If it is a paragraph 
beginning enter four spaces first 

10 REM 
20 REM BASIC WORD-PROCESSING 
30 REM 
60 KEY 129,"PRINTlS, ":KEY 138,"CLS:list 1000-'+CHRS (13): 

KEY 128,"RBN"+CHR$(13):KEY DEF 10,0,162:KEY 131, WDRDUSE1 
70 INK 0,23:INK 1,0:BORDER 23 
80 MODE 2:WINDOW 7,72,1,25 
90 S=0:A=1:REM PRINTlS, CHR$ (27); "U" ;CHR$ (1) :PRINT #S, CHR$ (27) ; 

"1 ,CHR$(6):PRINT#S,CHR$ (27);"A";chr$(24)PRINT|S,CHR$(27); 
"p .CHRS(l):REM paging to 5 (incl) 

100 REM PRINTfS,CHR$(27);*C";CHR$(33):PRINT#S,CHR$(27);"N"; 
CHR$(7):REM skip perforations routine to make pages 

110 REM PRINTflS,CHR$(27);"j";CHR$(255):PRINT#S,CHRS(27);"j"; 
CHR$(255):WIDTH 66:G0T0 400.REM routine to position 
the first nimber correctly 

120 TROFF 
130 WIDTH 66:G0T0 1000 
400 REM routine to print page numbers 
410 FOR q=l TO 30 
420 PRINTfS,SPC(28);A:A=A+1 
430 PRINTtS.. STRING$ (31, CHR$ (10)) 
440 NEXT 
450 STOP 
900 REM To start, set leading edge of paper l/8th inch beyond 

the ribbon edge 
1000 PRINT#S,SPC(17)."BASIC WORD-PROCESSING":PRINT#S,SPC(21); 

"by W Simister":PRINT #S,SPC(24);"Part One":PRINT#S 
1010 PRINT!S," The trouble with word-processors is that 

they are written by programmers who think in a 
complex manner. They are difficult for a writer to 
under- stand: he is inpatient, wanting to get on with his 

work, " 
1020 PRINTlS, "and cannot spare enough of his mind to deal with 

the intricate and ambiguous instructions that often 
accompany word-processors." 

A new era 
This new version uses quite a number of different commands. In 

subsequent parts I shall explain how these work. For now. I shall confine 
myself to explaining its uses to those with some knowledge of the 
Amstrad CPCs. 

1030 PRINTfS, " This is a paragraph beginning." 

If the text is carried on from a previous line don't use spaces to pad 
it out Do it as follows 

1030 PRINT||S, "this is a continuation 

Look at lines 10 :0 and 1020 in the listing. There is a column ol 
spaces below the first double apostrophe. Each side of the space below 
the quote is the start and end of a text line. It is essential you do not lill 
that space with a word - otherwise the word gets cut in half. 

True print 
On my printer I use proportional type which gives letters ol different 

width, so there is no point in right-hand-edge justification. If you must 
justify, use NLQ then justify manually as seen in line 1010 

The computer will not allow more than three lines of text per 
program line - finishing at the end of the third line is essential 

Letter S has been made a variable equating to zero (line 90) L' the 
0 is changed to 8. the text will go to the printer. While entering your text 
leave S - 0 Only change it lor printing out. The A is for pagination 
Carried out by lines 400 to 440. 

When printing, insert continuous printer paper, set the leading edge 
to just beyond the ribbon edge (see line 900). LIST line 90 onwards. EDIT 
line 90 by changing the 0 to 8. remove the first REM in that line, alter 
line 100 by removing the first REM. and finally type RUN. The printer will 
dump your text to printer and. if you've positioned the paper correctly, 
should jump over the perforation lines 

The pages won't be numbered. To number them, cut off what has 
been printed, re-thread it into the printer set the leading edge level with 
the ribbon, LIST for the program start, replace the REM in line 100. take 
out the REM lrom line 110 and then enter RUN. 

When the printer starts it performs a sort of dance in order to position 
the first number well above the text. Don't worry about this, it only 
happens on the first page. You will find the pages are numbered 
properly. At the end don't forget to alter lines 90 and 110. putting them 
back as they were before printing. Enter SAVE", hit f3 and tap enter (or 
return). The program will save to either tape or disk 

That is enough to allow you to experiment with this new Basic 
program. In the next part I shall go into the various lines of the program 
in much more detail. 
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Silicon Sounds 
Midi software and an Ensoniq synthesizer are all you need to form the 

ultimate one-man band. Richard Monteiro puts theory to practise 

ESQ.1 Data Dump and Editor 
Silicon Systems, £74.95 disk 
Ensomq's synthesizer is probably the most user-friendly ot its kind It has a 
relatively large LED display: accessing functions and voice programming 
is simple - unlike the Roland D50 or Yamaha DX7 (software reviewed last 
issue). Soltware allowing you to store sound data is obviously useful But 
is an editor necessary? 

Sound sense 
Before going any further, have you got an ESQ1 synthesizer'' No. 
Then you've got the wrong software A Midi interlace is also 
jequired. Silicon supply such a box with Midi-in and Midi-out ports at 
£49 95 (reviewed AA 26). Unless your machine is a 6128 or 664 then 
a disk drive (DDI-1) is essential Available from Amstrad (0277 
228888) at around £150. 

Silicon Systems are offering you the chance to upgrade the 
measly 8k ol sequencer-ram (capable of storing 2.400 notes) inside 
your ESQ1 synth Fa £49 95 you can give the machine a total of 32k 
(10.000 notes). 

The ESQ1 can hold 40 sounds in memory at once Each sound or 
patch is referred to as a program The Data Dump allows you to send 
ptograms to and from computer Thankfully a whole bank (40 sounds) 
may be sent or received in one go. Only internal banks can be saved A 
bank takes up 9k of disk space: a touch under 20 banks can be stored on 
one side of the disk. That's a staggering 1.600 individual sounds per disk 

Editing occurs in real time - as you alter the makeup of one of the 
synth's sounds (from the CPC keyboard) the ESQ1 gets updated 
immediately. Sounds can be edited directly from the ESQ1 using its push-
buttons. it seems the only advantage of editing v>a the Amstrad is the 
large screen display. All the sound information is shown at once wheieas 
the ESQl's comparatively tiny display holds the parameter being altered 

If you aren't keyed up on the various sound parameters that can 
be altered (and what affect they have) then don't look In the manual. It 
assumes you know what you're doing. 

Apart from Silicon's offering there is no Midi software that is ESQ1 
specilic The main reason being the simplicity with which sounds can be 
edited direct from the synthesizer Still. Silicon's package makes editing 
even simpler and allows you to store sounds on disk 
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• 6128. drum macnine and ESQ 1; Top of the Pops next 

ESQ.1 Sequencer Dump 
Silicon Systems, £59.95 disk 
Musical compositions or sequences can be created and stored on an 
ESQ1 Composing is easy, space is tight. Silicon has realised this and 
offers a Sequencer Dump program. A pity that both Data- and Sequencer 
Dump packages aren't bundled together the price would undoubtedly 
be an octave lowei. 

Midi talk 
Connections That's what Midi is all about The universal 5-pm Din 
plug is accepted as the music industry standard for connecting and 
communicating between miao. synth and other Midi instruments. It 
is simply the most convenient method for transferring information 
from one source to another. This information may be anything from a 
complete composition to data making up a sound 

The Sequencer Dump does little else than its title suggests. It 
merely lets you save and load sequences to and from disk 

You wouldn't be blamed for having doubts at shelling out an extra 
£60 for. what is. a very simple program. The fact is that musicians have 
few alternatives. They can either save compositions to cassetto (prone to 
corruption due to the very high baud rate at which data is saved) or use 
a Mirage (a £1.000 machine with 3.5 inch drive capable of saving and 
loading sequences - also has a lew extra features, such as sampling, 
thrown in) 

There are no alternatives to Silicon's Amstrad ESQ1 software at 
present. Indeed, no other micro can boast Ensoruq software. At first sight 
the £185 (plus £300-odd if you haven't got a CPC) asking pnoe for the 
complete outiit may seem excessive, however, there are no cheapei 
reliable alternatives. Bar that the packages perform well and are learnt 
in a quaver 

G O O D N E W S B A D N E W S 

• Simple to operate and learn • Errof trapping not perfect. 
• Hundreds of sounds and • Not cheap but then there aren't 

sequences con be stored on disk. any alternatives. 
• Comprehensive sound editor. 

Silicon Systems w061 848 8959 
Trafford Technology Centre. 43 Elsinoie Rd. Manchester. M16 0WG 

Cheers chaps 
Many thanks to Leon Seltsikas for loan ol his Ensoniq synthesizer, 
drum machine and leads Also thanks to Ian Tavener whose room 
will never look the same. 

• Leon tapping away at his synth 
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1 1 W&i All-seeing 1 § 
Richard .. -
Montei rogets •0"Ki" 
on the right wavelength for Oracle 
and Ceefax, without even having to 
move from his CPC. 

Teletext Adaptor and Tuner 
Microtext Ltd, £74.95 adaptor, £114.80 adaptor and tuner 

Microtext has made It possible for you to page Oracle and Ceefax 
without the need of a television or remote control unit, 'ndeod. all you 
need is your Amstrad CPC. a couple of black boxes and an aerial You 
may think it odd having this facility on your Amstiad. but the monitor, is 
:deal for displaying Teletext frames, ana it's a lot cheaper than buying a 
special Teletext-receiving television. 

The Teletext Adaptor has been available for almost a year. To tune 
into the Teletext services (with only the adaptor) you need a video 
recorder. A lead is connected between the adaptor and the Video Out or 
AV of the video Video Out is normally used for recording from one video 
to another, but carries all the correct signals for tcrpping into Teletext 
Recently another tox has joined Microtext's system - the Teletext tuner 
You no longer need a video to assist in picking up Teletext because the 
tuner does that. Cost of upgrading is £48.80 

Using a v>doo recorder and adaptor to reoeive Teletext allows you 
to use the setup anywhere in the world - assuming that the country 
you're in has such a service. Currently most of Europe. Australia. South 
Africa, Malaysia and a host of other countries have Teletext on offer. If 
you use the tuner you probably won't be able to use it in other countries 

II you're lucky enough to possess a satellite dish then you may tune 
into SkyText and similar services from abroad. 

The life and times 
Teletext, a Bntish invention, was first introduced to the public back 
in 1976. During its development period the BBC and IBA went their 
separate ways, but it was eventually agreed that two heads are 
better than one - indeed. BBC's Ceefax and ITV's Oracle hit the air 
waves at the same time 

Most countries in Europe, and for that matter the rest of the 
world, use the Teletext system invented in the UK Two exceptions 
being France and America. The States are way behind in this 
method ol information transmission apparently US advertisers 
would rather television viewers sit through commercial breaks than 
flick through frames ol news, sport, weather reports and so on. 
Understandable really 

Teletext is available during normal broadcasting hours, It is 
free; the BBCs service being financed by the licence fee and the 
Oracle service on ITV and Channel 4 from advertising. News stories 
are updated as they come in. share prices every day and other 
features once a week Generally there are a handful of people 
working full-time keying in pages and making sure everything 
goes smoothly. Most of the work is done on a freelance basis. 
Journalists around the UK sending news and articles direct to the 
Ceefax and Oracle offices 
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Teletext 
.Digital tuning 

The Teletext adaptor fits neatly into the expansion port at the 
[back of the computer. If you're using a video then a lead (supplied) 
! is connected between adaptor and video recorder Alternatively a 
, cable (also supplied), with plugs of the 5-pin din variety at each 
tend. is placed between the adaptor and tuner The tuner 
trequires external power, which it gets from a 12V power pack 

An aenal is necessary A loft or indoor aerial may work in your 
area, but to avoid any uncertainty connect to a roof antenna 

If you intend using the tuner to receive teletext then special 
software must be run This automatically scans the television frequencies 
in your area to find out which are being used. If you've connected 
everything successfully then you should get a message PI00 
SEARCHING If the tuner is not plugged in. or the power not turned on. 
then you won't get such a message When the software encounters a 
signal, you'll know it because the first line of the Teletext frame will be 
displayed, then you may save this channel setting to a key (between 
0-9 and A-F). Alter that the software continues its search, letting you 
save channel settings when found, until the whole TV band has been 
scanned (which takes about 90 seconds). 

Telesoftware 
Both Ceefax and Oracle have small sections devoted to micro 
users. Computing and Telesoltware can be found on Ceefax pages 
700 to 737 (BBC 2). Unfortunately the BBC's service is geared 
towards BBC computer owners: there aren't any programs for CPC 
users, but the news pages are interesting Within Oracle (Channel 
4) is a section called 4-Tel This offers BBC ana Amstrad users the 
opportunity to download listings. Starts at page 460. 

P « 6 0 ORACLE Thu lS O c t C * 00*17 

F e l E s n f t i u a r e 

Teles^tware Infornation 691 
ITU S c h o o l s - i a t a t i U 6 9 2 
Crand ?r ~ 

• Computing on-Moi 

_ i . t u - 5 n 
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During the signal tracing you can identify from which 
broadcasting house the Teletext frames are coming as either CEEFAX 
(BBC) or ORACLE (ITV) appear 

CEEFAX 134 Wed 14 Oct 11:23/03 - BBC J 
CEEFAX 221 Wed 14 Oct 11 34/26 - BBC 2 
ORACLE 173 Wed24 Oct ITV 1144:35 - ITV 
ORACLE 556 Wed24 Oct C4 1152:11 - Ch 4 

You can distinguish between BBC I and BBC 2 frames by the frame 
number in the 100's and 300's for BBC 1 and 200 s. 300's and 700's for 
BBC 2 It is simpler to spot an ITV or Channel 4 page as either ITV or C4 is 
displayed at the top of the frame 

There is no need to go through this procedure if you are using the 
video and adaptor as the video is already tuned in to the correct 
channels. 

L Load. Simply loads a previously saved image 

Frames may be dumped to a pnntei if you have one that accepts 
Epson codes. However. Microtext can supply you with a dump routine 
for other printer types. The manual contains a program that prints a 
Teletext frame without the graphics characters. It's much faster and 
works with dcnsy wheel printers. 

The place to be 
If you have problems receiving Teletext frames, for example 

characters are missing oi lines corrupt, don't blame the adaptor or tuner 
immediately If you are using a loop or indoor aerial then the signal 
may be too weak - try and use an external antenna. Problems will also 
occur il you are hidden away in a valley or there are tall buildings that 
won't let signals through In these cases you may have to reposition the 
outside aerial 

Rom on 
If you own a romboard then contact Goldmark Systems: the 
software for the Teletext adaptor and tuner is available on rom for 
€17.25. The tuner software, when run lor the first time, tunes itself 
in to the channels - the settings are then saved. Goldmark requires 
a copy of this tuned in software to place on rom. More information 
from Goldmark at 51 Comet Rd. Hatlield, Herts. ALIO OSY Or 
phone them on 07072 71529 

Frame flyback 
With the software running, frames can be displayed quickly and 

easily by tapping in a three digit number The number simply refers to 
the page you wish to access. But the first thing you want to do is select a 
channel, press C followed by a number between 0 and 9 or letter from A 
to F to choose one of the previously defined channels Apart from 
jumping between channels and calling up pages. Microtext s software 
gives you many other options to play with - things not normally 
available from a Teletext-receiving television All functions are selected 
by pressing one key: 

N - Next page. Say you have selected page 203; by pressing N you will 
advance to the next page Each keypress moves you one page forward. 

Teletext for techs 
Television signals consist of 625 lines. The signals deliver 
information regarding brightness and colour of individual lines. 
When these lines are demodulated and subsequently displayed a 
complete picture is formed (this occurs ever/ 50th of a second) The 
first 22 lines of the signal are not used in the picture's makeup, Ol 
these 22 lines, a total of 16 may be used for Teletext In fact, only 
eight are currently employed (in the early days tins was lour) 
Data comes in at approximately seven megabits a second (7000 
baud) - that's why there is little hanging around lor a frame to 
arrive You can see the Teletext data as a series of dancing dots on 
a badly adjusted television channel 

B - Moves you back a page 

R - Reveal Certain pages have hidden sections, such as a puzzle or joke 
which can be shown by hitting this key 

Legal requirements 
A law recently passed through Parliament that allows bona fide 
computer users to use a television (black and white or colour) 
without need of a licence. If it can be proved that you use the 
television for anything other than computing - and you don't hold 
a licence - you will be prosecuted 

Dedicated computer monitors, such as those found on the 
CPC machines, have never required a television licence. However, 
you must have a valid licence (colour if you own a colour monitor) 
if you wish to use the adaptor to receive Teletext Don't panic 
though, remember you only need one licence per household: il 
there's a television in the house (and an accompanying licence) 
you won't need another. 

The Teletext frames that are eventually displayed on your Amstrad 
monitor are of decent quality Microtext had the pioblem ol displaying 
16 colours with forty-columns of text They had to settle for 16 colours 
and squashed text. The result, although not ol the same standard as that 
found on the television, is very high indeed and legible 

Microtext has left the software in unprotected form and actively 
encourages you to inspect it. The manual explains what ceitain parts of 
the program do and suggests that you could re-write it to suit your own 
purposes This means you could automatically download particular 
pages everyday to keep track of trends in the weather, the stock market, 
or even use it as a pools predictor 

If you need to got your hands on the latest news flash, sports results 
or weather report in a hurry and don't have a Teletext receiving 
television then Microtext's offering is a welcome alternative. The Teletext 
adaptor et al is priced just right when you consider what you gel and 
what it does. A well thought out product that performs admirably. 

Microtext Ltd « 0705 595694 
7 Birdlip Close. Horndoan. Hants. P08 9PW 

H - Hold Pages may 
take up several screens 
To avo id the screens 
updating too quickly the H 
key holds the current 
screen Any other key 
resumes 

S - Save. This saves the 
current screen image to 
cassette or disk. You will be 
prompted for a filename 

G O O D N E W S 

I Not a toy. Can be put to serious 
use. 

I Provides extra functions not found 
on a Teletext receiving TV. 

I Compared to the extra (£100 
minimum) added to the price of 
a TV. the odaptor and tuner are 
reasonable. 
Manual makes setting up simple. 

• A television licence is 
required 

• A costly gadge' i< you don't 
need Teieiexi frequently 



PROGRAMMING 

HOT 
Have you special tricks and tactics with serious 
software and hardware? Share them with other 
Amstrad addicts. Send them to "Hot Tips", Amstrad 
Action, 4 Queen Street, Bath, BA1 1EJ. Remember 
the best tip each month gets £20 

Stealer 
If you run a program containing largo arrays you won't be able to edit it 
later. For example, run the program below 

10 DIM a$(7028):FOR a=l to 7028:a$(a)="X":NEXT:PRINT FRE("") 

The result will be around 21084 bytes tree. Now enter EDIT 10 
<r»tum> <retum> PRIWR FRE ("" ) You should get 3 bytes free. Increasing 
the value 7028 results in the String space hill error message. 

Use small arrays when developing and debugging programs. This 
prevents the memory from tilling too quickly Once the program is func-
tioning correctly dimension the arrays to the desired size 
Tony Green 
Worcestershire 

Mineshcrft 
Here is a program that produces weird graphics Use the cursor keys to 
control it: 

10 MODE 0:SPEED KEY 1,1:CALL IBC08 

Richard Hannah 
Hellensburgh, Strathclyde 

Printing option for Amfile 
Browsing through my disk collection, I discovered a couple of text files 
(on the same disk as Amiile) 1 decided to load them into Tasword to find 
out what they were. They loaded successfully - my book collection which 
I had previously entered in Amiile Oh joy. I can now print anything writ-
ten in Am/iie through Taswoid 

Luke Peters 
High Wycombe, Bucks 

COM maker 
1 have recently bought Maxam and have been piogressing well with 
machine code One thing that annoyed me was Maxam s inability to 
assemble machine code to a CP/M COM file. To rectify this I wrote a pro-
gram to do the job. 

To use the program enter your machine code, but remember to 
locate it at & 100. Save the code as a binary file, taking note of the file 
length. Run my program and enter the name of the binary file, length of 
file and the name of the COM file you wish it to produce. To test the pro-
gram load CPM and type in the newly created .COM file at the A> 
prompt. 

10 MODE 1:CALL 5BC02:PAPER 0:PEN 1:PRINT"OOM Maker1 
20 PRINT:INPUT"Enter binary filename ".binfileS 
30 INPOT'Enter file length ".length 
40 PRINT:INPUT'Enter COM save filename ",comfile$ 
50 comfile$=comfile$+".CCW 
60 MEMORY 62FFF:LOAD binfile$,t3000:OPENOOT ccmfile$ 
70 FOR k=63000 TO 43000+length:PRINT#9,CHR$ (PEEK(k))r 
80 NEXT k:CL0SE00T:PRINT-.PRINT"File created CAT 

James Berry 
Hythe, Kent 

Tape filing 
There is no provision within Tasword 6128 (or 464 D) to load and save tiles 
to tape - useful for archiving files and reclaiming expensive disk space 
Anyone who has used the CPM programs CSA VEand CLOAD will appre-
ciate this simple but effective poke which reconfigures Tasword to work 
from cassette. 

Add the following to the Tasword Basic loader and save to disk as 
TWTAPE 

1 |TAPE:POKE 4BC9B,4C9 

Return to Basic and RUN " TWTAPE " to switch to tape at any time Return to 
Basic and type I DISC:RUN-tasword" to switch back to disk operation. 
Richard Hodges 
Bamet, Herts 

Middle of the line 
A simple way of ensuring text is centred on the screen is to use this small 
routine: 

10 r$="Your String":G0SUB 1000 
20 ' rest of your program 
30 ' etc 
1000 PRINT TAB ((80-LEN(z$))/2);x$:RETURN 

As it stands the program centres text in Mode 2 Change the 80 in 
line 1000 to 40 for Mode 1 operation and 20 for chunky text. 
David Ward 
New Bamet 

Computed Restores 
On the subject of computed RESTORES: you say they aren't possible on the 
humble Arnold - Wrongs They are. At the beginning of your amazing 
program add these lines: 

10 GOTO 60 

20 POKE 429,lin MOD 256 
30 POKE 430,lin\256 
40 RESTORE 10 
50 RETURN 
60 ' Start of program 

Do not under any circumstances alter lines 10 to 50 Line numbers 
and contents included 

Say you wished RESTORE to point to line 600. simply put 
iin=600: GOSUB 10 somewhere in your program It Is that simple. 
Kevin Hayward 
Old Woldng, Surrey 

Saved screens 
A screen saved using the Multiface Hcannot be loaded into, say. the Art 

Studio or Melbourne Draw To rectify this type in and run the routine 
below The program will prompt you for a load and save filename Enter 
this - the rest is automatic 

The converted screens can be used in your own programs by hav-
ing LOAD"F i lename••: CALL SC7E5 s o m e w h e r e in the listing 

10 CAT:INPUT"Load filename ',a$: MEMORY t3FFF:L0AD a$ 
20 PRINT:PRINT"Insert destination disk. Press a key..." 
30 PRINT:INPUT"Save filename ",b$ CALL 48000 
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40 FOR t=6C7D0 TO 6C7F6:READ c$:POKE t,VAL("4"+C$):NEXT 
50 CALL 4C7D0:SAVE b$,b,6COOO,44000:END 
60 DATA 00, 00, 00, 21, D4. B7,11, DE, FF, 01,20,00, ED, BO, CD 
70 DATA 11, BC, 32, FF, FF. C9, 21, DE, FF, 11, D4, B7, 01, 20, 00 
80 DATA ED. BO, 3A, FF, FF, CD, 1C, BD. C9 

The routine works on 664 and 6128 machines To make it compati-
ble with the 464 alter the bytes D4 and 37 (which appear in lines 60 arid 
70) to DA and B1 respectively 

It is possible to convert Multilaccd screens to standard format by 
using: 

MEMORY S3FFF:LOAD"filename":CALL 68000:CALL 4BB18: 
SAVE"filename".B,6COOO.64000 

Unfortunately the mode and colours are not stored 
AA 

Disk hacking 
Information relating to a file's position on disk, name and other aspects 
are kept on the directory track If the disk is data format you can find the 
directory on track 0 sectors &C1 to &C4. For CPM format look at track 2 
sectors &41 to &44 

Each directory entry (file) reserves 32 bytes of space: 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B C D E F 

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 1A 1B 1C 1D 1E 1F 

0 — User number (normally In the range 0 to 15. although certain com-
mercial systems use numbers above 15 for protection reasons) If this 
location contains &E5 then the file has been erased - change it to zero to 
restore it. 

1 -8 — The filename 

9-B — Hold the three-letter file extension. 

C — This is the entry number (0 if the file is less than 16k, 1 if the file is 
between 17k and 32k, 2 if the file is between 33k and 48k. .) 

D-E — These are always zero. 

F — Indicates how many records the entry points at (if more than 1 the 
byte will be 8(80) 

10-IF — Contain the pointers to the track and sectors that hold the pro-
gram. The formula to apply the numbers to is: 

track = 2 * (pointer value \ 9) 
sector = format type + (2 • pointer value) MOD 9 

The pointer value refers to the numbers found in locations 10-IF Format 
type will either be &C1 (data format) or &41 (CPM format). Hope this 
helps anyone that enjoys hacking about with disks. 
I Murphy 
Accrington, Lancashire 

Cleaner cassette deck 
Many readers have problems when loading and saving from cassette. 
Perhaps the following may be of use: 

Dab a cotton bud into methylated spirits, open the tape deck's door 
and start the cassette motor (by issuing a CAT or similar command). If 
you peer inside towards the right (front) you should see a wheel turning. 
Gently prop the cotton bud against the wheel. Every few minutes alter 
the position of the bud. Just watch the dirt come away (and, hopefully, 
many loading errors) 
Adrian Sill 
Done aster, South Yorkshire 

Not a lot of people know that 
Did you know that there is a bug in Lasei Compiler which causes a com-
piled program to crash after 4636 PRINT CHR$ commands? 
James Anderson 
Bearsden. Glasgow 

HACKERS 
ONLY 

The section that brings out the CPC's darkest 
secrets to light. If you don't understand what's 
written here, bad luck. YouH get no explana-
tion, for this is where the hackers hang out. 

Cassette capers 
The cassette deck included with the 464 (exter-
nal device required with 664/6128 machines) 
outputs a square-wave signal ol approximate-
ly 5 Volts amplitude. Such a signal can be pro-
cessed by the multi-functional 8255 parallel 
interlace chip 

Tne 8255 contains 24 input/output bits. 
These bits may be programmed in two blocks 
of 12 bits. To make matters simple think of the 
chip as having three 8-bit ports (A. B and O 
Port A gives input and output, port B input only 
and port C output only 

We are only interested in the chips cas-
sette control feature: 

Port A - input/output (address &F400) 

Port 3 - input only (address &F500) 

Bit 7 used to read cassette data. 

Port C - output only (address &F600) 

Bit 5 used for writing to cassette. 
Bit 4 turns motor on or off. 

A write-only control register (located at 
&F700) determines whether a bit sent to port C 
is either 0 or 1 The bits sent to 8cF703 do the fol-
lowing: 

• it 7 must be zero 
• bits 6-4 not used 
• bits 3-1 determine which bit ol port C is 
affected 
• bit 0 determines the nature of the bit sent to 

port C 

Practical ports 

Confused? Try the following in Basic: 

OOT 4F700.9 

Of in 7.80 assembler 

Uses and abuses 
Like most ICs in the Amstrad. maximum 
use is made of the 8255. Its uses include 
operating the keyboard and sound chip, 
testing the vertical sync ol the CI?TC. 
checking that the printer is ready to 
receive data and by detecting the position 
ol a jumper it generates either a 50Hz or 
60Hz picture. It even decides which of the 
10-odd names will appear on power up 
(that is. Amstrad. Schneider Arnold. Awa 
and so on). Another of the 8255's major 
functions is reading and writing bit-sized 
cassette deck data. 

LD BC,4F709 
OOT (C),C 

You should have heard the cassette motor 
start up. U you convert 9 to binary you get 
00001001 Bit 0 is set. This means that the bit 
sent to port C will also be set (1). The 3rd bit is 
also set which tells us that bit 4 of port C will be 
affected. To switch off the cassette motor issue 
an OOT 6F700.8 try and work out why it 
works. 

Another method of switching on the 
motor (or rather setting bit 4 of port C) is OOT 
6F600,16 

Get to grips with this manner of switching 
on and off the cassette motor as next month 
we shall go one step further cassette reading 
and writing. 
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SERIOUS SOFTWARE 

Utilities Disk 
More utilities for Pat McDonald to 

Samson includes relocation routines to get round the sticky problem 
ot memory overlap (certain cassette software lies over the portion of 
memory set aside for the disk drive) Samson will transfer these to a differ-
ent part of memory and put them back where they belong on loading. 

Quiclone is a routine originally written by Pride Utilities. It Is an ultra 
simple disk copier Transit is similar to Quiclone. but allows individual files 

Programs are easy to use. 
Plenty of workspace left on the 
disk 
Suitable for people with limited 
needs. 

to be copied from disk to disk A disk catalogue is helpfully included. 
Viewtext allows you to examine individual files on a disk. Options avail-
able are disk catalogue, load a file, examine the file starting at any 
address and printer toggle (which allows you can to dump the file to 
paper). Viewtext is a program that I have a genuine use for... its good to 
be able to search machine code programs for ASCII messages. 

Bach simply plays a minuet written by Johann Sebastian Bach. It's 
fine for a while, but it's so short that it scon palls 

One lault of the whole shebang is that the programs can only han-
dle standard Amstrad files. Most protection systems won't be beaten by 
it. Samson, for instance, is not really much better than Transmat. which 
was published by Pride Utilities over two years ago The other programs 
can accomplish little that CPM (which is free with a disk system) cannot. 1 
will grant that playing Bach doesn't come under this category, but is that 
genuinely useful? 

On the other hand, the suite of programs supplies much more 
usable disk space than CPM. and is easier to use than CPM. People who 
don't like messing about with CPM would prefer this package for copying 
disks ana examining them. Utilities Disk One is a simple, unsophisticated 
product, which is nevertheless quite a useful tool 

Goldmark Systems » 07072 71529 
51 Comet Rd. Hatfield. Hertfordshire. ALIO OSY 

Utilities Disk One 
Goldmark Systems. £15.00 disk only 

Utilities Disk One is really sell explanatory: it's a suite of programs 
designed to make life easier for those with disk drives. 

A live-options menu is displayed: Samson is the first; a tape-to-disk 
backup program designed to help you put your software collection onto 
disk Once run. it asks you how many files to transfer (if you're not sure of 
the number enter 0) and whether you wish automatic or manual transfer. 
Manual transfer allows you to rename the files. Naturally, illegal names 
are rejected. There is also a printer option This echos screen information 
to the printer - a nice option since it saves you the trouble of remember-
ing 

B A D N E W S 

• Contains nothing that hasn't been 
done before 

• You need to reset and re-run to 
get between programs 

• Pricey. 

Basic Aid+ 
Pat McDonald rummages in a Basic toolbox 

Basic Ald+ 
Basicaid Productions. £10.95 tape. £14.95 disk 

Basic Axf+ is an 8k toolbox of extra commands that complement 
i/ocomotive Basic Considering the relative ease with which the Amstrad 
CPC's can be given extra commands (or RSXs. Resident System 
Extensions) it is surprising that not very many toolboxes are available. 
Basic Aid* is different from most in that it is not supplied as a plug in rom. 
and is therefore cheaper. 

The program supplies an extra 74 commands. These can be broad-
ly split into three diffeient groups, those which deal with graphics and 
sound, those which control the printer, and others for programming and 
debugging 

The graphical commands include 5 extra fonts for printing to the 
CPC screen. There is a gothic font - which would be handy if you were 
writing a swords and sorcery game, a bubble style suitable for games, a 
futuristic font, a stencil "war" type font and a line drawing font 

Another useful graphic command is Spscreen This will split the 
screen into two modes of your choice. You could have Mode 0 in the top 
area and Mode 2 in the bottom part of the screen. Okay. okay, there are 
plenty ol magazine listings to do this, but do you really want to go 
through all that type-in hassle? (Sit down. Mr Monteiro) 

Many other commands are smartened up. simplified Locomotive 
Basic functions. For example. Gpen to set the graphics pen 

The printer commands are simple switches to set different styles and 
effects on a standard printer These are bold, condensed, double strike, 
double width, italics, elite. NLQ. proportioned, subscript and superscript 
Using these commands is faster than delving into the printer manual. 

The last, and potentially most useful, set of commands are used foi 
programming and debugging. The number ol lines in a Basic program, 
memory free, disabling the escape key. double Poke and Peek are some 
of the more useful options. An Interesting command exists that enables 
you to scan through memory, printing up the ASCII code (and relevant 
graphic code for 0-31) of all the bytes between two supplied addresses. 

The manual for this program is nothing special; being a collection of 
photocopied sheets stapled at the corner It explains fairly well what 
each command does and includes several demonstration programs to 
illustrate this. 

In short. Basic Aid+ is a fail assortment of extra commands which 
could well prove useful to the Basic programmer. If you want a toolkit 
extension, but don't want to invest in a romboard. this could well be 
what you're looking for. 

Basicaid Productions 92 Hillside Gardens. Edgware. Middx. HAS 8HD 

G O O D N E W S 

• Very competitively priced. 
• Contains some original, useful 

commands. 
• Only 8k long - shouldn't cramp 

your programs. 

B A D N E W S 

• Mail order only 
• Pock aging and presentation is 

minimal. 
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IT'S TAKEN FIVE YEARS 

TAKE LONGER 
SOME SAID IT WOULD 

NEVER HAPPEN 
IT WAS TOO BIG 

TOO BOLD 
BUT NOW IT'S HERE 

AND YOU'RE NOT 
GOING TO BELIEVE IT MAY THE FORCE BE WITH YOU. ALWAYS.... 



A long time ago 

At last! The most famous 
coin-op Arcade Game and one of 
the most successful films of our 
era come together in this 
Domark publication. 

Faithful to the original, the 
home computer version of 
STAR WARS® will win first 

. place in your games collection, 
and be the one you go back to 
time after time. 

Atari ST. 
' CBM 64/128K 
Spectrum 48/128K 
Amstrad CPij? 
BBC ' B % » E R 

+ E l e c t i W ^ V f c 

PUBLISHED BY 

(§) & (§) 1978 I.ucasfilm Ltd & Atari Games 
All rights reserved. Used under Authorisation. 

DOMARK 22 Hartfield Rd. London. SWI9 3TA. 
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Q: tVHV WOULD I NEED THE MlJLTIFACE TWO? J 
f Basically to make back-ups ot programs on a CPC 464.664 or 6128 and also to enable you 
ys tudy , alter and customize them 
Q: OH. DO I NEED TO UNDERSTAND THE PROGRAMS OR EVEN ALTER THEM TO 
MAKE BACK UPS? 
A: NO! - NOT with the MULTIFACE TWO - it is in tact the ONLY product on the market which works FULLY 
automatically You load any program as usual, run it tor as long as you like and when you wish to make a 
copy you just press the MULTIFACE's red button and follow the menu and on-screen instructions 

Q: HOW DOES IT WORK THEN? IS IT EASY? USER FRIENDLY? ERROR TRAPPED? IDIOT PROOF? GUARANTEED? 
A: VPS' l! works a treat and it could not be easier. The menu gives four basic options - to SAVE a program, to RETURN to continue it. to JUMP (say to your own routines -
invaluable for hackers) and TOOL to access the MULTI-TOOLKIT set of built-in utilities. For example pressinq S to SAVE will first allow you to NAME the back-up and then let you 
save a PROGRAM or just a SCREEN to TAPE or DISK Before the saving itself. MULTIFACE compresses the program so that it takes the least amount of space on tape/disk 
and will re-load as quickly as possible. Once a program is saved, you can RETURN or JUMP, use the TOOLKIT to change it SAVE it again, etc. 
Q. DONT YOU CORRUPT THE SCREEN WITH YOUR MENU. INSTRUCTIONS. PULL DOWN WINDOWS. ETC. ? 
A: NO MULTIFACE TWO has its own memory {8K ROM & 8K RAM) and a lot more hardware - thus when it finishes its job or when you re-load your back-ups. everything is FULLY 
and AUTOMATICALLY restored. NOTHING else can do this and on all other devices you will neec to try to restore the screen: its modes, colours, windows, etc - tnis takes quite 
some time and effort and the failure rate is nigh 

Q:OK 
A: Of course it can MULTIFACE saves either to tape or disc and it saves whatever happens to be in the computer at that time: it does not mane.' whether it v/as originally loaded Irom 
tape or disc or even typed in. so all combinations are possible, 

Q: SO FAR SO GOOD. BUT CAN'T I DO ALL THIS WITHOUT THE MULTIFACE? 
A: ABSOLUTELY NOT' First, you need a hardware device, a 'magic box", to be able to stop and copy any program at any stage - no software-based copier can in principle ever do that. 
Any tape/disc copier will just try to copy a tape as it is - if there are unorthodox leaders, speedlocks. protections against copying, etc.. you'll end up with a probiem - but not with a 
back-up If you wish to back-up any game at any point be it upon loading or after going through the le.nslock or half-way through, if you wish to poke infinite lives and then save, etc. -
you just can't do anything like it with tape/disc copiers - you need the MULTIFACE! 
Q: MULTIFACE IS NOT THE ONLY 'MAGIC BOX' ON THE MARKET- WHY SHOULD I BUT IT MORE THAN ANYTHING ELSE? 
A: There are four devices on the market: Action Replay by Datel Electronics, Disc Wizard by Evesham Micros. Mirage Imager and MULTIFACE TWO Each manufacturer would naturally 
argue his product is the best buy - fortunately (for you and us). MICRONET recently compared all four units and MULTIFACE TWO came out the best in literallv all respects' the most 
successful one - 100%!, the ONLY AUTOMATIC ONE. the FASTEST ONE both in LOADING AND SAVING time, the one taking the LEAST ROOM when sav ing -and you still get a couple 
of EXTRAS: a RESET button and an extensive and unique MULTI-TOOLKIT 

T h e s u m m a r y of M I C R O N E T t e s t s : " M U L T I F A C E T W O f r o m R O M A N T I C 
R O B O T w i n s e a s i l y o n all f e a t u r e s ! It is f as te r , m o r e c o n v e n i e n t , m o r e 

s u c c e s s f u l , u s e s l e s s s p a c e a n d h a s more.^QC^iJ Ies j^ ^ ^ ^ 
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MICRONET 
RESULTS 

w M Y i f i f j ; t v j o 

Success Ratio 

Average Saving T ime 

Average Se t t i ng 
(Correct ion! T ime 

Average Loading T ime 

Average File Size 

The special price of £42.00 applies strictly to 
mail order* recelvod with the coupon below 

before the end of November 1987. 

T a p e to-disk at the touch of a button 
Ridiculous, you may say. but it w o i k c e ve ry 
tune. MulrJace can stop any p r o g r a m in its 
tracks and save the p r o g r a m from memory 
to either tape or disk It's completely fool-
proof Similar products have had p rob l ems 
with screen size, colour and even sound; 
Mulutacc can handle all these without a 
second thought 

That alone would have satisfied many 
peop l e , but Romantic Robot has g o n e one 
stop further, incorporating a memory ed i -
tor No p r o g r a m is safe with this: every -

thing is out in the open, including the Z80 
registers, C R T C data and any part of 
memory 

Don't b e fooled into thinking this wUl 
I result in mass piracy, h o w e v e r The Main-

lace unit ltseU must b e p l u g g e d into your 
Amstrad to aUow re loading of a p r o g r a m it 
s aved 

Muin/ace II must b e the cleverest hard-
w a r e dev i ce at present a necessity for 
disk owne r s w h o thought thoy w e r e stuck 
with loading f rom tape eve ry time 

AMSTRAD ACTION JANUARY 1987 

v.- .v.v.v.v.v.w.v. 
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r/i'iltifaCff tWO THE ESSENTIAL AMSTRAD CPC COMPANION 
Please send me a MULTIFACE TWO at £42.00 p lus p & p - UK £ 1 . 0 0 , Europe £ 2 . 0 0 . Overseas £ 3 . 0 0 
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Chip 
Chat 
Build an RS232 interface for less than 
£12. John Harden is your expert guide. 

PROGRAMMING 

When I bought my CPC 6128 it came with a serial printer. Mini Ofiice II 
and a serial adaptor plus software for the printer port Unfortunately the 
adaptor doesn't give true RS232 voltage levels nor does it drive my 
Brother EP44. or the other serial printers I have access to. To remedy this I 
designed an interface which supplies correct voltage levels and drives 
any RS232 compatible printer. It is simple to build and a good deal 
cheaper than a full RS232C interface 

The CPCs Centronics printer port uses +5 volt and O volt TTL logic 
signals, but most serial printers require -9 volt and +9 volt logic. This driv-
er unit uses the MAX232C chip. IC 2 in the diagram, which generates the 
required voltages from its 5 volt supply, and translates signal levels both 
to and from the printer. IC 1 inverts the data before conversion. 

The short program at the bottom of the page forces the parallel data 
from the CPC serially onto pin 2 of the printer port (the manual has a dia-
gram of it), and holds pin 1 at 5 volts to power the unit. 

Underground connexions 
Construct the unit on a small piece of "vero" strip board Start by 

making the cuts in the tracks as shown in Diagram 2. then mount the 
components on the plain side as in Diagram I. Check the orientation of 
each one before soldering. Work quickly with a small hot iron to avoid 
overheating. Finally add the wire links and connecting leads. 

Connection to the computer is via a piece of single sided edge con-

nector with a least 16 contacts. Pin 17 of the printer port is not used. Note 
the locating key between pins 4 and 5 to match the siot in the CPCs cir 
cuit board, this can be a piece of thin plastic glued into the groove 
between the connector pins. 

The printer lead needs at least three wires, preferably in screened 
cable. 1 have shown the usual 25 way D-plug. but this may vary so con-
sult your printer manual for its connections Usually only received data 
RX (pin 3). ground GND (pin 7) and data tenninal ready DTR (pin 20) are 
required. If any other pins need to be held high they can be connected to 
the +9 volts of IC 2 as shown in the diagrams. 

Parts list 
Integrated circuits 
Diode 
Capacitors 
Edge connector 
Circuit Board 

IC 1 — 74LS03. IC 2 — MAX232C 
D 1 — 1N4148 
C 1-4 — 22uF 16V Min. Electrolytic 
16 way single sided 
10 strips with 20 holes, 0.1 matrix 

Most of the parts listed should be obtainable from any electronics 
component suppliers. The MAX232C IC is In the current Mapun cata-
logue (as are ail the other parts) which is on sale in WHSmiths. 
Maplin. incidentally, contains several CPC interfaces and a.ROM 
board in the projects section. The cost of the parts listed is approxi-
mately £12 . A small plastic box is ideal for keeping the unit secure 

The final countdown 
If you wish to use the adaptor and serial printer from within Piotext. 

Tasword or other programs that don't hcrve a serial printer option then 
run the program below first. 
10 RESTORE 40:SYMBOL AFTER 256:MDC«Y HIMEX-47:H=HIMEK+1 
20 FOR TO M+45:READ A$:POKE Q, (VAL'V+A$) :N£XT Q 
30 H-IBT(M/256) :1>*-H«256:P<WE *BDF2,L:PCKE 4BDF3,H:OOT tEF00,0 
40 DATA F3.C5,E5,05,01,00,F5,2F,57,ED,78,CB,77,20,FA 
50 DATA 01,01, EF,ED, 49, IE, OA, 7A, 21,73, 00,F5,2B, 7D,B4 
60 DATA 20,FB,F1,ED, 79,BF, IF, ID, 20, EF, FB,D1,E1, CI, 37, C9 

Use these settings for the printer: 1200 Baud. 8 bit. no parity, 1 stop bit 
handshake on. This works with any Amstrad CPC machine. 

Circuit diagram 

DIAGRAM 2 (Tracks to cut) 

CPC 
PRINTER 
PORT 

B U S Y " 

cable 
SCREEN 
pin 1 
RX 
pin 3 

•*• 9 V 

TO 
PRINTER 
PLUG 

DTR 
pin 20 

GND 
pin 7 
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PROGRAMMING 

PROBLEM 
ATTIC 
RpM goes on his latest problem 
solving escapade. If your CPC's in 
danger, if you need help, then 
perhaps you can contact the AA team. 

Logging on 
I would like to know how to call an RSX from machine codc ! know it is 
necessaiy to call KL FIND COMMAND bui what then'7 I have tried 
using ci RST 3 (Jen call) as described in SOFT 968 but the computer 
a ashes The command I wish to access is I DISC Help 
Stephen Lawson 
Stoke-on-trent, Staffordshire 

To issue a bar command or J?SX from codc you must lirst find its 

execution location This is done by lust pointing III fo the- address ol 

tlr command name and issuing a CALL &BCD4 Note (hat the last 

let to: in '.he command name must have its high b.'t set (that is. &80 ot 

128 added to it) The Hi returns with the execution address while C 

holds the rom number 

Store the returned values ensure the A register contains nothing 

and use RST 3 to execute the command 

Note that seme assemblers don t use RST 3 but rCtthei RST "28 The 

RST 3,store :n the above example would be rewritten as 

RST #18 
DW store 

Diminishing dimensions 
Some months ago I almost sold my 6128 in despair almost every Typo-
In I have tned doesn't work - your magazine was not the only one to 
blame The most frequent crroi being "Atray already dimensioned ' It 
seems that any listing that dimensions airays wont work A recent 
example from AA being Memory by James Church (issue 24) It comes 
up 'Atray already dimensioned-in 110* when it jeaches line 13C Is 
every listing I entoi wrong0 Is my 6128 at fault-? 
Paxil Gosling 
Desborough. Kettering 

/ suspect the reason you re getting such error messages is thai you 

type in a lew linos test what you have entered type in a tew more 

lines test what you have written again and so on Arrays arc 

awkward beasts as they can only be dimensioned once in program 

For example try running the short listing below 

10 DIM a$(10 10) 
20 DIM a$(10.10) 

You are experiencing a sunilar problem Reset the computer and enter 

the line 10 DIM a$(io, 10) Run .'he program Now enter GOTO 10 in 
d'jeel mode See that annoying message appears again Tliere are 

two wefys ol getting round this Either enter RUN (instead ot GOTO) 

when you wish to test what you have typed in or erase the previously 

dimensioned array ERASE a$ in tins case) 

Memory restriction 
Normally I work with CPM plus but iccently I have been known to use 
CPM 2 2 I have been trying to get MOVCPM COM to work 
Unfortunately one ol three things happen 
1 INVALID MEMORY SIZE appeals and CPM reboots 

2 SYNCHRONIZATION ERROR appears and CPM 
reboots 

3 CPM crashes 

Using SID and DDT I discovered 
evidence of a command tail but 

all the books and CPM users 1 
have consulted have shied 

from the subject Perhaps 
you can toll me the 

correct ptoceduic 
foi using 

MOVCPM 0 

Cormac McGaughey 
^ ^ Cushendall, Co Antrim 

CPM 2.2 can jbe tailored to tit 
into the amount ot memory your 

computer has (up to 64k) The CPC 
nobbles 16k tor the screen which leaves 

roughly 40k ol program area (remember the 
CPM operating system occupies 8k) 

Occasionally it is necessary fo reduce (or enlarge) 
the •memory area tot certain reasons MOVCPM is the program that 
does the tob. Two parameters may follow it the lust is the high byte ol 
the highest memory location CPM may use fJio second optional 
parameter is the star ('). It this is present a message similar to 'SAVE 34 
CPM38 COM will appear 

Say you wished CPM to occupy 32k Enter MOVCPM 130' at the 
A> prompt You will be greeted by SAVE 34 CPM32 CCM or sinular 11 
you wish to make the change permanent (that is write the new 
version ot CPM to the system tracks) enter SYSGEN ' 

The reason you get system errors Cormac is due to the values 
you enter alter MOVCPM 11 you try creating a CPM size lower than 
16k you 11 get the message INVALID MEMORY SIZE - too high and the 
machine crashes I have yet to see SYNCRONIZATION ERROR but its 
piobably due to one ol the reasons mentioned 

Drive dilemma 
Due to the fact that I'm a student (and therefore skint). 1 was unable to 
buy a 6128 and had to resort to a 464 - hoping eventually to save up 
loi Amstr ad's .DDI-1 disk drive and interface I presumed'-my only 
problem in obtaining a disk dnve and interface would be raising the 
money You can imagine my surprise and disappointment when I 
walked into my local computer shop and was greeted by a salesman 
who when I asked lor the dnve and interlace replied that thoio was 
no longer a supplioi foi the DDI-1 package 

After doing the rounds of all major computer selling shops I picked 
up the information that Amstrad had stopped making the disk dnve Is 
this true7 Can you put me onto someone who would be able to supply 
me with the package? 
Gareth Baker 

North Ferrlby, North Humberside 

A phone call to Michael Joyce Consultants (Amstrads public relations 

agency) revealed the following from a spokesperson 'as tar as I'm. 

aware Amstrad are still m full production ot the DDI• J V/hen quizzed 
why many users were having difficulty obtaining a drive probably a 
lew isolated mciaents was the reply 

If you can t get one from Amsoft (0277 228888) try the Leek 

Computer Centre on 0538 387859 they appear to have a large stock 

Your oilier alternative is to try and get one second hand look at the 

Small Ads section ot try Micro Mart 

An arrow for the lady 
My computer has clapped out when I switch on the 464 on the same 
line as the BASIC 1 0 message several up-arrows and othei symbols 
appear Several keys on the top IOW fail to function and I can no longer 
reset the machine using Ctrl-shift-esc Whats wrong and where can I 
got it fixed? 
Sam Beale 
Dunstable. Beds 
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We had similar trouble with one? of our computers Tne problem arises 
if the CPC has either a faulty AY-3-8912 chip (which is used for 
keyboard scanning and sound production) or a broken keyboard 
membrane (the membrane is located under the keyboaid and not 
surpiismgly receives a fan few knocks during its life) Software Plus in 
Bath (0224 448855) fixed our Amstrad tor a reasonable amount You 
should be able to get yours done locally for around £30 

PROGRAMMING 
Is there a supplier that sells the software I need? I have given up 

the thought oi programming myself as Amstiad's handbook makes 
awful reading 

Please, is there any software oi books you can suggest7 

Ruth Newbury 
Bedfordshire 

Messy screen 
How can I load a screen dump and save it to another disk without 
having SAVE'saeeri'.b over iP 
Matthew Clements 
Romford, Essex 

The simplest way fo ao this to type the following m direct mode 

MODE 1.LOAD 'screen ",SCCOO:CALLSBB18: 
SAVE"scr»«n",B.4COOO,44000 

The CALL &BB18 waits unhi you press a key befort saving the 
required screen 

For Art's sake 
As an artist I enjoy using Rainbird's Art Studio Recently I have 
upgraded to the Advanced Art Studio and run into a problem The 
oiigmal Ar? Studio comes with a Basic file foi loading screens and 
colours created with the package I can use the leader for Mode 1 and 
2 pictures created with the new Art Studio but not those created in 
Mode 0 Could you supply me with a listing that will load all 
Advanced Art Studio files7 

Erik Casey 
Hemel Hempstead, Herts 

Rambrrd are aware ot this fact but couldn't offer a solution Perhaps 

someone has overcome the problem7 It so. please write and tell us 

Left or right? 
1 recently purchased a DDI-1 disk diive to complement my 464 The 
drive instruction manual states It is recommended that you locate 
you disk dnve (s ) to the right of the computer (oi MP-1 
modulator power supply if used)' I would like to position the drive to 
the left of the keyboaid . but was wondering if I would be doing 
something wrong7 

Warren Gregory 
Finchley, London 

It doesnt matter which side you place your disk drive. What does 

matter though is ensuring that the drive isn t close to the monitor 01 

any large current-carrying wires (that is magnetic fields). Tiny signals 

are sent from the computer to the drive through the ribbon cable, it 

doosn t take a very large magnetic field to disrupt the signals This 

could lead to information being read or written incorrectly 

Teaching problems 
I am a teacher (Head of Special Needs) in an Upper School and hoped 
that, apart from my son playing games on the computer I would be 
able to help in the administration ot my department What I would 
dearly like to do is store and print 

The best program for storuig names grades and other statistics — and 
having the option of editing deleting and inserting new data as time 
goes on ~ is a database. Probably the most user-friendly tor the 
Amstiad is ihe Database Manager from Advance Promotions (0279 
412441) It has an exceptional manual for the beginner and has 
enough power for your needs Price is £20 95 

Sf its facts and figures you wish to store then r'ust Calc from 
Minerva Systems is the best. By far the simplest to use. but the manual 
leaves a little to be desired Minerva is on 0392 37756 Price tor the 
spreadsheet is £29 95. 

It anyone has written software that does more precisely what 
Ruth requires then please get m contact with its Wed be delighted to 
publish any information about such software. 

Coded Keys 
Could you suggest an efficient technique that waits lor. and accepts 
numerical input directly (that is not Ascu coded) in the course of a 
machine code piogram 
G Williams 
Gisborne, New Zealand 

ORG 48000 

LD (stack),SP 
CALL 4BB81 
LD HL, buffer 
LD B,0 

loop 
CALL 4BB18 

I CP 47F 
JR NZ,check 
LD A,B 
AND A 
JR Z,warning 
LD A, 8 
CALL 4BBSA 
LD A,16 
CALL 4BB5A 
DEC B 
DEC HL 
JR loop 

warning 
LD A, 7 
CALL 4BB5A 
JR loop 

LD (HL),A 
CP 4D 
JR Z, quit 
LD C, A 
LD A,B 
CP 5 
JR Z, warning 

LD A, C 
CALL 4BB5A 
INC B 
INC HL 
JR loop 

quit 
LD C,0 
LD DE,0 
LD HL,buffer 

change 
PUSH HL 
LD A, (HL) 
CP 4D 
JR Z, done 
SUB 430 
JR C,error 
CP 10 
JR NC,error 
PUSH AF 
LD RL.O 
LD A,10 
LD B, 8 

Shift 
ADD HL, HL 
BIT 7,H 
JR NZ,error 
RLA 
JR NC,down 
ADD HL,DE 
BIT 7,H 
JR NZ,error 

down 
DJNZ shift 

POP AF 
ADD A, L 
LD E, A 
LD A,0 
ADC A,H 
LD D, A 
BIT 7,D 
JR NZ,error 
POP HL 
INC HL 
JR change 

done 
BIT 7,C 
JR Z,okay 
LD HL, 0 
AND A 
SBC HL,DE 
EX DE,HL 

okay 
LD (number),DE 
JR finish 

error 
ID HL, 0 
LD (number),HL 

finish 
LD SP,(stack) 
RET 

number 
DW 0 
stack 
DW 0 
buffer 
DS 6 

The above routine accepts 
16-bh decimal as input 
anything else is discarded 
as an error will occur If an error occurs (that is 

you entered anything above 32767 or 

other than numbers) then number will hold zero The routine is not 
particularly user-friendly as negative numbers cannot be entered 
There is plenty of scope lor improvement such as better error-
checking. signed decimal input and the inclusion of a hex input sub-
routine That 1 leave to you 

1) List of pupils — plus information regarding grades, dates of bitrth 
and so an 
2) Ongoing ieports of individuals so that I can see the progress they 
have made during the three-yecn course 
3) Worksheets 
4) Departmental accounts 

My real pioblem is reading my handbook I can read the words, but 
don t understand what I am leading All those I teach with reading 
piob'ems now have a great deal more sympathy from me as I 
understand their problems totally 

I hope that amongst youi leaders there aie some teachers who 
actually use an Amstrad for the purposes I would like to use it lor 
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DISCOLOGY 

"the copier is easily the most powerful for 
the Amstrad" 

"it beats the opposition by doing a better 
job and having more to offer" 

Amstrad Action, Oct 87 

N E W 
T h i s is the u l t i m a t e in d i sc u t i l i t i e s . D i s c o l o g y cons i s t s o f 3 p r o g r a m s , a d i s c e d i t o r , a d i sc e x p l o r e r and a 
d i s c c o p i e r . 

T h e C o p i e r 
• At the time of going to press Discology really is the most powerful utility ever 

written for your Amslrad 
• Makes full use of all 128K on a 6128. 
• Highly intelligent, compresses data al lowing whole discs to be copied in one go. 
• Full f i le copier, copy multiple files in one go. Wi l l cope with files of any length. 
• Copies f i les from disc to tape. 
T h e Ed i t o r 
• Edit any sector, including funny formatted sectors 
• Display in Z80 disassembly, basic listing, hex, ASC I I , binary, octal & decimal 
• Search disc for a given string 
• Dump page to printer 
• Buill in full f loating point calculator, hex to decimal conversion etc 
• Exceptionally easy to use 
T h e E x p l o r e r 
• A new conccpt in disc utilities 
• Graphically maps discs and files 
• Shows how many sectors on each track and displays on which sectors files are 

stored. 
•Disp lays full sector information and f i le information. 

IHSCULOGY 

WSC UTILITY PACKAGE 

AMS T HAD 
crc «M SM-H2I 

Dis co l o g y m a k e s c o m p r e h e n s i v e use o f pul l d o w n menus and is a 
supe rb add i t i on to any disc o w n e r s s o f t w a r e co l l ec t i on . D isco logy 
makesex t ens l v eu . s e o f al l 128K on a 6128 and all 6 4 K on a 464. T h i s 
100% mach ine c o d e p r o g r a m o f f e r s e v e r y th ing you could d r e a m o f 
p l u s m o r e . 
D i s co l ogy on d l s c on l y £14.99 CPC464/664/6128 
U p g r a d e s : • Master Disc owners, return your Masterdisc to us. and we will 
put Discology onto side B o f your Masterdisc. Upgrade price is just £9.99 
plus your Master Disc. 

N E W * * * ULTRASOUND * * * N E W 
T h e c o m p l e t e s ound p a c k a g e f o r y o u r A m s t r a d 

Ultrasound is a unique suite o f 4 programs (plus demos) which will enhance and increase the potential of your computer. 

Ultrasound wil l al low you to digitise about 1 minute of sound without the need for any additional hardware on a 464 (664 Sc 6128 owners will need a standard 
cassette recorder) and edit and replay the sound. The sound can be added lo your basic or machine code programs. 

Synthesoft will turn your C P C keyboard into an electronic synthesisor. Giv ing you full control over your composition, you can alter the vibrato, octave, sound, 
and volume. The facility to record and playback your tune is also available. 

Soundsoft gives you the facility to quickly and easily create sound effects by directly accessing the sound processor (AY-3 -8912 ) in your computer. These effects 
can be added to your own programs. 

Softtalk wil l al low you to give your computer a personality. Softtalk wil l al low your computer to talk to you. Text typed in lo the keyboard can be spoken clearly 

without any additional hardware. Speech can be added to your basic or machine code program easily with the use of new RSX commands. 

U l t r a s o u n d is a v a i l a b l e n o w on d i s c at o n l y £14 .99 

DISCOVERY PLUS 
T h e u l t imate tape to disc t r ans f e r p r o g r a m 

"Discovery Plus must be the most advanced and probably most efficient 
tape to tape disc transfer utility to date" Amslrad Action. December 1986. 
This program wil l transfer more games to disc than any other transfer 
program. The first person who can prove otherwise will receive twice his 
money back I! 

Discovery Plus consists o f 4 easy to use programs that together will transfer 
an extremely high proportion of your software onto disc. 
A lso includes details on how to transfer over 100 games. 
Silver Screwdriver Award Amt ix ! January 1987. 

D i s cove r y P lus now i n c o r p o r a t e s Sp l o ck T r a n s 11 

D i s cove r y P lus on ly £ 14.99 on disc f o r the 464/664/6128 

EPROM 
PROGRAMMER 

At last a low cost REL I A B L E eprom blower is available for your Amstrad 
CPC. Contained in a smart case with separate power supply, this unit wil l 
enable you to read rams into memory, edit them and blow them onto blank 
21 v 2764 or 27128 eproms. A Z IF socket allows easy insertion/removal of 
roms and a through connector allows other add-ons to be attached at ihe 
same time. The 100% machine code software (which also run from R O M ) 
allows basic programs to put on and run from a rom and of fers full verifica-
tion, blank checking and a reliable programming option. 

A v a i l a b l e n o w at o n l y £49 .99 + £1 .00 p o s t a g e . 

CHERRY PAINT N E W 

A n o t h e r new add i t i on t o o u r r a n g e , C H E R R Y P A I N T is a s u p e r b 
m o d e 2 a r t p a c k a g e . C H E R R Y P A I N T uses Icons , p u l l d o w n menus 
and w i n d o w s to p r o v i d e an easy to use d r a w i n g p a c k a g e f o r y o u r 
Ams t rad . 

• Uses 640 • 400 pixels in Mode 2 
• Full range of features and options 
• Dump designs lo your printer in 5 sizes 
• Compatible with keyboard, joystick or A M X mouse 
• Supeib review in Amstrad Action 

I n c r e d i b l e va lue at on ly £9.99 on d isc CPC464/664/6128 

PRINTMASTER 
P R I N T M A S T E R is p r o b a b l y the most use fu l p r o g r a m that any p r in t e r 
user can buy. J U S T L O O K A T I T S C O M P R E H E N S I V E L I S T B E L O W 

• Comes complete with 20 fonts (typefaces) 
• Prints any A S C I I f i le ( from Tasword/Protcxt) in a variety o f fonts, sizes & 

styles 
• Adds N L Q (Near Id ler quality) printing to any printer 
• Semi proportional spacing available 
• Print large posters 
• Font designer allows you to create your own fonts 
• Dump screens to your pnnter in 16 shades of grey 
• Very easy to use, full instructions and demo's included. 
N o p r in t e r shou ld be w i thout this p r o g r a m ! 

O n Disc , only £14.99 CPC464/664/6128 

SIREN SOFTWARE,TEL061-2281831 
2-4 Oxford Road, Manchester M1 5QE 

VISA 



ACTION TEST 

The Christmas rush has begun a n d it's a l ready 
starting to show in the quant i ty and qual i ty of 
games being released. The Mastergame is Red 
L.E.D. which combines the looks of Spindizzy, the 
strategy of Blockbusters and the action of a shoot-
em-up, to make one superb game. Close behind is 
Thundercats, another cartoon licence, but one that 
proves that licences can be good games too. 

Spanish programmers Dinamic have come up 
with their best yet - it goes by the strange name of 

KILLED UNTIL DEAD 
US Gold. £9.99 cass, £14.99 disk. Joystick or keys 

Freddy Hardest, but you're the one that's got to be 
tough. 

New label Go! has an excellent game cal led 
Trantor: the Last Stormtrooper , wh i le pa ren t 
company US Gold also has Killed Until Dead, a very 
ingenious murder, mystery game. 

Finally an apology for missing the 
Grab Factor rating off Survivor last 
month. It should have read 66% ^JRgg i j 
and not 00%. 

As Hercuie Holmes you must stop a murder 
which is due to occur at midnight The victim, 
murderer, weapon, location and motive oi the 
murder are unknown. You must solve this 
mystery before the evil deed is done. 

The scene ol the crime is the Gargoyle 
Hotel where the worlds five leading mystery 
authors, known as the Midnight Minder Club, 
are holding a festival of murder and mayhem 

Talking to Lord Peter Flimsey over the phone 

Murders are graded in four levels ol 
difficulty, "Elementary, my dear Watson", 
'Murder Medium Rare", "Cases for the 
Cunning* and "Super Sleuth' When you have 
chosen Ihe difficulty you are given a choice of 
several crimes to choose from In all there are 
twenty-one crimes to choose from, split over 
the four levels Once a crime is chosen the 
main game loads ana the clock starts at noon 
on the day ol the murder giving you twelve 
houis to solve the crime 

On the menu screen there are four options 
which are. surveillance, telephone, notes and 
files Files gives you background information 
on the five authors: Mike Stammer Agatha 
Maypole. Lord Peter Flimsey. Claudia von 
Bulow and Sydney Meanstreet, Notes provide 
any information you 've obtained from 
telephone calls or surveillance 

Surveillance is sub-divided into monitor, 
break-in and tape The monitor is a camera 
system which allows you to spy on the various 
parts oi the hotel and store the information in 
your notes Break-in uses a mystery trivia quiz 
to decide if you can break-in to an author's 
room or not. If you succeed youll find out what 

people keep in their rooms. This information is 
aLso stored in your notes and gives insight into 
the authors weak spots, Tape allows you to 
record conversations in up to three rooms, and 
store them in your notes 

Incoming calls and outgoing calls are 
possible on the telephone Incoming are either 
anonymous or from one oi the authors. 
Outgoing are only to the authors. When you 
oall the authors for the first time a list ol lour 
things to say appears on screen. You must 
select one of these, which is where the break-in 
notes come m handy If it is inconect then they 
hang-up. but if you are right then you can ask 
them some questions about the crime, in 
traditional Cluedo style Every time you ask a 
question which is connected to the crime the 
author's picture on the screen gets a little more 
flustered and edgy Three correct questions in 
a row gives a positive piece of evidence and a 
complete nervous wreck on the screen. 

When you think you know everything 
about the crime you can phone the kilier and 
confront him or her If you have identified the 
victim. location, killer and weapon then you 
must specify the motive of the murder. It you're 
correct on all counts then the crime has been 
stopped you can get a full explanation of the 
story behind It If you're wrong then you 
become a victim and are killed 

SECOND OPINION 
It's not often that computer games get me 

laughing out loud, but this one has 

succeeded The animated pictures oi the 

authors are marvellous, and some of the text 

descriptions are pretty special as well. The 

fact that there is usually a short cut to 

solving each crime is disappointing, but if 

you stick to the rules it's a Jot oi fun. BW 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
No problems for the great detective in green. 

Sound is used to good effect. each author 
has a tune associated with them. Colour is 
used well throughout the game and the 
animation ci the authors is extremely funny 

The main problem with the game is that 
you can often just guess your way through the 

crimes without 
actually knowing all the 
evidence You can play it 
properly and then solving a 
crime gives you a good deal of satisfaction. 
GBH 

FIRST DAY TARGET SCORE 
Solve a enme on Murder. Medium Rare 

1HHH 1 • 

Ksf 
Let your fingers do the walking. 

The Verdict 
G R A P H I C S 8 7 % 

l 
Great animation 
When you get three questions in a row 
the effect is hilarious 

S O N I C S 7 2 % 
• Each character has their own tune. 
• The tunes cce not brilliant 

G R A B F A C T O R 8 3 % 
• Well presented and easy to get into 
• Solving a crime is tricky 

S T A Y I N G P O W E R 7 8 % 
• 21 crimes will keep you burning the 

midnight oil. 
I Each crime is solved in a very similar 

way 

A A R A T I N G 

A noyel and humorous game, with 
something new to offer 
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RED L.E.D. 
Starlight Aholasoft. C9 99 cass 9.14.99 dif.k. joystick ox ksys 

ACTION TEST 

,.£.D. is a game which at first sight is just 
another Marble Madness clone You won't 
have that impression for long because 
shooting i board game strategy and many 
original features take you deep mto the 
realms of addiction. 

The game takes place on a grid of thirty-
seven hexagons where a hand can be 

moved around to select which ol 
the hexes you want to 

enter. Each hex 

represents 
a landscape 
for you to 
explore. The 
objective of the 
game is to form a 
link of the hexes 
across the 

game board, 
activate a hex you 
must collect all of the 
energy pods on the 
landscape, using one of 
three battle droids at your 
disposal. 

Before you enter a landscape 
you must select a battle droid to do the task 
of recovering all ol the energy pods. There are 
three to choose from, each one having 
different capabilities. Once a droid and 
landscape have been chosen the clock starts 
to tick away the hour in which you have to 
complete the game. The landscapes arc 
made up of slopes, acid lakes, flat tenain and 
holes. They look good and you can scroll 
quite smoothly around them. 

Falling through a hole loses you a 
valuable minute as the droid tries to re-
orientate himself. The acid lakes drain your 
limited energy supply lor as long as you are 
on the acid, unless you are using the turret 
shaped droid which can travel over the acid 
unharmed. 

Enemy droids live on the landscapes 
and they try to stop you from taking the 
energy pods Collision with any of them 
drains your energy supply and if you run out 
of energy that droid dies. The enemy droids 
can be shot with the laser that each of the 
droids canies. There are also droid generators 
which can be destroyed by shooting them. 
They're destroyed if you bump into them, but 
since this drains your energy supply 
substantially it's not a good way to do it. 

Other objects are also scattered on the 
landscape and can be collected. Smart 
bombs can be found and are activated the 
next time you press fire. They clear the screen 
of all enemy droids and droid generators. 
Droid freeze is a screw like device which 
causes all droids on the landscape to be 
incapacitated while they try and find the 
necessary frequency to jam the signal. 

Ice switches freeze the surface of the 
acid lakes and allow all droids to cross the 
acid unharmed. The acid lakes will 
eventually melt again and you had better 

make sure that you are not on the surface 
when they thaw completely Teleport pads 
allow you travel to the next teleport pad in 
the sequence. If there are teleport pads on a 
level then there will be at least two and 
usually there are three or more 

Time capsules come in two varieties 
those that add to the time remaining and 
those that reduce it. The time gain capsules 

are extremely useful and give you a better 
chance of making a line across the 

board, but the time loss make it 
much more difficult 

Fortunately the two can 
be distinguished. 

Once all of the 
energy capsules 
are collected the 

exit will be 
activated and 

you must make 
your way to it If 

the exit is 
activated then 

you will exit the 
lahdscapeand 

that hex will 
flicker on the hex 

gnd. That is your first link on 
the board. If you abort a 

landscape or a droid is killed on one then 
you won't be able to enter that hex again 
and it will change colour to white. When a 
droid returns from a landscape, whether 
aborted or completed, the energy of the droid 
will be replenished. 

A letter of the word "bonus" appears 
every ten thousand points and if all five are 
collected then a bonus level is accessed. Here 
the previous landscape is replayed with 
immunity to the terrain Your droid will 

Droid 1: has the bess control characteristics and Bhould bo 
used on landscapes wilh many oanoerous drops. 
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The Verdict 
G R A P H I C S 8 6 % 

BSmooth scrolling landscapes. 
Good use oi colour 

S O N I C S 4 2 % 
• Relatively poor effects. 

G R A B F A C T O R 9 2 % 
• Simple gameplay hides a great game. 
L Exploring the landscapes is difficult at 

fust, but enjoyable. 

S T A Y I N G P O W E R 9 3 % 
D Forming a line across the board will 

take a long time. 

G Being able to choose your route adds 
strategy to the game. 

A A R A T I N G 

Superb cross between Spin dizzy and 
Blockbusters, with a sboot-em-up 
element thrown in 

Energy pods: these are what you must colled. 

SECOND OPINION 
I'm still a big fan ol the all-time classic 
Spuidizzy. so I was looking forward to a 
game which looked to have similar 
graphics It turns out to have little in 
common except the graphics, but it should 
be as succesful a game 'The introduction oi 
shooting and other features to this futuristic 
arena makes lot a great game. It takes a 
while to appreciate properly, but it's well 
worth the effort BW 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
No problems at all in monochrome 

with the excitement and addiction of an 
arcade game. The combination works well 
and with three droids to choose from careful 
planning is needed You need to make sure 
that you don't waste energy sending 
unsuitable dreads for the landscape selected. 
Originality and stunning gameplay make this 
g a m e worthy of the title Mastergame. 

GBH 

FIRST DAY TARGET SCORE 
75.000 points 

have his energy replenished and you will 
gain valuable time. Bonus droids are 
awarded for every 100.000 points that you 
score. 

The scrolling of the playing area is 
smooth, but a little slow Colour is used well 
and the three droids move around well. All of 
the hazards and objects are easily 
identifiable. 

Red LED. is in some ways similar to the 
game Biockbusfers in that you must link both 
sides ol the board with adjoining hexes. The 
difference is that Blockbusters was a mental 
game (?i - ed) and Red L.E.D. combines it 
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ACTION TEST 

MOTOS 
Mastertronic, £2.99 cass, joystick or keys 

Arcade conversions are regulars on the home 
micro scene but on a budget label they are 
rare Motos is one such conversion and is all 
about Space Bees and your attempts to defeat 
them 

You must defend the solar base from the 
attacks of the Space Bees and to do this you 
must simply push them off the solar base, so 
that they fall into the infinity of space. 
Unfortunately you can also be pushed over the 
edge. The bases are two dimensional and 
viewed from above They are composed of 
coloured squares in differing arrangements for 
each of the sixty two levels 

Each level Is completed by pushing all 
the Bees off the base When this is done you 
progress to the next level Another problem is 
that if you cue on a level for too long then 
shooting stars appear and stent destroying the 
squares on the base They home in on you, so 
the only way lo stay alive is to keep moving. 
However the Bees can also tall piey to the 
stats if you're lucky 

Sounds simple enough, but the Bees come 
in different strengths and if you don't have 
enough power then they can easily push you 
around. The first few levels have ionly the 
weaker Bees, but the tough guys appear soon 
aftei. To push off the tougher Bees you need a 
more powerful engine This is achieved by 
picking up Powei Parts At the start of each 

Power Parts give you more bounce power 

level the power of your engine can be 
increased with up to seven power parts 
Careful selection of engine powei is needed 
since the power parts can only be used once. 

Some screens have gaps which you can 
jump if you have Jump Parts. Jump parts are 
picked up in the same way that power paits 
are, but only one power ol jump is needed. As 
well as clearing gaps this also enable you to 
destroy squares by jumping on them twice 
This can be handy in despatching Bees, but be 

careful not to fall down your own holes 
On some screens there are Navicons 

which spit out lots of Bees and make progress 
more difficult. They can't be destroyed, you just 
have to kill Bees faster than it produces them 
Beacons can be pushed off the base for bonus 
points. Don't get too greedy though, it always 
results in losing a life. Every ten levels you get 
an extra life. 

Even though the layout on the screen is 
simple, colour is used effectively. The sprites 
move about smoothly, but there is little anima-
tion Music plays throughout the game and it 

SECOND OPINION 

Sfcriple ideas very often produce the best 
games, such is the case here. Bumping 
the bees is easy to start with, but as you 
have to start judging the strength to use 
and light against ever increasing odds, it 
gets very addictive. It will be a shame it 
the budget houses also start getting 
obsessed v/ith cucade conversions, but ii 
they keep up this standard it will be hard 
to argue with it. 
BW 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
Green Bees are no problem. 

does get tedious. An option to turn off the 
music, in favour ol sound effects, would have 
been nice. There are only a few in game 
effects which are for bumping into things, 
explosions and shooting stars. 

Although the game is simple in design it 
is fiendishly addictive and you'll be constantly 
having just one more go to get to the next 
level. Choosing the power of your engine adds 
strategy to the game. At a budget price you 
should not be without this game. GBH 

FIRST DAY TARGET SCORE 
Complete 15 levels 

The Verdict 
G R A P H I C S .76% 
• Good use of colour. 
• Sprites area bit small. 

S O N I C S .43% 
• Spot effects are good. 
• Terrible music. 

G R A B F A C T O R ..79% 
• Simple gameplay gets you hooked 
D Strategic element in the Power Parts 

S T A Y I N G POWER. . . ..83% 
• Sixty two levels to complete 
• Similar techniques needed on each 

level. 

A A R A T I N G 82% 

• Good arcade conversion, and at a bud 
get price. 

9 2 2 9 6 6 H I 

I Jump Parts allow you to take giant leaps forward 

Large saucer objects neea stronger engines to be pushed. 
Navicons spit out more ba<ls at you. 
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ACTION TEST 

INSIDE OUTING 
The Edge, £8.99 cass. £14.99 disk, joystick with keys or keys 

Inside Outing is a treasure hunt in which you 
wander around a house looking for jewels. The 
jewels are hidden and you must find them by 
solving a number of puzzles in the maze of 
rooms. When you have found a jewel it must 
be returned to the owner of the house who is in 
one of the bedrooms. The screen display, game 
format and main character are all very similar 
to Get Dexter. 

ii locxs ano p ays just i Ger Dexter 

There are twelve jewels to be found and 
devious puzzles must be solved to get the jew-
els One jewel is in the snooker table and to get 
it you must pot all of the balls on the table in 
the correct order. If you do then the jewel will 
drop out Unfortunately the jewel is under the 
table and you must then find a way to get it 
out from under the table 

Objects come in three varieties: the first 
can not be moved, the second can only 
pushed or pulled and the third can be carried 
around You can jump on top of objects to help 
you reach higher and stack objects one on top 
of the other Most of the rooms contain birds or 
mice that drain your energy when they touch 
you You can replenish your strength by drink 
ing wine from glasses found in many rooms 

The characters aje big and well animat-
ed with colourful scenery in the rooms There is 
no tune in the game but there are effects such 
as your footsteps and a ringing telephone 

SECOND OPINION 
I'm not in the least bit tired ot the format 
Just because it's a 3D game, everybody 
screams "Knight Lore rip-off'. It's not the for-
mat that gets stale, but the ideas of the 
authors tor using it. This one is clearly a Get 
Dexter derivative, but that was a brilliant 
game I don 't think this one is as good 
because it lacks the sense ot humour and is 
a little too similar to the French classic. It's 
still got plenty of challenge to it. which Get 
Dexter fans should like. Gary and I agree to 
differ on 3D games they 're very much a 
matter of personal taste. BW 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
No real problems except for the snooker 
table which a bit tricky in green 

The Verdict 
G R A P H I C S 7 8 % 
• Good use of colour 
• Large well animated characters. 

S O N I C S 3 7 % 
• Not much sound at all 

G R A B F A C T O R 6 5 % 
• Fans of this game format will love it... 
• but you may be getting tired of it. 

S T A Y I N G P O W E R 7 3 % 
• Collecting all twelve jewels will take a 

long time. 
• Building stacks of objects to reach some-

thing is boring. 

A A R A T I N G .. 69% 
C You either love them... 
• or hate them. 

If you like this type of exploration game 
then Inside Outing could keep you occupied 
for a long time There are many games of this 
type and it's no worse than any of the others, 
but I am getting a bit tired of the format GBH 

FIRST DAY TARGET SCORE 
Collect two jewels 

JACK THE NIPPER II 
Gremlin. £9.99 cass, £14.99 disk, joystick or keys 

After the success of Jack the Nipper I. Gremlin 
have decided to bnng out this sequel. Jack 
the Nipper II- in Coconut Capers keeps many 
oi the old features, and replaces much of the 
scenery, while adding different tasks and 
increasing the ease of play. I personally found 
Jack the Nipper I difficult to get into 

Jack and his parents, having been gently 
persuaded to leave the wet and windy shores 
of Britain in search of a sunnier clime, are fly-
ing over the seas to that antipodean sunrise of 

The Verdict 
G R A P H I C S .. 66% 
• Lots of fast moving characters 
• Drab colours. 

S O N I C S ..62% 
• Above average effects and nice music, 

G R A B F A C T O R ..71% 
• Easy controls 
• Instructions donl help you get started 

S T A Y I N G POWER. . . .81% 
• Massive playing area 
• Difficult task to complete. 

A A R A T I N G 74% 
1 Better playabdity than Jack I. 
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a continent. Australia. As the pilot announced 
that they are "flying at present over the jungle-
Jack became too impatient and decided to 
don his parachute and jump Unfortunately for 
him. his Dad spotted him ana followed him as 
quickly as his own parachute would allow. 

You play the part of Jack, in his mission 
of initiating the natives in the ways of the 
naughtiest child in the world You must of 
course beware of the ferocious animals which 
try to guard the jungle that had been their 
peaceful home for many years before. Luckily, 
there is a plentiful supply of coconuts lying 
around, which you can use to kill animals 

As you know. Jack has not many years 
under his belt, nor inches of leg. This makes 
running around the jungle a touch difficult, but 
to go quicker, or to let you navigate a difficult 
bit ol the jungle, you can grab a vine and 
swing across on it. 

Ja<* the Nipper. I presume'' 

SECOND OPINION 
I was disappointed that they didn't stick 
with the same cartoon graphics as the first 
game. These lock like they've been quickly 
converted from the Spectrum and don't look 
as good. 'The gameplay is absorbing, but 
platform games aren't my cup of coffee (I 
don t like tea either) All the same it's an 
adequate sequel BW 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
Playable jungle in green 

There are objects lying around the jungle 
which will help you in your mission. The 
coconuts play a big part, but there are also 
Logs, Shields, honey and Grease 

As games go. I am having difficulty in 
getting over the fun that this game gives me. I 
have however seen a lot of different screens, 
and yet every time I play it, I find another new 
screen. I would buy this game simply for the 
enjoyment of searching the jungle but that 
stems from my love of platform games 

Graphics are boring in terms of colour, 
but as with the screens, every time 1 play it. I 
find a new character or item of scenery. 
Movement is easy, there is no scrolling and the 
animation is good. Sound effects are good, and 
the music is nice as well CJB 

FIRST DAY TARGET SCORE 
Obtain a lantern 



ACTION TEST 

SUPER SPRINT 
Electric Dreams, £9.99 cass, £14.99 disk, Joystick or keys 

Coin-ops strike again Supersprinf has finally 
arrived on the Amstrad with eight gruelling 
tracks for you to compete on. Two people can 
play at the same time against two computer 
car drones or one player can race against 
three drones. 

You fust select the number of players and 
then choose which of the eight tracks you want 
to race on. To continue to the next track one of 
the players must beat all the drones, second 
place counts for nothing 

Some tracks are more difficult than others 
because of tighter bends, jumps and under-
passes where your car goes out of sight. Oil 
slicks appear too and these make the car spin 
out of control, as does a tornado. Water slicks 
slow down your car allowing the computer 

SECOND OPINION 
J enjoyed the arcade game, but it wasn't 
earth shattenngly exciting. I'm afraid (his 
conversion loses some of fhe pkjyability and 
therefore some of the enjoyment The choice 
of keys is bad and you can't redefine them -
one of those niggley but important details. 
It's still a lot of fun to play, particularly with 
two people, but I sense an opportunity 
missed to provide something good. BW 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
Slightiy harder spotting which car is yours. 
but playable 

Gentlemen ana <adies start your engines' 

cars a chance to catch you up Bonuses 
appear at random and these can be collected 
for points, 

The most useful thing to appear is a span-
ner and if you collect three of these you can 
customise the car to give it: super traction, 
higher top speed, turbo acceleration or 
increased scoring. No explanation of the fea-
tures is necessary because they all live up to 
their names. 

Sound is limited to the revving of your 
engine and even that doesn't sound too good 
The graphics are small but colourful and the 
oars are easy to identify in the four different 
colours. There are a couple of irritating things, 
like the poor collision detection which bumps 
you into walls when you aren't near them, and 
driving over the spanners often results in you 
not picking them up 

Superspnnf is an addictive game in the 

arcades and its addicuveness does come 
across in the conversion, but it is let down by 
the collision detection It is better than Grand 
Prix Emulator, but that was a budget game. 
GBH 

FIRST DAY TARGET SCORE 
Complete five tracks 

The Verdict 
G R A P H I C S 6 8 % 

• Clear, colourlul graphics 
• Poor collision detection. 

S O N I C S 23% 
• Brim, brrm 

G R A B F A C T O R 79% 
J Addictive gameplay 
• Two people can play at once 

S T A Y I N G P O W E R 67% 
t: Eight tracks to complete. 
• Ultimately lacks variety and challenge. 

A A R A T I N G 
A fun game... 
which could have been excellent with 
better programming. 

WEREWOLVES OF LONDON 
Viz Design/Ariolasoft, £9.99 cass, £14.99 disk, joystick with keys or keys 

On the flipside of Werewolves of London is a 
music track called the Werewolf Rap - Silver 
Bullet mix This tune is designed to get you in 
the mood for the game, as you wander the 
streets of London looking for someone to eat. 

A wolf to the slaughter 

Cursed by a family of sloanes you now 
grow excess body hear during the full moon 
and develop a craving for human flesh. The 
only way to free yourself of this curse is to kill 

The screen is split into two areas: a status 
area along the bottom of the screen and a flick 
screen playing area covers the rest. The status 
area shows your blood level, objects carried, 
an icon of you and a sun/moon indicator. Your 
blood level starts the game full and decreases 
if you are damaged in any way If you run out 
of blood then you die. 

The objects carried include things like 
tickets, torches and files. By selecting your icon 
the fire button switches from pick up/drop to 
jump. Jumping is very useful when you are on 
the rooftops The wolf form can obviously jump 
better than the human form The sun/moon 
indicator flashes when you are going to 
change form from man to wolf or back agcan 

The Verdict 
G R A P H I C S .. 79% 
1 ; Colourful graphics 
• Not well animated, 

S O N I C S .. 72% 
1 • A reasonable tune plays throughout the 

game. 
• Effects are a bit limited 

G R A B F A C T O R ..70% 
D Eating people is enjoyable. 
• Confusing at first. 

S T A Y I N G POWER.. . ...61% 
• Removing the curse will take you a long 

time. 
• Lacks addictive action. 

AA R A T I N G .. 66% 
• A bit more game is needed. 

London is a big place and sloanes fre 
quent the streets along with policemen Both 
are edible when you are a wolf, but the police-
men are armed with silver bullets and if you 
are shot then you start to lose blood The police 
will olten capture you and then you'll end up 
in prison for the night, The sewers of London 
and the underground can be explored, but 
you'll need a torch. 

The graphics are small ana colourful, but 
they are not animated too well In game sound 
effects are simple and there is a continuous 
tune The tune is the same as the record. 
Werewolves of London, but it doesn't match up 
to the vinyl version 

Using objects as you explore the town is 
quite fun at first and eating people up is a nice 
change, but the game lacks something to keep 
you motivated to play it. The idea is line but 
there is just not enough game in there GBH 

SECOND OPINION 
Reminiscent of Bnde of Frankenstein from 
the same team. That too was an enjoyable 
game as far as it went but they both lack 
depth. It needs to move away from the 
arcade concept and get more adventure 
action incorporated. 1 loved the record, but 
the game isn't as goo B W 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
No problems, unless you don t like green 
blood. 
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ACTION TEST 

PEGASUS BRIDGE 
PSS, £12.95 cass. £17.95 disk, joystick or keys 

The British 6th Airborne Division were the first 
allied troops to land on French soil on the 5th of 
June 1944 the day before D-Day Their objec-
tive was to capture the eastern flank of the D-
Day beach-heads This was achieved by cap-
turing and holding the two bridges over the 
Caen canal and river Orne and destroying the 
five bridges over the rivei Dives. 

The game concentrates on the bridge 
over the Caen canal, which was later 
renamed Pegasus Bridge after the emblem of 
the 6th Airborne Division. You can play either 

the allied or axis lorces against the computer, 
or with two players. 

The game is played over 36 turns, each 
lasting 30 minutes of game time. Turns are split 
into the following phases: reinforcements, 
movement, support and combat. Play alter-
nates between British ana German turns 
Troops have a certain movement allowance 

SECOND OPINION 
I'm usually partial to wargames. and tins is 

a competent enough offering. Fans of the 

genre will be pleased with PSS's thorough, 

as ever, approach to the historical research. 

However, that said it's not likely to win any 

popularity awards I believe wargames 

have more to offer than most computer 

games, but this isn't a product to convert 
the doubters. BW 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
No difficulties. 

and seme terrain types cost more movement 
points than others. The support phase allows 
you to call foi air strikes or naval bombard-
ments on enemy emplacements. Combat 
allows each unit to attack once within range 
limitations. 

To win the battle you must satisfy your 
victory conditions which are set out in the 
large instruction manual accompanying the 
game The total victory points for each side is 
totted up at the end of the 36th turn. 

Sound is disappointing with only beeps 
and pings throughout the game The graphics 
are simple. Scrolling of the screen is slow as 
you move the cursor across the map 

One major problem with the game is the 
ending of a phase. You have to press the letter 
E on the keyboard and if you hold down on 

the key for too long then you will rapidly go 
through all the phases and waste valuable 
units. For wargames to grab a larger share of 
the market they need to have something to 
grab your attention and this game may be a 
good representation of a battle, but it will bore 
people who are not dedicated wargames play-
ers. GBH 

The Verdict 
GRAPHICS 43% 
• Uninspiring use of colour and detail 
• Slow scrolling slows down play. 

SON ICS 16% 
• No real use of sound 

G R A B F A C T O R 58% 
• Wargamers don't get many games to 

play, so this will probably go down well. 
• Non-wargamers are unlikely to be con-

verted, 

S T A Y I N G P O W E R 69% 
D Meeting all of the victory conditions is a 

tall order. 
• There's only a single soenario to play 

A A R A T I N G 62% 
• Expensive lor what it is. 

PRO SKI SIMULATOR 
Codemasters. £2.99 cass, joystick or keys 

Last month we had a water skiing simulation 
and now you can do your best to break the 
other leg as you ski down the snow covered 
slopes of the Alps 

It's brought to you courtesy of the Oliver 
twins, programmers oi games like Super Robin 
Hood and Grand Pnx Simulator. Two people 
can compete against each other at the same 
time or you can compete against the comput-
er. 

The Verdict 
G R A P H I C S .68% 
I Smooth vertical scrolling. 
• Small stickmen skiers 

S O N I C S ..76% 
I. Digitised speech. 
V. Good title tune. 

G R A B F A C T O R . . .. 74% 
H Great fun once you get into it. 

• A little difficult at first 

S T A Y I N G POWER. . . ..65% 
Seven increasingly difficult courses to 
complete 

• Disappearing out of camera shot is 
annoying 

A A R A T I N G .. 73% 
A Great little skiing game. 
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Mind that tree! Look out lor that fence! Where's my bobWo 

hat? 

The screen is split into three areas The top 
of the screen shows time elapsed during the 
race. Each race must be done within a time 
limit. 60 seconds on the first race and the time 
limit decreases after every race The right hand 
side of the screen shows a radar map of the 
course with markers indicating the position of 
the two skiers. The rest of the screen shows the 
playing area which scrolls downwards 

The screen scrolls continuously and if you 
are too slow in your descent of the mountain 
then you will disappear out of camera shot 
You will then have to find your way to the bot-
tom of the mountain using the radar screen - a 
nigh impossible task 

There are seven courses ol increasing dif-
ficulty for you to complete. Each course is 
made up of six gates and a finishing line. If 
you fail to pass through each of the gates and 

the finishing line within the time limit then you 
will be disqualified and the game ends. 

Digitised speech is included in the game 
and this occurs at the start oi each race. A tune 
plays on the title screen and there are some 
simple spot effects in the game Colour is used 
well although there is not much colour really, 

At first this game is very difficult to play, 
but once you have sorted out how to control 
the skier properly it gets much easier The two 
player option makes it fun to compete against 
your friends. The most annoying feature is that 
you often end up being out of camera shot 
and as a result you give up frustrated. GBH 

FIRST DAY TARGET SCORE 
Complete four courses. 

SECOND OPINION 
Codemasters have got skilled at producing 
these 'simulator' games. They're playable, 
cliallenging. cheap and you 're unlikely to 
feel disappointed having bought one. The 
trouble from my point of view is that it's not 
actually doing anything new. I hope that 
now they are well established that new 
and ongmal games will start being pro-
duced. However, you can't argue with this 
one - it's good value. BW 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
Perfectly playable. 
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ACTION TEST 

THUNDERCATS 
Elite, £8.95 cass. £14.95 disk, Joystick or keys 

Thunder Cats is another in the long line ol 
cartoon spin-offs. The cartoons have been 
criticised as being merely adverts for toys, 
and now computer games, but that doesn't 
mean they can't be good ones. Mumm-ra the 
ever-living and his evil Molemen have 
entered the Cats Lair and stolen the eye of 
Thundeia The eye of Thundera is a magic 
jewel that was given into your keeping As 
Lion-o you vow to retrieve the eye from Castle 
Plun-Dar 

There are two versions of the game, one 
for 128K machines and one for 64K The 64K 
version has eleven levels and the 128K has 
fourteen. Both versions of the game have 
digitised backgrounds for the leveLs. The extra 

SECOND OPINION 
I wasn't overly impressed to start with, it 
seemed like just another simple arcade 
game. Not so. As you start hacking and 
blasting your way through the levels it 
reveals all sorts ol subtle touches that make 
it highly playable: many dilferent 
creatures, rescue levels, bonuses, different 
weapons and time limits. All combined to 
make an addictive, enjoyable and 
extremely tough challenge. BW 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
No problems with green screen hacking. 

Lion-o the nero 

By.ng 

memory on the 128K is used to store digitised 
pictures for the intro. bonus screens, endgame 
and the "eye" score table 

The route to Castle Plun-Dar is long ana 
tortuous Each level is a horizontally scrolling 
corridor which you have to fight your way 
along. They don't always run in the same 
direction though, so be prepared to go left or 
right when you enter a new level The 
scrolling is good, but you won't get much 

These beg guys keep coming after you 

hazards bring death from atxjve 

warning when some of the creatures appear. 
Each of the levels is occupied by a 

vanety of unpleasant creatures which are out 
to stop you These include molemen. giant 
bats, rhino like creatures, bubbles, fireballs, 
little men with shields and Mumm-Ra. 
Collision with any of these causes the loss ol 
one of your six lives Fortunately you arc 
armed with a sword with which you can 
despatch your enemies. 

ELECTRIC DREAMS 
S O F T W A R E 

Mail Order: Activision (UK) Ltd, Units 3 & 4 Lloyds Close, 
Finedon Road Industrial Estate, Wellingborough, 
Northampton NN8 4SR. Tel: (0953) 76768 
Copyright 1986 Sega Enterprises Inc. (USA). All rights reserved 
Electric Dreams Software. Authorised User. 
Commodore 64/128 Cassette (£9.99) and Disk (02.99) 
ZX Spectrum 48k/128k/+ (£9.99) 
Amstrad CPC Cassette (£9.99) and Disk (£14.99) 
Amiga Disk (£14.99) 



ACTION TEST 

The monsters are 
impressively animated and 

large, but not very colourful 
The most difficult thing about 

the creatures is the variety in 
which they come. There are little 

monsters which can only be hit 
by crouching down, big ones 

which can jump over obstacles in 
pursuit of you. and flying ones. 

Combine this with the need to jump 
obstacles and gaps, ana you've got 

some very tough problems. 
On the levels are some objects which, 

when hit with your sword, break to reveal a 
bonus object. These can be lives, swords, guns 
or bonus points. Swords and guns change the 
weapon that you are currently using Guns 
are a ranged weapon and so you don't have 
to get as close to your enemies, thereby 
minimising the risk to yourself 

Three of the levels are bonus levels in 
which you can get a bonus of 25,030 to your 
score These are rescue levels in which you 
must free one of your comrades. Tygra. 
Pan thro and Wilykit are your three friends and 
they are on levels three, eight and thirteen 
respectively On these levels you only have 
one chance and being killed exits you from 
the level with no bonus. Being killed on these 
levels does not reduce the lives counter 

Levels 4-7 are called the Gardens of 
Elementals and are occupied by creatures 

attuned to the levels. The garden of fire is 
filled with fireballs, the garden ol water has 
bubbles, the garden of air has bats and 
eyes and the garden of the earth has 
Mumm-Ra as well as the molemen The 
garden oi fire also has a flying bike which 
you can use by jumping into it 

On some levels there are sections of thd 
floor that give way and falling through them 

RAVE 

The Verdict 
G R A P H I C S 8 1 % 
• Digitised pictures are a nice touch 
• Large well animated characters 

S O N I C S 6 7 % 
• Great title tunes. 

G R A B F A C T O R 8 7 % 
p Great variety of creatures to battle 
• Gets tough very quickly 

S T A Y I N G P O W E R 9 2 % 
• Fourteen levels of tough acton 
• Once you've grasped the timing and 

tactics it's impossible to stop playing. 

A A R A T I N G 

loses you another life 
- good platform 
game ideas never 

Idie. Other levels 
have holes in the 
floor which also kill 
you if you fall 
through them. 

The digitised pictures 
were originally sourced from a 

128K Spectrum and then passed over to the 
Amstrad. They're good, but I think that if 
they'd been sourced on the Amstrad then the 
quality would have been better. The graphics 
in the game are large and well animated. 
These too appear to have begun life on a 
Spectrum and transferred across, as a result 
each character ;s only in two colours A good 
musical soundtrack plays, but only on the 
inter-level screens and title screen, there is no 
tune playing in the game itself. Sound effects 
are good and occur frequently enough that 
there is never silence. 

Fourteen levels will keep you occupied 
for a long time and. since some of these levels 
are very difficult, you may not be seeing the 
fourteenth level for a long time. I've seen the 
cartoon and that really is for youngsters, the 
game is tougher meat and will appeal to all 
arcade gameplayers GBH 

FIRST DAY TARGET SCORE 
30,000 



ACTION TEST 

FREDDY HARDEST 
Imagine. £8.95 cass. £14.95 disk, joystick or keys 

SECOND OPINION 
Dinamic's previous efforts have been 
graphically excellent, but with gameplay 
problems. This time they've got things right 
although I suspect it's more a case of the 
guys at Ocean/Imagine telling them exactly 
how to tweak the difficulty level. The 
graphics, animation and scrolling are once 
more superb Part one is a very addictive 
shoot-em-up and part tvso provides plenty of 
exploratory challenge BW 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
Both parts are clear and playable. 

After a bit of a party Freddy is a little tipsy 
due to drinking excessively. As a result he 
bumps into a meteorite and crash lands on 
the surface of a moon of the planet of Ternat 
- let that be a lesson to drink drivers 
everywhere. Ternat is the site of the alien 
base Kaldar and the aliens don't really like 
Freddy being there. As a result of the crash 
his ship is totally written off. so he sets off to 
find one to steai 

The first part involves Freddy's attempt 
to reach the alien base. The surface of the 
moon is cratered and occupied by a variety 
of alien life forms, who could do with a snack 
about now - and guess who's coming to 
dinner7 You can attack by two methods a 
laser pistol and a flying kick 

The aliens are Avoiaois, Antoids. 
Watching robots. Koptos and Snakkers 
Avoidcis are small and you can not kx± low 

There are two parts to the game and 
these are loaded separately An access code 
is needed to enter part two and this is 
obtained on completing level one 

enough to hit them, so a boit from the laser is 
the best thing to do Watching robots fly 
across the surface and these have to be 
disabled with a flying kick The other three 

can be despatched by a flying kick or a shot. 
If any alien touches you then one of your five 
lives is lost. 

Bubbling craters appear in the 
landscape and it's not advisable to try to go 
swimming in them. Large tube-like craters spit 
out globules of liquid which form into an alien 
on hitting the surface of the planet. 

Occasionally large gaps appear in the 
surface which you must leap across The 
longer that you keep the joystick pushed up. 
the further you can jump. Eventually you'll 
reach the entrance to the alien base and all 
you have to do is jump into it. 

TRANTOR 
GO/US Gold. £9.99 cass, £14.99 disk, joystick or keys 

56 AMSTRAD ACTION 

The People of Zybor have kept order in the 
solar system for thousands of years. Their 
control is slipping due to a new power in the 
world of Nebulithone Trantor and a group of 
outlaw mercenanes sot out to reconnoitre the 
planet. Trantor returns to the ship only to find 
it destroyed and the mercenaries dead You 
are Trantor - the last storm trooper. 

Before the game itself loads there are 
three loading screens to go through The 
second shows Trantor's space ship landing on 
the planet and Trantor stepping out of the 
ship and into the complex The first and third 
loading screens are nice but merely waste 
time when you could be blasting away 
There is also some digitisod speech after the 
first loading screen and this adds a nice 
touch 

When you eventually start to play the 
game you are presented with a large well 
animated figure standing in a corridor You re 
armed with a flame thrower and can stride 
around the complex killing everything in 
sight. 

This is all simple enough except that the 
complex is littered with alien life forms who 
all deplete your energy level If you run out 
of energy then you expire and the game 
ends. Watch out for the large blue monster cn 
the fourth level because if it touches you then 
you die instantly Fortunately the blue 
monster and every other creature in the 

complex can be shot with a quick squeeze on 
the- triggei of you: flame thrower. 

Flame throwers need fuel and this can 
be found in large cylinders on each level 
There are also lockers on the levels and these 
contain one of several different objects. These 

include hamburgers to replenish your 
energy, fuel to replenish your fiame thrower 
and a pass key to allow access to the secunty 
terminal. 

You can travel between the levels by 
standing on lifts and pressing down or up. 



ACTION TEST 

Once inside the alien base you have 
several tasks to complete. There are a choice 
of lour space ships which you oan "borrow'. 
and the captain's code Is needed to use the 
ships. You only need the code to one ship. 
Nuclear fuel cells need to be collected and 
put in the ship to fuel it. The instructions for 
the jump to hyperspace also need to be 
found 

In the lower part of the screen is your 
status panel showing lives, nuclear fuel cells, 
messages and scare The playing aiea shows 
two levels at a time, the one you are on and 
the one above 01 below you The diflerent 
levels are moved between by use of 
lireman's poles ana lifts 

The alien base is occupied by throe 
types of creature. Micio sounders, Gabaida 
robots and Inhabitants. Micro sounders fly 
around the top of the screen and can only be 
destroyed by a flying kick. Gabarda robots 
hover around on jet packs and these can be 
shot or kicked to death. The Inhabitants are 
immune to laser fire and so you must use 
your martial arts skills on them They too oan 
do martial arts and so there is simple combat 
phase. 

Sixteen computer teiminals are spread 
around the base and these held the captain's 
codes and hyperspace instructions Once you 
have all of the relevant information for one of 
the ships, all you have to do is get to the 

hangar and make your escape. 
The graphics of Freddy and the aliens 

are all well animated and colourful, and the 
scenery on part one scrolls smoothly The 

second game is a little too colourful with the 
scenery distracting you from the game The 
sound effects are explosively rewaiding and 
there is a reasonable title tune. 
The two parts of the game are really two 
totally different games. The first paii is a 
shoot-em-up with you killing everything that 
moves and the second is a collect-the-set 
game Both parts of the game are good and 
you're effectively getting two games for the 

price of one 

FIRST DAY TARGET SCORE 
Complete pent one 

GBH 

T h e V e r d i c t 

GRAPHICS 84% 
• Colourful and well animated 

characters. 
• Second game is a little too gansh, 

S 0 N I C S 76% 
• Explosions are loud and clear. 

G R A B F A C T O R 89% 
• Zapping and lucking your way around 

is fun 
• First part can be frustrating 

S T A Y I N G P O W E R 86% 
n Second part will keep you occupied 

longer. 

A A R A T I N G 
• Once completed you may not play it 

again 
• Two good games for the price of one. 

There is one down lilt and one up lift on all 
but the top and bottom levels of the complex. 

To complete the game you must find 

SECOND OPINION 
This is a game with great initial appeal, but 
one that you may tire ol quite quickly. The 
delightful animation, explosions, aliens and 
scrolling combined with fry-em-up action are 
addictive. The drawback is that the puzzle 
element isn't that strong, so that the game 
can be solved within a few days play and 
won't hold much interest after that BW 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
No problems at all. 

the secret access code to the security 
terminal This is done by looking in each of 
the eight computer terminals which each 
hold one of eight letters. These letters make 
up an anagram of a computer related word 
You also need the pass key to access the 
security terminal and this is found in one erf 
the lockers. The anagram must be led into 
the security terminal and you then proceed 
to the beam area. From here you can beam 
off the planet with the knowledge of a job 
well done. 

Tranior is big and stomps around the 

m i M ICte, 

. • « t t 
I . 

Trantor stands on a lift near a tuel cylinder 

complex in an impressive manner The 
scrolling ol the screen is smooth and fast. The 
title tune is good enough and the in-game 
effects are loud and effective 

Wandering around the complex 
cremating everything in sight is great fun. 
but after a while you have to settle down to 
completing the game and this may be when 
frustration sets in Finding hamburgers is not 
easy and you often die within sight of a 
locker which could just contain food If you 

want a game that has got real zap-appeal 
then this could be the game foi you GBH 

FIRST DAY TARGET SCORE 
50% 

T h e V e r d i c t 

G R A P H I C S 86% 
• Large well animated graphics 
• Great use of colou; 

S O N I C S 76% 
• Spot effects really sound good 
• Digitised speech on loading screen. 

G R A B F A C T O R 86% 
• Great fun zapping everytliing with your 

flame thrower. 
• Okay so there's not much thought 

needed. 

S T A Y I N G P O W E R 74% 
• Beaming off the planet is a difficult task. 
• Once you've done it you may not 

bother again. 

A A R A T I N G 
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TAPE-TO-DISC 
CONVERSION SERVICE 

AMAZING OFFER TO ALL 6128 OWNERS 
Send us any taps & we will transfer It to a 3 Inch disc for just £3. 

Each subsequent tape will cost Just £1.00. (Max 6 tapes per disc). 

Remember — 

* J u s t s e n d t h e t ape (no t the in lay c a r d or b o x ) 
* W e s u p p l y t h e d i sc . 
* S p e n d £ 1 5 or m o r e & w e wil l s e n d y o u a n ex t ra d i sc f r e e o f c h a r g e ! 
* If y o u w a n t the t a p e s r e t u r n e d p l e a s e a d d 3 0 p e n c e pe r t a p e to t h e 

total cos t . Th i s wi l l g o t o w a r d s p o s t a g e a n d reg is t ra t ion 
* If w e can ' t d isk- i t , n o o n e c a n ! 

BUDGET SOFTWARE — ON DISC! 
* C h o o s e a n y 6 of t h e f o l l o w i n g 9 9 b u d g e t t i t les a n d w e 

wi l l put t h e m o n t o a 3 i n c h d i s c for jus t £16 . ( W i t h 
in lay c a r d s ) . 

• iftO. Aipne Games*. Amjyroten. Acpronsco. &** To Reality. Ball Oary*. Barrier Reef. Berks, BMX 
SmUalcr. BomOscae, Bcunr/ Bob*, B»air*cf*. Bump Sot Spike. Chicken Chase. Cfwoooe, Oas&c Murxher. 
Colony. Corf, Case of Sherwood, Cyfa. Darkwiflde, Deetructo, Dungeons AA, Storm 2. Feud. Five A S«Se 
Scasri. Fly Spy. FoofcaU Manager*, P«mua One. G Man, Galericn. Gfhost Hunters, Grand ftii Sim, Gunstar, 
Harvey Headbanger. Hi Rise. He* in One. Hollywood or Bust. Hypertwwl. Imagnalon. Evasion. JacWe A Wde. Joe 
Bade. Kane. Kobuath League Chalenge. Masier Of Magick*. Master Chess. Milk Race. Mi sax Genocide. Mssxyi 
Jupiter, Molecule Man. Uototf. Nir̂ a*. N^a Master*. One Man * His Droid. Paabola. Park P*d . Pro Gdt, 
Pyramyda*. Raghg Beast Realm. Rebel Hanoi. Rebel star. Red Arrcwt. Ridbg The Rapids. Skiing Sim. Space 
Age. Spaced Out. Speed King, Sport of Kings* Storm. Storm Bringer*. Steker, Sopermw. B Jacks 
Superstar. Table Foofcail. Ten Pin Chalervgo, Terminus*, Think, Thrust. ThruU2. Thuodwrone. Transmoiw, 
Utma Ratio, Video Poker. Void Runner*. Warkx*, Who Dares Wns 2. Wilkjw Patwn, Waads Lair. Xcd, 
ZarVcn, Zub. A/era», Boy Racer. Cricket httnaton. Otay. Shard ot hovaf. 

* (#) = A d d 7 0 p e n c e to total . 

SPECIAL OFFER ON 3 INCH DISCS 
• 5 F O R £ 1 2 

' 25 F O R £ 5 3 
•10 F O R £ 2 2 
* 5 0 F O R £ 1 0 0 

All queries and orders to:-

DISK-IT 
32 EGERTON ROAD, STREETLY, SUTTON 
COLDFIELD, WEST MIDLANDS, B74 3PG. 

All Prtces inc PAP 

• M a k e C H E Q U E S / P . O p a y a b l e to R P S H E P H E R D 
Above PRICES will be subject to 10% increase from 1st Jan I988 

' T E L 0 2 1 3 5 3 5 5 3 6 

FOOTBALL MANAGEMENT 
2 Classic Football Management Strategy Games f r o m 

E & J S O F T W A R E 
PREMIER II is a COMPREHENSIVE A N D EXCITING LEAGUE GAME - Can you handle all o l this? -
Play Al l Teams Home & Away Transfer Market that allows you to buy any player in the teguei'sdl your 
p b y e n to any other team Full Team and Substitute Selection Match Injuries In Match Substitutions -
Named & Recorded Goal Scorcrs - Team Morale (Al l Teams) - Tranfcr Demands - Financial Problems -
Bank Loans - 7 SWI Levels - job Offers - Continuing Seasons - Save Game - Sackings & MORE' 

WORLD CHAMPIONS a COMPLETE A N D EXCITING W O R L D CUP SIMULATION - Take-s you f rom 
the first warm up friendlies through the qualifying stages and onto the finals! - Squad of 25 Pl»ye<s -
Select Friendly Matches Qualifying Round 2 Substitutes Al lowed Disciplinary Table Select Tour 
Opponents - Players gam Expcncncc-Caps as Compet i t ion progresses - Extra Time - Penalty Shoot-
Outs - Quarter F.naJ Group - 7 Skill Levels - W O R L D CHAMPIONS incudes a Comprehensive TEXT 
MATCH SIMULATION including Goal Times Bookings - Injixies Named'Recorded Goal Scorers 

ln|ury Time - Match Timer - Sending Off - Penalties - Free Kicks - Comers and MORE! 

Both Games avaitaWc by MMJ Order only for (he Amstrad CPC, include Ml instructions and arc available 

for fmmedMe despatch by In Class Post 

TAPE £7.95 DISC £ 11:95 
FANTASTIC VALUE buy both Games and Deduce £2.00 from Total 

Send to : E & J S O F T W A R E , R O O M A 1 , 37 W E S T M O O R R O A D 
E N F I E L D , M I D D L E S E X , E N 3 7LE 

BEST BYTE SOFTWARE 
SPECIAL OFFERS T O AMSTRAD ACTION READERS 

Amstrad Software TAPE DISC 
J W . _ - 6.7$ 10.7$ 
Ad. Art Studio 6128 17 9$ 
Al<ni (US veriton) 6 7$ 10.7$ 
Alternate World Games 6.7$ 107$ 
Basi' Mo/sc 0«iccn« _ 6 7$ 10 7$ 
Blood VaXy ... 6 7$ 10.7$ 
BljeWai 67$ 10.7$ 
Brave Starr 6 7$ 10 7$ 
BubUo Rc£&>- 6 1$ 107$ 
CapumArMrW* 675 107$ 
Ook. >0 75 13 75 
Coriipv*9ium 6 75 10 75 
Dr.l.r 10 75 13 15 
Du'»l B«k 4 Vol J 6 75 10 75 
f l i t* 7 95 9 95 
HteCdfcttfen 6i75 10.75 
£»<*sn 6.3S 10.75 
Eye 6.7$ 10 7$ 
Fi-e T-ap 6 7$ 10 7$ 
Flyv^S*** 6 3$ 10 7$ 
Foocbal Owetior 6.3$ 
f ' t * * i Hardest 6.3$ 10 7$ 

G LStecsur Soccer 6 7$ 07$ Red LED 
C j j i . c Games 67$ 07$ fcer«gad« 
Game Over 61$ 107$ R*adrunr*r 
Game $«i and Match 9S0 ' X l $ Rye* 
Gauntlet I or II 67$ 10.7$ Scrabble De/ux 6128 
Cryior - 63$ 107$ SvpMoitwi 
Guar da Cm* 67$ 10.7$ Sidcainw 
Hit Pale S« 67$ 10.7$ Sold Gold 
Hit Pak 5.x vol 2 
Indiana jQn«t 

6.7$ 107$ Surglidar 
675 1075 St iwi Spco B»Wtb.< 

jack th« Nipp* 2 6 75 1075 Supm Hanx-O 
Jack* 6 35 1075 S..p*r Sprmt 
KtIM Until Dead 6 75 10 75 TNmrtwcao 
larerTa® 675 1075 Tour d* Force 
Iiv» Ammo 6.75 10.75 Tr*i«or 
Mash I or II 6.75 10.75 Trwal Pwsoit 
Merxeoary 6.75 H.SO WerewcJves of Uodo i . 
OHM 6.75 10.7$ WuardWan 
Paperboy 6.1$ I07S Wlrfsrf 
PaiMiijer on Wind 2 9.SQ I0.7S World CtaM LcaCeiboard 
PegatuiBrldje 9.S0 IJ.IS Xor 
Pirehbitton 67$ 107$ Ko«x SpccA.ng Joystick 

i S20STFH + denos 

6 7$ 107$ 
6.3$ 107$ 
6 7$ 10 7S 
6.7$ 10 7$ 

_ - 1195 
6 7$ 10 7$ 
67$ 10.7$ 
675 I0.7S 

10 75 14 50 
6 75 1075 
6 75 1075 
6 75 10 75 
6 35 1075 
6 75 1075 
675 1075 

1075 14.50 
67$ I0.7S 
67$ 10.7$ 
6 3$ 10 7$ 
6.7S 10 75 
6 7S 10 7S 

. 1299 117$ 

.299 9$ 2S9 C0 
Att items include 

Send SAE for full tat 
BEST BYTE SOFTWARE. 

Ramparu 67$ 107$ Atari! 

first diss postage Oversets orders »dd£l 00 per item 

For FAST despatch send cheques/PO's to our new address: 
(Dept AA8) 2 Quarry Gardens, Tonbridgc, Kent TN9 2SG 

DI5EDLIE1T 5DFTUJflHE 
D I S C G A M E S D I S C S E R I O U S C A S S E T T E B A S E D 

Adv. Music System 25.95 
Adv Art Studio 19.95 
Game Over 11.95 
Nemesis 11 95 
Ballyhoo 19 95 
Catch 23 £11.95 
Colossus Chess 4 11.95 
Mask 11.95 
Elite 10.95 
Exolon 11.95 
F15 Strike Eagle 11.95 
Hollywood Hi-Jinks 20.95 
Konami Cotn Hits 11.95 
Leaderboard Tournment 7.95 
Living Daylrghts 11.95 
Mag Max 11.95 
Moonmist6128 20 95 
Monopoly 11.95 
Paperboy 11.95 
Renegade 11.95 
Road Runner 11.95 
Scrabble 11.95 
Starglider 1695 
Silent Service 11.95 
Tai Pan 11 95 
Trantor 11 95 
Trivial pursuits 16 95 
The Pawn 6128 16 95 
Wizball 11 95 
World Class Leaderboard 11 95 
World Games 11.95 
Zot 11.95 

Maxam ass/diss 21.95 
Protext 21 95 
Prospell 20.95 
Promerge 20.95 
French Mistress 16.95 
German Master 16.95 
Matrix Spreadsheet 24.95 
Tasword 6128 19.50 
Taspell 12.95 
Taspnnt 10.95 
Tascopy 10.95 
Tasdiary 10.95 
Tas Sign 6128 23.95 
Turbo Basic 18.95 
Masterfile III 32.95 
Mastercak: 128 28.95 
Mini Office II 15.95 

1 C P M B A S E D 

Cracker 2 41,95 
Supercalc 2 41.95 
Maxam II 39.95 
Dr Draw 39 95 
Dr Graph 39.95 
Nevada Fortran 3 5 9 5 
Nevada Cobol 35 95 
Devpac 80 V2 35.95 
Pascal 80 35.95 
HisoftC 35.95 
Two Fingers Typing 21.95 
Crash Course Typing 21 95 

German Master 14.95 
French Mistress 14.95 
Spanish Tutor 14.95 
Italian Tutor 14.95 
Mini Office II 11.95 
Protext 16.95 
Turbo Basic 13 95 
Tasword 464 15.95 
Taspnnt 464 8 5 0 
Tascopy 464 8 5 0 
Maxam 16.95 

R O M B A S E D 

Maxam 32.95 
Protext 32.95 
BCPL 32 95 
Utopia 24.95 
Prospell 29.95 
Promerge . 29 95 

ROMBO ROM BOARD 33.95 
ROMBO (with any Rom) 29 95 

B O O K S & M A N U A L S 
128 Firmware Spec 17.95 
DDI Firmware Spec 9.50 
Amstrad CPM. Book 12.95 
Mastering Machine Code 8.95 
Into to CP.M 7.95 
100 Amstrad programs 8.95 

A C C E S S O R I E S 

CL1 Cassette Lead 3.50 
Primer Lead 1 m 8.95 
Printer Lead 1,5m 9.95 
464 Mon Ext Lead 6.95 
6128 Mon Ext Lead 7.95 
DMP 2000 Ribbons 3.95 
Mono Screen Filter 12.95 
Colour Finer 14.95 
Gunshot Joystick 6.95 
Quickshot Turbo 12.95 
RS232 leads 11.95 
Kempston Mouse > Art 6.95 
Printer Lead 2m 10.95 
DKT TV Tuner 59.95 
1000 Fanfold Labels 5.95 
Spike Protector 11.95 
Second Drive Lead 7.95 
Single CF2 Disc 2.95 
Disc Box Holds 20 11.95 

H A R D W A R E 

Amstrad Modem 95.95 
RS 232 Interface 55.95 
FD1 Disc Drive 99 95 
D D I Disc Drive 159.95 
DMP 2000 Printer 159.95 

I 
AMSOFT CF2 DISCS 

BOX OF 10 JUST £25.95 

Al l p r i ces i nc lude p o s t a g e , p a c k i n g a n d V A T in the U.K. O v e r s e a s o r d e r s w e l c o m e — P l e a s e wr i te for p r ices . P l e a s e s e n d C h e q u e s / P . O . ' s to:-

M.J.C. SUPPLIES (AA) 
SCOJA, London Road, Hitchin, Herts. SG4 9EN 
Call (0462) 32897 for enquiries/Access orders E3 



ACTION TEST 

PASSENGERS ON THE WIND II 
Infogrames, £12.95 cass. £14.95 disk, joystick or keys 

Infogrames have released a sequel to the inno-
vative game based on a comic book, with the 
imaginative title ol Passengers on the Wind 2. 

Passengers on the Wind was set on the 
eve of the French revolution and centered 

The Verdict 
G R A P H I C S 84% 
n Good use of colour and detail. 
• Excellent window system for events. 

SON ICS 76% 
• Varied tunes play throughout the game. 
• No spot effects. 

G R A B F A C T O R 65% 
• Fans of the original will love it... 
• but there is no real improvement in the 

format. 

S T A Y I N G P O W E R 74% 
L Seven episodes to complete 
• You seem to have little control over the 

actions. 

A A R A T I N G 
The original was innovative, but this fails 
to capitalise. 

around Isa, Hoel. Mary and John trying to 
escape France and head for Africa. Disaster 
has struck the adventurers and each ol them 
has their own problems. John has gone com-

pletely round the twist, Hoel is ill and could die 
and Isa and Mary are exposed to the plans of 
the diabolical duo of Viaroux and Montaguere. 

The game is played in a series ol 
episodes. Each episode begins with you trying 

SECOND OPINION 
I recall my words from issue 22 about the 
original game "the shape of the future for 
computer games ' 1 also remember writing 
'this new game forma! still needs work', 
unfortunately I don't think they've improved 
upon it enough There is more interaction 
but the storyline still isn't clear enough for 
the player. I still think this is the shape of the 
future, but it may only reach its potential on 
the 16 bit machines. A good follow-up 
which will delight fans of ttie first game. BW 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
Perfectly playable, bui the pictures don't 
look as good of course. 

to find the place on the screen where the char-
acters are. In the first episode the bridge is the 
place to fire on and then the face of Isa will 
appear at the bottom of the screen Any other 
characters present can be cycled through 

Occasionally the text in the window will 
go green and this is an indication that you 
must make a decision. Depending on your 
decisions you will affect how people react 
throughout the game At the end of the first 
five episodes the wise man asks you a riddle. 
To solve a riddle you select the character that 
you think knows the answer. These riddles are 

to keep you on track for the end of the story 
Sometimes if you move the cursor into the 

graphics screen you can act in this area and 
certain actions can be taken oi objects used, 
The best example is pulling the trigger on a 
gun 

Different tunes play in each episode and 
all of these sound good. The graphics of the 
characters are clear and colourful. The scenery 
itself is detailed, including the windows that 
pop up during the episodes Colour is used 
extremely well throughout the whole game 

One thing that really irritated me in the 
game is the cursor response which is incredibly 
slow, I felt more like a spectator than a player 
with this game, as the characters appeared to 
just want me to press the fire button at the 
appropriate time. There doesn't appear to be 
any significant Improvement in Passengers 2. 
so unless you were a fan of the onginal you 
aie unlikely to enjoy the sequel. GBH 

PRESIDENT 
Addictive, £2.99 cass. £7.99 disk, joystick or keys 

Can you survive in the political world as presi-
dent of a small country7 This is another strate-
gy game from Addictive who brought us 
Football Manager a long time ago. 

The game opens with choice of which 
sector to explore. This sector is your country 
and has a random distribution of lakes, as well 
as your first oil well. When you see a sector to 
your liking then you continue to the next part 
which gives you an option to save the game. 

You can now import a tank into the coun-
try to help in defense. The option to see an oil 
survey map comes up and with this you can 
decide which are the best places to build an oil 
well Four options appear and these are sur-
vey. build, destroy and exit 

SECOND OPINION 
It's one of the oldest ideas for a computer 
game there is, but I've always enjoyed econ-
omy simulations. This one isn't bad but I 
found it a little too limiting in the options it 
gave you. The odds always seem to be 
stacked heavily against you. which doesn't 
help. Once again a game thai could have 
been better with just a bit more work on the 
gameplay BW 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
dear and playable. 

Build allows you to build one of the fol-
lowing: an oil rig. anti- aircraft gun. storage 
tank, crossroads (not the motel), truck on road, 
straight road, and the three crops. Oil ngs, stor-
age tanks and trucks are used together to build 

The Verdict 
G R A P H I C S ...42% 
• Everything is clearly defined 
• Poor use of colour. 

S O N I C S ..22% 
• Boom is all you get, 

G R A B F A C T O R .. 58% 
• Easy to start with.... 
• but frustration sets in as things build up 

against you. 

S T A Y I N G POWER. . . ..76% 
• Once you begin to get powerful things 

get a little easier. 
• Waiting for election results to come in 

takes far too long. 

A A R A T I N G . 74% 
• At a budget price it's well worth a look 

up a supply of oil which gives you some 
income. The anti-aircraft guns protect you from 
air strikes. Tne road sections are needed to 
move your trucks along to the storage tanks 
and the crops are needed to feed your people. 

The population have to be fed otherwise 
you lose popularity and the chances of dis-
eases increase. Your popularity is also effected 
by tank battles, balance of payments and by 
whether or not oil contracts are fulfilled 

Your objective is survive until the next 
election which occurs every two years. When 
an election occurs a running total of the num-
ber of votes you receive and those of the other 
two parties are displayed If you win the elec-
tion then you can continue for another two 
years, but if you lose the game ends. 

Graphics are very simple, but in this type 
of game you do not really need spectacular 
graphics. Trie sound effects are pretty useless 
and add nothing to the game 

The game play is repetitive but it does 
provide a tough challenge to survive the two 
year penods A bit more thought could have 
made this a really good game, but it does not 
quite have what it takes GBH 

FIRST DAY TARGET SCORE 
Survive two years. 
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ACTION TEST 

INDIANA JONES AND THE TEMPLE OF DOOM 
US Gold, £9.99 cass, £14.99 disk, joystick or keys 

I don't know about you. but I lelt that the lilm 
lacked in substance and storyline and realism 
and. enough of that I al90 felt that the game 
at the arcades did, as well. Did they copy it 
straight onto the Amstrad, or did they have to 

The Verdict 
G R A P H I C S 69% 
i 11 Lots of well drawn characters 
• Lacking in good use of colour. 

S O N I C S 66% 
1 Brilliant effects 

G R A B F A C T O R 71% 
• Straight into the action as the guards 

sunound you 
1 Quick initial success by using your 

whip. 

S T A Y I N G P O W E R 74% 
D Two different parts to the game. 
• Gets repetitive and frustrating. 

AA R A T I N G 72% 
• Definitely a game you'll want to come 

back to. 

change something? 
You play Indie in his quest to rescue the 

children trapped in The Temple Of Dooooom 
Of course whilst you are there, being some-
what of a hunter of rare artifacts, you must also 
rescue the Stones of Ankara. 

Unlike the arcade version, you cannot 
choose from three skill levels. Apart from that 
the rest is true to life. The Thuggee guards still 
persist in following you everywhere and magi-
cally killing you by walking into you The 
Emperor still pops up every now and again to 
welcome you to his Temple of Doom by throw-
ing fireballs at you 

You still have your whip by your side 
which you use to break the locks on the cages 

which hold the children, paralyse the Thuggee 
guards, stop the fireballs, make the Emperor 
disappear and to swing across gaps by lashing 
it round conveniently placed pit-props embed-
ded into the stonework 

The railway is your only means of escape 
and is as difficult as the arcade one. with 
breaks in the line and the constantly ambush-
ing Thuggee guards. 

Whatever I said in the fust paragraph, 
this is still a good game to get. The movement 
is not as slow as some of the other US Gold can 
versions The graphics are as vaned as the real 
game, and the sound is just as good - except 
for the lack of speech, but then what do you 
want - miracles! Definitely one for my collec-
tion CJB 

SECOND OPINION 
I can 't say I share Chhs's enthusiasm tor 
Indy and friends It's a competent multi-
load game but doesn 't seem to have any-
thing particularly special to recommend it 
Doubtless it will pass some hows pleasantly 
for fans of the film, but it isn't one tor my col 
lection BW 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
No problems 

TRANSMITTER 
Codemasters, £1.99 cass. joystick or keys 

W f , 
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In the distant future the sun is a red giant and 
man had to burrow deep into the heart of the 
planets core in order to survive. Deeper and 
deeper man delved and on the levels above 
machines were left to guard the tunnels. A 
huge ship was created and launched into 

SECOND OPINION 
Calf this scrolling? It s like watching a learn-
er driver letting the clutch out - stop. go. 
stop. go. The gameplay is passable, except 
for annoying features like returning to the 
start when you die. This one deserves some 
sort ot accolade for the scrolling, so a 
Grave it />as to be. BW 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
A clear view ot everything 

space with what was left of the human race on 
board Time passed and now you return to 
spring the trap, which your ancestors left 
behind to make it safe for unwary travellers. 

It's is a Nemesis variant with a horizontal-
ly scrolling landscape, along which you must 
fly your spaoeship. Contact with any of the 
static or moving hazards loses a life and you 
have to return to the start ol the level. If you 
complete a level a bonus screen appears on 
which you can boost your soore. The next level 
then begins and things get steadily more diffi-
cult. 

There is a slight variation with this game 
in that there is a row of icons across the bottom 
of the screen These are speed, double, bomb, 
laser add on and shield To move through the 
icons you must shoot as many aliens as possi-
ble. To select the icons you simply press the 

space bar 
The graphics are some of the worst that I 

have seen on the Amstrad. The scrolling is 
jerky and use ol colour is not brilliant There 
are some nice tunes but the in game effects 
are lousy. 

This is not up to the usual standards of 
Codemasters I hope their next is better GBH 

FIRST DAY TARGET SCORE 
5,000 points. 

The Verdict 
G R A P H I C S 28% 
• The jerkiest scrolling we've ever seen 
• Poor use of colour. 

S O N I C S 
• The tunes are tolerable 
• Effects are terrible. 

35% 

15% G R A B F A C T O R 
• Very old game format. 
• Badly executed in all departments. 

S T A Y I N G P O W E R 21% 
• Difficult game to complete. 
• Far too many frustrations in the game. 

AA R A T I N G 
• Bad game, worse scrolling. 

C m « PAUSED i P r t i » 1 , 8 o r FIRE 

Ohio Smith and the rel^ious ceotre of sbght foreboding 
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THE NEW A M X MK. II II MOUSE. 
TRAP ONE SOON. 

The MK III AMX Mouse is a product of Swiss precision and the result of a world-wide search to find a worthy successor to the AMX Mouse MK II. 
The new Mouse has been specially chosen to be the perfect partner to the ever expanding range of AMX software. 

The unique patented design includes high resolution D.RI. and superior ball technology to ensure that contact between the Mouse and the surface is 
constant at all times. There's a new shape too, that fits comfortably in the hand. — — 

Join the great "Mouse-Swap" Part exchange your old Mouse for the new MK III for only £29.99. 

A M X M O U S E MK I I I P L U S A R T A N D C O N T R O L , 

T A P E A N D 3 " D I S C , f 6 9 Lj 9 

Acknowledged as the most sophisticated yet easy to use paint package 
available for the Amstrad CPC. it's no wonder over 20,000 have already been sold. 

AMX Art features include cut, copy, paint, plus many, many more such 
as fantastic spray and zoom facilities. The package also includes AMX control 
which enables you to create a mouse environment in your own programs. 
Available for Amstrad CPC 464,664,6128. Please state which version is required 
when ordering. 

A M X M O U S E MK I I I PLUS STOP P R E S S , 3 " D ISC t 79 9 9 

The most highly acclaimed desktop publishing software available for the 
Amstrad CPC. Already thousands of users are producing professional documents, 
newsletters, fly-posters etc. In fact anything where text and graphics are required. 
'Stop Press' comes complete wi th 16 variable typefaces. Available for Amstrad 
CPC. 6128, CPC 6641 • 64K min add on Ram). CPC 4641 + 64K mm add on 
Ram + Disc Drivel. Please state which version is required when ordering. 

STOP PRESS (ONLY) I 4 9 it 9 

E X T R A ! E X T R A I 2 * 3 " D ISC L ' 2 4 . 9 9 

300K fantastic clip art and over 25 extra fonts. 

" M A X 3 " D ISC £ 1 9 . 9 9 

MAX provides an easy to use graphic based from end to your computer' 
filing system including a comprehensive set of 
disc management operations such as cataloging, 
copying, deleting and re-naming. Also included 
are disc utilities such as sector editing, 
recovering erased files, formatting, verifying 
and faster tracking. You can also run programs 
from within AMX. Available for Amstrad CPC, 
464.664,6128. Please state which version is 
required when ordering. 

sdisc 

* A M X M A G A Z I N E M A K E R 3 " D ISC £ 1 2 9 . 9 9 

A combination of Stop Press and the Rombo Vidi-Video digitiser. Using any 
video and the digitiser, images from a camera 
or TV can be converted into a graphics screen 
with Stop Press to illustrate magazines or 
newsletters. In fact anything that needs to be 
created on A4 size paper. With Stop Press's 
many features a variety of pictures can be 
composed, the only limit being your imagination. 

ROMBO VIDI DIGITISER (ONLY) £89.99 

There is also a growing list of AMX support software including: AMX 30 Zicon 13" Disci £ 2 4 . 9 9 with Zicon you can transform vector data into on screen graphics. 
Printers and plotters are fully supported, AMX Utilities 13" Disci f 199 Utility software for the original art program supplied wi th AMX Mouse. A Mouse and Interface 
lonlyl can be purchased for £ 3 4 . 9 9 direct from AMS using the order form enclosed in MAX, Stop Press and AMX 3D Zicon. These superb products are available from 
all good computer dealers or direct by cheque, Access or Visa. All prices include VAT and post and packaging. 

FOR I N S T A N T A C C E S S , V I S A O R D E R S T E L E P H O N E ( 0 9 2 5 ) 4 1 3 5 0 1 / 2 / 3 

• A l l THESE PROGRAMS WORK WITH 
KEYBOARD. JOYSTICK OR MOUSE. 

•IMAGINATION AT YOUR FINGERTIPS-
ADVANCED MEMORY SYSTEMS LTD. 1 6 6 / 1 70 WILOERSPOOL CAUSEWAY, WARRINGTON. WA4 6QA. TELEX 6 2 8 6 7 2 AMSG. FAX 0 9 2 5 5 8 0 3 9 . 

TUBELINK DM PRESTEl 'BD02&H* SUPPORTS THE AMX MOUSE. AND A l l AMS SOI tWAf l f 



Knightmore the computer game uniquely combines the best 
elements of traditional adventuring with some hot arcade action 
and provides puzzles and riddles of a varying nature not found 

i before in computer games. J 

Mail Order Activision (UK) Ltd, Units 3 & 4 Lloyds Close, 
Finedon Road Industrial Estate, Wellingborough, 

Northampton NN8 4SR. Tel: (0933) 76768 

Commodore 64/128 Cassette (£9.99) and Disk (£12.99) 
ZX Spectrum 43k/I28k/+ (£9.99) Amstrad CPC 

Cassette (£9.99) and Disk (£14.99) Atari ST (£14.99). 

ACTIV IS ION, 
V " / Copyright 1987 Angiia Television. Game copyright 1987 

WM 

X 
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CHE A T MODE 

POKE METHODS FOR TAPE 
I Ieic- is how to input the majority ot Cheat Mode tape pokes The instruc-
tions for each poke tell you which of the two dilteient methods to use. I! 
you have a 664 01 6128 fust type I tape 

METHOD 1 
Rewind the game tape to the beginning Now type m the poke listing 
Then type RUN and piess the Enter key (Don't use the key marked CTRL 
or Control that would stop the poke Irom working} Press the Piay key 
on the cassette deck then any key on the main keyboard - spacebar 
will do nicely The tape should now start to play thiough in the normal 

Dick'n'Gary check out your tips, pokes and game-busting ploys. The best ones win an 
entire issue's Raves and the Mastergame. Send your latest gem to: Cheat Mode i 
Amstrad Action, 4 Queen Street, Bath BA1 1EJ 

Does the name Phil Howard ring a 
bell? Renegade gets lnlirute lives | 
this time. (Apparently there are 
some strange copses of Renegade 409 

out there where the victims have 
blue blood) It is a Method I poke 

METHOD 2 
For this method you have to skip the fust bit ol the game program To do 
that start by rewinding the. game tape to the beginning Now typo m 
the- listing Then type CAT and press Enter Stan the tape- by pressing. 
Piay and then any key Then watch the screen 

Soon you'll get the message Found something Block 1 It doesn't 
matter what the something actually is tins will vary from one game to 
anothet II the Cheat Mode instructions lust toll you to skip the fust block 
you should stop the tape here 

11 the instructions tell you to skip several things stop the tape when 
the Found message comes up for the last thuig you're trying to skip 

Onor- you've stopped the tape press Escape type RUN and piess 
Enter Now press Play on the tapedeck and any key on the keyboard to 
statt the tape tunning 

2 ' by Phil Howard 
3 ' Amstrad Action Decamber 87 
10 DATA 21,f4,37,36,c3,23 
20 DATA 36,16,23,36,be,21 
30 DATA 40,00,e5,21,00,b9 
40 DATA e5,c3,c9, 37, e5, 21 
50 DATA 6e,00,36,dc.23,36 
60 DATA 15,23,36,89,el,f 1 
70 DATA £3,c9,21,2e,b9,36 
80 DATA ed,23,36,4b,23,36 
90 DATA 02,21,2e,b9,11,2e 
100 DATA 79,01,26,00,ed.bO 
110 DATA 3e,79,32,47,79,32 
120 DATA 4b,79,32,53,79,3e 

130 DATA c9, 32,54,79,cd,2* 
140 DATA 79,dd,21,d9,bb,11 
150 DATA dd,00,cd,67,bb,21 
160 DATA 62,b«,22,b4.bc,c3 
170 DATA 03,bc,3e,a7,32,48 
180 DATA 0a,c3,40,00 
190 MEMORY S3000:y*0 
200 FOR x=4BE00 TO 4BE69 
210 READ a$:a=VAL("4"+a$) 
220 POKE x,a:y=y+a:NEX7 
230 IF y<>S29EC THEN 260 
240 LOAD"renegade" 
250 CALL 4BE00 
260 PRINT'Data Error !' 

Mission Jupiter Motos 

Stephen Basford of Crewe has 
hacked into Motos to give you 
extra lives 01 infinite lives. It is a 
Method 1 poke 

1 ' Motoa - tape 
2 By S Basford 
3 Anstrad Action December 87 
10 MODE 1 
20 FOR c=6B£80 TO 6BEA2 
30 READ h$:POKE C,VAL( t +h$) 
40 NEXT c 
50 INPOT No of lives:";1 
60 IKPOT "Inf. Lives (Y/N]";l$ 
70 POKE 4BE97.1 
80 IF LOWERS(l$)="n" THEN POKE 

SBE9C,61 
90 CLS:PRINT"Loading..." 

AMSTRAD ACTION 63 

Another poke by Peter Wiseman 
This time Mission Jupiter gets the 
treatment and you have 255 lives, 
infinite fuel and ammo and rapid 
fire. This is also a Method 1 poke 

1 Mission Jupiter - tape 
2 ' by Peter Wiseman 
3 ' Amstrad Action December 87 
10 MODE 1:MEMORY 5999:sum=0 
20 FOR a=6000 TO 6055 
30 READ a$:c=VAL("4'+a$) 
40 POKE a,c sun>=sum+c 
50 NEXT a 
60 IF sumO5105 THQJ 200 

70 POKE 6033,255:' no of lives 
80 POKE 6038,0:' infinite fuel 
90 POKE 6043,0:' infinite ammo 
100 POKE 6048,418:' rapid fire 
110 LOAD"mission jupiter" 
120 CALL 6000 
130 DATA 3a. 37,bd, 32, a8,17, 2a, 38 
140 DATA bd,22, a9,17.3e, c3,21. 90 
150 DATA 17,32,37,bd.22,38,bd.21 
160 DATA ff,ab,11,40.00,c3,43,3a 
170 DATA 3e. 04, 32, £7, 6a, 3e. 3d. 32 
180 DATA 44, 5f, 3e, 35, 32, 54, 61, 3e 
190 DATA 28,32.£8,60.21,dc,le.e5 



Space Harrier 
Colin Hinks from Birmingham has 
sent in this poke tor Space Harrier 
which gives you infinite lives, 
invulnerability, no trees, pacifist 
aliens and rapid firing. It is a 
Method 1 poke. 

1 ' Space Harrier - tape 
2 ' by Colin Hinka 
3 ' Amstrad Action December 87 
10 MEMORY 48C9F 
20 CLS:MODE 1 
30 INPUT -Infinite Lives ?",aS 
40 INPUT -Invulnerability ?",b$ 
50 INPUT "Ho Trees ?",c$ 
60 INPUT "Aliena don't fire ?'\d$ 
70 INPUT Rapid firing ?",•$ 
80 MODE 0:FOR x»0 TO 15 
90 READ y:INK x.y 

100 BORDER 0;NEXT 
110 LOAD"screen",4COOO 
120 OPENOUT"d" 
130 MEMORY 43B5 
140 CLOSEOOT 
150 LOAD'!block",43B6 
160 IF LOWERS(a$)="y" THEN 

POKE &D74,0 
170 IF LOWERS(b$)«-y" THEN 

POKE 4D33.4C9 
180 IF LOWERS (c$)="y" THEN 

POKE 4F64,4C9 
190 IF LOWERS(d$)«y THEN 

POKE 4l0rC,4C9 
200 IF LOWERS(e$)= y" THEN 

POKE 4128F,0 
210 CALL «3B6 
220 DATA 0,26.6,0,0,9,2.25,15 
230 DATA 3,16.10,13,2,1,14,20 

290 DATA 4E,44,49,4E.47,20,190 
300 DATA 54.48.45,20,36,31,168 
310 DATA 32,38.20,50,4F.48,174 
320 DATA 45,2C,20,47,42,48,162 
330 DATA 20,46.4F,52,20,46,16D 
340 DATA 49.4E.44.49,4E.47,IB9 
350 DATA 20,34.36.34,2F,36,123 
360 DATA 36,34,20,50,4F,4B,174 
370 DATA 45,20,41,4E,44,20.158 
380 DATA 52, 70.4D.20,46,4F.1C4 
390 DATA 52,20,54,48,45,20,173 
400 DATA 43,4F,44,49,4E,47,1B4 
410 DATA 20,20,20,20,20,20,0C0 
420 n=6:a=l9000:L=10:WHILE L<420: 

GOSUB 430:WEND GOTO 470 
430 cs=0:FOR x»l TO n:READ v$: 

v=VAL("«"+v$):POKE a,v 
440 ca=cs+v:a=a+l:NEXT:READ c$: 

C=VAL("4"+C$) 
450 IF coca THEN PRINT "DATA 

ERROR IN LINE ',L:END 
460 L=L+10:RETURN 
470 INPUT'Lives (0-128) ",lv 
480 PRINT"Insert Prohibition" 
490 PRINT'Press a key..." 
500 CALL 4BB18:CALL 49000.lv 

20 LOAD"!",44000 
30 FOR f=4BE00 TO 4BE3A 
40 READ a$:a=VAL("*"+a$) 
50 POKE f,a:t«t+a 
60 NEXT f 
70 IF t=4298 THEN CALL 4BE00 
80 PRINT"Data error" 
90 DATA 3e,c9,32,50,40,21,00, 40 
100 DATA 11,00,02,01,00,01. ed,b0 
110 DATA cd,00,02,3e,21,32.50.02 
120 DATA 21,01,03,11,01,02,1a,ae 
130 DATA 2d,ae,2c,77,lc,2c,20,f6 
140 DATA 2e,01,5d,24,7c,fe,a9,20 
150 DATA ed,af,32,4f,69,32,lc,6a 
160 DATA c3,69,02 

John Shinnick from Mitchelstown 
has sent in this poke foi the disk 
version of Starglider. Insert the 
Starglider disk in the drive, delete 
any features that you don t want 
and then RUN the program 

1 ' Star Glider - disk 
2 ' by John Shinnick 
3 ' Amstrad Action December 87 
10 MODE 1:BORDER 0:INK 0,26 
20 INK 1,0:rNK 2,6:INK 3,2 
30 LOAD"lo*cfcic.acr",4C000 
40 MEMORY ClFFF 
50 LOAD"K32", 42000 
60 LOAD"K16",*COOO 
70 'infinite missiles 
80 POKE 46504,0 

90 'infinite laaer fire 
100 POKE 46363,4C3:POKE 46364,471 
110 'Infinite plasma drive 
120 POKE 46309,4C3.POKE 4630A,417 
130 'infinite shield 
140 POKE 46336,4C3:POKE 46337,444 
150 rear view scanner 
160 POKE 4F60E,1 
170 'inductive energy pod 
180 POKE 4F60F.1.P0KE 4190F.418 
190 'proton missiles 
200 POKE 4F610,1:POKE 464F3.418 
210 POKE 464F4.7 
220 'indestructibility 
230 POKE 498C8.0:POKE 498C9.0 
240 POKE 498CA.0 
250 CALL 4F700 

64 AMSTRAD 

A three-man team has produced a 
poke - which provides as 
Lives as you want - for the 
Infogrames fast scrolling, shoot-em 
up Gavin Forward unearthed the 
lives location for the 6128 side ol 
the disk, GBH did the same 
464/664 version and RpM wrote 
the loader. 

The poke asks you lor the 
number of lives you want This 
should be between zero and 128. 
Insert the correct version of 
Prohibition into your machine. 
I-oading will take place automati-
cally 

1 ' Prohibition - disk 
2 ' by Gavin Forward. GBH 4 RpM 
3 ' Amstrad Action December 87 
10 DATA DO,7E,00,32,83,90,2A0 
20 DATA 2A, 42,BE,11,14,00,14F 
30 DATA 19,36,03,0E,07,CD,134 
40 DATA OF,B9,11,00,09,21,103 
50 DATA 00, 40,0E,92,CD,66,213 
60 DATA C6, 3A, 00, 40, FE, 3D, 27B 
70 DATA 20, 2F, 3A, 83, 90 , 32, ICE 
80 DATA FE,40,CD,4E,C6,79,398 
90 DATA FE, 93,20, 2E, E5, 2A. 2EE 
100 DATA 42.BE.11,14,00,19,13E 
110 DATA 36,02.El,11,00.01,12B 
120 DATA 0E,46,CD,66.C6.D5,322 
130 DATA 11,60,40,CD, 76.90,284 
140 DATA Dl,CD,4E,C6,C3.B2,427 
150 DATA CI, 0E. 93, C3>, 66,C6, 35B 
160 DATA 3A, 83. 90, 32, 94 ,42,255 
170 DATA 18,CA,16.0B,OK,91.1A2 
180 DATA CD,66,C6,D5,11,0C,2EB 
190 DATA 40,CD.76.90,Dl,CD.3B1 
200 DATA 4E.C6,18,DC,E5,C5.3B2 
210 DATA 21,84,90,01,73,00,1A9 
220 DATA ED.BO.CI,El,C9,00.408 
230 DATA 20,20,20,20,20,20,0C0 
240 DATA 54,48,41,4E,4B,53,1C9 
250 DATA 20,54,4F,20,47,41,16B 
260 DATA 56,49,4E,20,46,4F,1A2 
270 DATA 52,57,41,52,44,20,1A0 
280 DATA 46.4F,52,20,46.49,196 

Strike Force Cobra 

Paul Robson from Middlesborough 
has sent in this poke for the tape 
version of Strike Force Cobra which 
gives you immortality and infinite 
time to complete the mission Use 
Method 1 

1 ' Strike Force Cobra - tape 
2 ' by Paul Robson 
3 ' Amstrad Action December 87 
10 MEMORY 43FFF 



COMMODORE DISC 
COMMODORE CASSETTE 

SPECTRUM CASSETTE 
AMSTRAD DISC 

AMSTRAD CASSETTE 

£14.95 
£ 8.95 
£ 7.95 
£14.95 
£ 8.95 

& KONAMI 

Another gripping 
Arcade Conversion rSll 

1111*1 ' 1 

DISTRIBUTED BY: N.M.C. LTD., 2 IFFLEY R O A t f j l o f e b o N , W6 OPA 
TELEPHONE: 01-846 9701 TELEX: 94013766 NMCL G. FAX: 01-741 2283 

Jp Hands up Gringos! 
Justice waits on the old 

Iron Horse express. 
Capture the thrills and spills of 

the old prairie. The action is 
dynamite as bandits attack 

i&gk the train you guard. 

For subscription details please send a S.A.E. to: 

KONAMI SOFTWARE CLUB konami h e l p l i n e 
Bank Building, Bank Street, Newton Abbot, Devon TQ12 2JL. 0626 56789 



s. 
18 Market Square, Leighton Buzzard, Beds LU7 7HB 

Renegade 
Bubble 800010 
Indiana Jones & Temple of Doom 
Blood Valley 
Gary Linekers Soccer 
F1S Strike Eagle 
Tai Pan 
ExCon 
Tank 
Ace II 
Wonderboy 
Paperboy 
Compendium 
Mask 
WizbaH 
Cholo 
Alternative World Games 
Game Over 
CaMomia Games 
Sta'gitdef 
Road Runner 
Gauntlet 
Elite 
James Bond Living Daylights 
Black Magic 
Masters of Urwerse 
WorkJ Class Leaderooard 
World Gamos 
Super Sprint 
Trantor 
720" 
Gryzor 
How To Be A Complete Bastard 
Slaine 
Championship Water- Skiing 
Red LED 
Victory Road 
Army Moves 
Death Wish 3 
Battle for Guadal Canal 
Thru The Trap Door 
Yog- Bear 
Gunboat 
Xcr 
Armageddon Man 
Solomons Key 
Flying S?>ark 
Captain America 
Wizard Warz 
Mag Max 
Gauntlet 2 
Trivial Pursuits 
Scrabble 
Monopoly 
Cluoco 
Slap Fight 
Battlesiios 
Silent Service 
Zynaps 
TT Racer 
Prohibition 
Mini Office II 
Jacfc tt-e Nipper 2 

E PROMISE 
If you wish to purchase any product from our list and find that 
you can buy the same product cheaper from another mail order 
company, simply enclose the lower amount, stating the name of 
the other company and where you saw the advert (It must be the 
current issue). Price Promise does not apply to other companies 
"Special Offers". 

RRP OUR 
D1 8.95 6.70 
D1 8.95 6.70 
D1 9.95 7.25 
D1 9.99 7.25 
D1 9.99 7.25 
D1 9.95 7.25 
D1 8.95 6.70 
D1 8.95 6.70 
D1 8.95 6.70 
D1 8.95 6.70 
D1 9.99 7.25 
D1 8.95 6.70 
D1 9.99 7.25 
Dt 9.99 7.25 
D1 8.95 6.70 
D3 14.95 11.20 
D1 9.99 7.25 
D1 8.95 6.70 
D1 9.95 7.25 
D4 14.95 11.20 
D1 9.95 7.25 
D1 9.95 7.25 
D3 9 95 7.25 
D1 9.95 7.25 
Dl 9.95 7.25 
D1 9.95 7.25 
D1 9.99 7.25 
D1 9.95 7.25 
D1 9.99 7.25 
D1 9.95 6.70 
Dl 999 7.25 
D1 8 95 6.70 
D! 8 95 6.70 
Dl 9.99 7.25 
Dt 9.95 7.25 
D1 9.99 7.25 
D1 8 95 6.70 
D1 8.95 6.70 
D1 9.95 7.25 
Dl 9.95 7.25 
Dl 8.95 6.70 
Dl 9.95 7.25 
D1 8.95 6.70 
D1 9.95 7.25 
D3 12.95 10.50 
D1 9.99 7 25 
D1 8.95 6.70 
D1 9.99 7.25 
D1 9.99 7.25 
Dl 8 95 6.70 
Dl 9.99 7 25 
D2 14.95 11.20 
Dl 9.95 7.25 
D1 9.95 7.25 
D1 9.95 7.25 
Dl 8.95 6.70 
D1 9.95 7.25 
D1 9.95 7.25 
D1 8.95 6.70 
D1 9.95 7.25 
D1 9.95 7.25 
D3 14.95 11.20 
D1 9.95 7.25 

DISC VERSIONS AVAILABLE 
D1 - £11.20 D2 - £"2.20 D3 = £'4.50 D4 = £16.90 

SPECIAL OFFERS 

RRP OUR 
Dandy 9.99 3.99 
Great Escape 8.95 3.99 
Strike Force Cobra 9.95 3.99 
Move 8.95 2.99 
Donkey kong 8.95 2.99 
Highlander 8.95 3.99 
Ace 9.95 4.99 
Ranarama 8.95 3.99 
Nemesis The Final 8.95 3.99 
Miami Vic© 8.95 3 99 
Colour of Magic 8.95 2.99 
Rogue 
V' Compute' Game 

8.95 
8.95 

2.99 
3.99 

Gafvan 8.95 3.99 
Dragons Lair 8.95 3.99 
Equinox 
Jallbreak 

8.95 1.99 Equinox 
Jallbreak 8 95 3.99 
Barry McGuigan Boxing 8.95 2.99 
Elevator Acton 9.95 2 99 
Grange Hill 8 95 2.99 
Agent Orange 
Nether Earth 

8.95 
8.95 

2.99 
2.99 

Red Scorpon 8.95 2.99 
Nosferatu The Vamp 8.95 2.99 
Prodigy 9.99 2.99 
Hacker 9.99 2.99 
Hunchback 3 8 95 2 99 
Theatre Europe 9.95 4.99 
Battle of Britain 9.95 4.99 
Battle for M<hvay 9.95 4.99 
World Seres Baseball 8.95 2.99 
Gooff Capes 8.95 2.99 
Mario Bros 8.95 3.99 
Nemesis The Warlock 8.95 3.99 
FocKbai: Manager 8.95 2.99 
Friday i3th 8.95 2.99 
Split Personalities 8.95 2.99 
Kat Trap 8.95 2.99 
Boggles 8.95 2.99 
Dynamite Dan 8.95 2.99 
Strike Force Harrier 9.95 3 99 
Terror ot the Deep 9.95 1.99 
Icon Jon 9.95 1.99 
Spitfire 40 
Ye Ar Kung Fu 2 

9.95 399 Spitfire 40 
Ye Ar Kung Fu 2 8.95 3.99 
Howard The Duck 9.95 2.99 
Xarq 9.95 2.99 
Expforer 
Eooloc 

9.95 2.99 Expforer 
Eooloc 9.95 2.99 
Space Shuttle 9.95 2.99 

SPECIAL OFFERS DISC 
RRP OUR 

Strike Force Harrior 14.95 599 
Starstnxe II 14.95 3.99 
Hive 14.95 3 99 
Danay 
Spndizzy 
Winter Sports 

14.95 4.99 Danay 
Spndizzy 
Winter Sports 

14.95 4,99 
Danay 
Spndizzy 
Winter Sports 14.95 4 99 
Hacker 14.95 4.99 
Xarq 14.95 4.99 
Ba blazer 14.95 4 99 
Biggies 14.95 3.99 
Dynamite Dan 14.95 3.99 
Sptfire 40 14.95 5.99 

FULL RANGE OF PCW & PC 
SOFTWARE AVAILABLE 

C. ORDER FORM 
Please send the following titles. BLOCK capitals please! 

Amstrad Action Dec 87 

Title:- Amount 

Total Enclosed £ 

Name 

Address 

Tel. No. 
Please make cheques or postal orders payable to S.D.C 

Prices include P&P within the U.K: Europe please add £0.75 per tape: 
Elsewhere please add £1 extra per tape 

mpssm 
K m VISA 

r \ 1 



CHE A T MODE 

CLASSIC COLLECTION 

Boulderdash 

1 ' Boulderdash - tape 
2 ' by Kev Bovis 
3 ' Amstrad Action December 87 

We constantly get requests 
for old pokes, which w e 
obviously cant deal with 
individually. So from now 
on we're going to reprint a 
few of the older pokes 
every month for anyone 
who missed them. If there's 
a poke you'd like reprinted 
(we DON'T do new ones to 
order) then let us know. 

Also in issue 9 a poke Boulderdash 

was printed that gives you infinite 
lives and allows you to choose any 
of caves A to M on levels 1.2 and 
3. Here is the poke by Kev Bovis of 
RAF Wfldenrath again It's a 
Method 1 poke. 

Spindizzy 

In issue 9 we printed a poke by 
Tim Gilbert of Whitby which 0ves 
you infinite time to complete 
Spindizzy. It is a Method 1 poke. 

1 ' Spindizzy - tape 
2 1 by Tim Gilbert 
3 ' Amstrad Action December 87 
10 MODE 1 
20 FOR T»49152 TO 49170 
30 READ A$:P0KE T,VAL("4"+A$) 
40 NEXT T 

CALL 49152 
60 DATA 21,40, 00,11, CO, B0, 3E. 6A 
70 DATA CD, Al.BC, 3E,C9, 32, 5E, A8 
80 DATA C3,00,B0 

Get Dexter 

Phil Howard from Mapperley 
hacking into Get Dexter back in 
issue 12 and his poke gives you 
infinite energy It uses Method 1 

1 ' Get Dexter - tape 
2 ' by Phil Howard 
3 ' Amstrad Action December 87 
10 DATA 21,22,b2,06,c3,e5,c5,21 
20 DATA 97, c2, e5,c5,21,5e,02,06 
30 DATA c£,e5,c5,21,ff,bb,06,08 
40 DATA e5, c5,21, 55, 7b, 3e, 04,11 
50 DATA 05,7c,cl,£d,el,f5,cd, 13 
60 DATA 79,38,fb.£1,3d,20,£0,21 
70 DATA 5e,7b,36,fa,21,4e.40,11 
80 DATA fb,7b,01,13,00,ed,b0,f3 
90 DATA 21, 55, 7b. 11, 31, b9,01, cO 

10 MODE 1 
20 MEMORY 47FFF 
30 FOR F=49000 TO 4901E 
40 READ AS 
50 POKE F,VAL( 4"+A$) 
60 NEXT F 
70 PRINT"INSERT TAPE AND PRESS 
PIAY" 
80 CALL 49000 
90 DATA 21,00,02,11,25,70.3E.87 
100 DATA CD,Al,BC,AF,32,80,IB,32 
110 DATA 81, IB, 32.82, IB, 3C, 32. 54 
120 DATA 19,32,74,19,C3,52, IF 

100 DATA 00,ed,b0,c3,31,b9,21,16 
110 DATA b3,36,e2,23,36,b9,c3,12 
120 DATA b3,21,dl,7e,36,00,c3,da 
130 DATA 6b 
140 MEMORY 43000 
150 FOR x=S4000 TO 44060 
160 READ a$ 
170 POKE x,VAL("4"+a$) 
180 NEXT 
190 LOAD""' 
200 POKE 47924,c9 
210 MODE 0 
220 CALL 

Justin Cole cf Colchester has 
hacked the disk version of Exolon. 
It gives you infinite ammo, 
grenades and lives 

1 Exolon - disk 
2 by Justin Cole 
3 Amstrad Action December 87 
10 MODE 1:add=4BF00 
20 FOR 1=1 TO 15 
30 chk=0 
40 READ a$ 
50 FOR f=l TO LEN(a$) STEP 2 
60 a=VAL("4"4MID$(a$,f, 2)) 
70 POKE add,a:chk=chk+a:add=add+l 
80 NEXT f 
90 READ c:IF c<>chk THEN 
PRINT"Error in line"; 

120+(1*10):END 
100 NEXT 
110 PRINT"Insert exolon disk, 
press a key":CALL 4BB18 
120 CALL 4BF00 
130 DATA 2174bfcdd4bc2271,1092 
140 DATA bf793273bf2100c0,893 
150 DATA 16040e000620od50, 363 
160 DATA bf21000116080e24,305 
170 DATA 0637cd50bfa£327a,884 

180 DATA I£32252a325911f3.559 
190 DATA 018c7fed492lOOcO,803 
200 DATA 11006£010040edb0,606 
210 DATA 2100c01101c001££,691 
220 DATA 3f3600edb0c30001,726 
230 DATA 3e093270bfle00e5,683 
240 DATA d£71b£el30£a2424,1122 
250 DATA 0c3a70bf3d20033e,531 
260 DATA 09143270b£10e8c9,831 
270 DATA 0000000084000000,132 

Elliot Perks from Newcasile-under-
Lyme has sent in this poke lor 
Exolon on tape. It gives you infinite 
lives, ammo and grenades It also 
makes you immune to everything 
and allows you to start in any of 
the zones from 0 to 124 Method 1 
poke 

1 Exolon - tape 
2 By Elliot 'TPH' Perks 
3 Amstrad Action December 87 
10 MODE 1:MEMORY 43FFF 
20 BORDER 0:INK 0,0 
30 INK 1,6:INK 2,18:INK 3,26 
40 PRINT "Loading Exolon..." 
50 LOAD "!loader", 44000 

60 POKE 44153,440 
70 POKE 44154,40 
80 add=440 
90 READ a$ 
100 IF a$="end" THEN 140 
110 POKE add,VAL("4"+a$) 
120 add=add+l 
130 QOTO 90 
140 CALL 44000 
150 ' Infinite lives 
160 DATA af,32,25,2a 
170 ' Infinite amoo 
180 DATA af.32,59,11 
190 ' Infinite grenades 
200 DATA af.32,7a,If 
210 ' Immune to everything 
220 DATA af,32,79,07,21,00,00,32 
230 DATA 
78,12,22,79.12,3c, 32, 8cf 07 
240 Starting zone 
250 the 00 is the zone that you 
260 start in .Any value between 
270 ' 0 and 7c can be used. 
280 DATA 3e, 00,32,fa,12,af,32 
290 DATA 0e,01,21,00,00,22,Of,01 
300 ' End of pokes 
310 DATA c3,00,01,end 

HACKER I 
Martin Shroeder from West 
Germany has sent in a list of the 
codewords for Hacker 2. 

1)00987 6) WHITE 50 
2) ROA 7)07041776 
3) HIPPY 8) WHITE 6 
4) COVER 9) WOGAN 
5) RED 7 10) BLUE 1 

If you type in "cover* you will be 
asked for your name A digitised 
picture appears and you can 
make a hard copy il you have an 
Epson compatible printer by press-
ing the D key. 

WINNERS 
The winner ol this months 
Mastergame and all the Raves is 
Peter Wiseman for his Enduro 

Racer and Mission Jupiter pokes. 
The five runners up who will be 
reoeiving either the Mastergame or 
a Rave are S Basford for his Motos 
poke. Ian Brook for his Kat Trap 
tips. Richard Ormson for his 
Armageddon Man tips. Phil 
Howard for his pokes for Renegade 
and Mag Max and Justin Cole fcr 
his Exolon poke. 
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CHE A T MODE 

Road Runner 

Another quick tip. This time It is 
from M. Foster ol Clacton who says 
that if you hold down the U and S 

i keys on the Road Runner title 
L screen, the game will be m m 
R cheat and you will have infinite 
| | birds Pressing them again switches 

the cheat mode off. 

muiD 
When the helicopter makes holes 
just jump, don't try to run and 
jump. 

Level 8 - Whittaker's House 
Leave the weapon on bazooka. As 
soon as the man comes on the 
screen shoot him and the game is 
finished. 

Enduro Racer 
Peter Wiseman from Cheshire has 
sent in this poke for Enduro Racer 

which gives you 90 seconds to 
complete a stage or infinite time. 
You also have an improved engine 
with greater acceleration, top 
speed and brakes. It is a Method 1 
poke. 

1 ' Enduro Racer - tape 
2 ' by Peter Hisaoan 
3 ' Amstrad Action December 87 
10 MOOE 1:QPENOOT"d":MEMORY 1799 
20 sum=0 

30 rOR a=1800 TO 1877 
40 READ a$:c=VAL("*"+a$) 
50 POKE a,c:suo=sum+c 
60 NEXT a 
70 IT sum08141 THEN 230 
80 POKE (734,£90:' 90 seconds 
90 POKE 473F,43C:' infinite time 
100 POKE 4740,0:' powerful engine 
110 LOAD"" 
120 CALL 1800 
130 DATA 3a,96,bb,2a,97,bb,32,56 
140 DATA 07,22,57,07,21,22,07.3e 
150 DATA c3,32,96,bb.22,97,bb.c3 
160 DATA 05,40,cd,56,07,21,33,07 
170 DATA 3e,c3,22,fO,ac,32,ef.ac 
180 DATA c3,00,ac,3e,60,32,66,45 
190 DATA dd,21,e6,64,dd,36,6d,a7 
200 DATA c9,dd,36,00,00,dd,36,2b 
210 DATA 19,dd,36,04,be,dd,36,0a 
220 DATA e6,dd, 36,14,08,c9 
230 PRINT"Data Error" 

Daniel Hammon has sent in play 
ing tips for the last two levels of the 
Living Daylights which lets you fin-
ish the game. 

Level 7 - The Military Complex 
Weapon - Bazooka 
Shoot the first man with the PPK 
and then change to the bazooka 

Here's a quick Druid bp by Richard 
Bum from Ipswich. When you get a 
high score type in "Paul Hutchinson 

?' and the next time you get a high 
score type in The Covenant". You 

Kat Trap r 
Ian Brooks of Southampton has 
sent in some playing hps for Kat 
Trap 
The Spaceport: 

You shouldn't really lose any 
lives here When you start oil fire a 
lew tones into the next screen This 
should kill any Katmen who are 
there Always fire before entering a 
screen on any level 

U a Katman does hi© at MT-
ED. duck and wait for the bullets to 
pass overhead shoot him before he 
shoots back Dan t hang about fir 
ing before you get to the bullet 
supply or you could run out and 
get killed 
Ruined City: 

Jump over the holes because 
they contain sewei beasts which 
grab at you Try to shoot the aster-
oids because you could be 
bounoed onto one ol the rocks The 
rocks can be destroyed by hand 
grenades This is quite easy iai the 
slow ones, but the faster rocks are 
teally hard to hit They can also be 
lumped over when they are at the 
bottom of the bounce. 
Charred Forest: 

When you get near to the 
edge of the screen and you have 
to jump a hole, fire a few times to 
destroy any tiro demons that might 
be waiting on the other screen, oth 

erwise you may hit them Get the 
laser quickly because sometimes 
the hole it is next to opens up and 
engulfs it 
Lake 

Just shoot the fish 
Dry Rocky Desert: 

Shoot the tanks with the laser 
as you will need the rockets later 
Be careful that there are no rocks 
nearby when approaching tanks 
or you may get bounced onto one 
Don t throw grenades wildly as you 
tend to run out about now There 
aae also holes which have- to be 
jumped 
Compound: 

Shoot or dodge the asteroids 
and dont use rockets on Katmen 
because you'll need them later 
Alps: 

Jump from mountain tap to 
mountain top if there ts a gap. 
because if you walk in it's curtains 
for MT-ED You can grenade the 
icemen walking m between the 
mountains when they are at the 
opposite side to you 
The Castle: 

Don't walk onto the mat on 
the floor because it takes a lile 
away It can be jumped The 
enemy ate Katmen and 
Mechnokats There is anothei pad 
near the exit Don t use rockets on 

Katmen unless it is absolutely nee 
essary 
Scrap Crusher 

Only Mechnokats. but there 
are also crushers In rows of three 
Shoot the Mechnokats before you 
go through the crushers or you 
could be in trouble 
Highway: 

Tanks Katmen holes and 
Sewerbeasts 
Lair of Mechnokats: 

Nice and lelaxing. just fire 
away and destroy the 
Mechnofcats. 
Secret Tunnel: 

Only bouncing rocks Refer to 
ruined city hps 
Minefield: 

Throw a grenade, walk hall 
the distance it travelled and throw 
another, cany on like this for the 
whole zone If a mine explodes 
jump over the hole 
Nerve Centre: 

Occupied by fire demons, 
Katmen and Mechnokats When 
you get to the end of the zone 
stand by the opening doors and 
you will access the deathgnd 
When you have destroyed this, 
you will see the computer console 
on fire Now you have to return to 
the spaceport 
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If you've ever had nightmares about falling 
helplessly into the depths" of space, then 
imagine that space dominated by a tyrannical 
creature whose evil surpasses even your 
deadliest dreams. 
The Salamander. 
The subjects of its cruel regime await 
desperately to be freed from the horrors of the 
Salamander's slavery. 
You can free these unfortunate creatures only 
by annihilating this force of evil and destruction 
that lurks so monstrously over the edge of 
infinity. 
BGt if you d o n ' t . . . • 

For subscription details please send a S.A.E. to: 

KONAMI SOFTWARE CLUB 
Bank Building, Bank Street, Newton Abbot, Devon TQ12 2JL. 
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Country 
Argentina 
Australia 

Aimaggedon Man 

150 IF y<>(llC8 THEN 180 
160 LOAD'magcode.sbf",(1F00 
170 CALL tBEOO 
180 PRINT"Data 

Richard Ormson of Bury has sent in 
some tips for Armageddon Man by 
Martech 

To decode intercepted mes-
sages set the frequencies as fol-
lows: 

CHEAT MODE 

William Gould of London has sent 
in the passwords to all rune levels 
of Saboteur II. 

1 < Enter > 
Jorun 

3 Kime 
4 Kuji Kirl 
5 Saimenjitsu 

Level 6 Genin 
Level 7 Mi Lu Kata 
Level 8 Dim Mak 
Level 9 Saton > Final Level 

70 AMSTRAD ACTION 

0.1.2.3.4.5.6.7 
0.2.4 

Black Africa Rep. 4.5.6.7 
Canada 
Central Amenca 
^hina 
Eastern Block 
European Unite 
India 
Israel 
Japan 
Islamic Alliance 
Libya 
Pakistan 
South Africa 
USA 

2.3.4.7 
1.3.5.7 
0.4.7 
2.4.6 
4.5.6.7 
4.5.6.7 
1.3.5 
2.3.5.6 
1.3.5.7 
1.2.3.4.5.6 
1.2.3.4 
2.3.7 
0.2.4.6 

If any two countries become 
very friendly watch out because 
they either become close allies or 
nuke each other 

Phil Howard has been hacking 
again This time Mag Max on disk 
gets the treatment Phil claims to 
have knocked up this routine in a 
shop while the assistant wasn't 
looking You get repeat firing and 
pressing the "+' key gives you an 
extra life. 

1 • Mag Max - disk 
2 By Phil Howard 
3 Amstrad Action December 87 
10 DATA 21,00,If,11,00,02 
20 DATA 01,00,87,3e.55,ae 
30 DATA 12,23,13,0b,78,bl 
40 DATA 20,£5,21,la,16,22 
50 DATA c0.02,3e,lc,32,bb 
60 DATA 02,21,2d,be,11,15 
70 DATA 16,01,Oe, 00,ed.bO 
80 DATA c3,00,02,cb,67,c8 
90 DATA 18,09,3e,06,32, e8 

100 DATA c7,cd,cc,42,c9 
110 MEMORY (1E00: y=0 
120 FOR x=(BEOO TO (BE3A 
130 READ a$:a»VAL("("+a$) 
140 POKE x,a:y=y+a:NEXT 

Airwolf II 

Here's a short poke for Airwoll II on 
the Tno compilation tape by 
Martin Pleasance from Bamsley It 
gives you infinite lives or as many 
lives as you like. It is a Method 1 
poke 

1 ' Airwolf II - tape 
2 ' by Martin Pleasance 
3 ' Amstrad Action December 87 
10 FOR n=0 TO 15 
20 READ a 
30 INK n,a 
40 NEXT 
50 DATA 0,0,0.26,0,0,6,0,1 
60 DATA 2,5,11,14,20,1,3,10 
70 MOOT 0 
80 BORDER 0 
90 OPENOUT 'd' 
100 MEMORY 699 
110 LOAD"lairpic",(C000 
120 LOAD"!" 
130 POKE (786F,0:' infinite lives 
140 POKE (822B,100:' lives 
150 CALL 26192 

Spy vs Spy 

Stephen Trimmer from Broadstairs 
has sent in this poke for the tape 
version of Spy vs Spy which makes 
the computer controlled spy do 
odd things. It is a Method 1 poke. 

1 ' Spy va Spy - tape 
2 ' by Stephen Trimmer 
3 ' Amstrad Action December 87 
10 MODE 0:EUV 6,5,-1,10,10,-1.7 
20 ENV 7,3,5,1,15,-1,5 
30 ENV 8,1,4,1,4,-1,1 
40 ENV 9,3,5,1,10,-1,15 
50 RESTORE:FOR n*0 TO 11 
60 READ a:INK n,a:NEXT 
70 OPENOUT'd" . MEMORY (1FFF 
80 LOAD"'loadcode",(6000 
90 POKE 46089.201 
100 CALL (6000 
110 POKE 0,201:POKE (18B0.0 
120 POKE (18B1.0 
130 CALL £302 
140 END 
150 DATA 24,1,26,0.13,6 
160 DATA 14,16,18.24,3.15 

I 
•a 

TOOTS CORNER 
In the Barbarian poke last month 
the letter 1 was used as a variable 
and we received several calls from 
people who thought it was a num-
ber 1. The offending lines are 
repeated below with a different 
variable. 

170 RESTORE 180 
180 DATA 446,( 6d,( 6d,(6c,(70,(6c 
190 FOR n-1 TO a:R£AD g,h:KEXT 
200 POKE (1016,g:POKE (1017,h 
210 CALL (1000 

Frequently we receive calls in 
which people have mistaken let-
ters for numbers so here are a few 
tips for correcting any mistakes you 
may have made. 
1) Remember that only numbers 
and the letters a-f can be poked 
into memory. 
2) Always check that you have not 
used the letter 1 instead of the num-
ber 1 or the letter O instead of the 
number 0. 
3) Check that you haven't used a 
fullstop instead ol a comma in a 
data statement. 
4) Type mismatch enors are usual-
ly caused by typing errors in data 
statements so check the data care-
fully. 
5) Out of memory errors can usual-
ly be corrected changing the line 
with the MEMORY command in to 
the following (MEMORY 499 will 
be used as an example) 

OPENOOT"D":MEMORY 499:CI£SBOOT 

This should cure the problem in 
most situations 



If you're used to floppy discs with stiff prices, we have good news. Amstrad now sell 3" 
compact floppy discs for £2.99-

They're suitable for the Amstrad CPC 6128, PCW 8256, PCW 8512 and the new PCW 9512 
and all other computers that have 3" disc drives. 

Each disc carries up to 36()K of data (on the 8512 and the 9512 this doubles to 720K). 
Available through: Allders, Comet, Currys, Dixons, Eltec, Farnell, First Software, Laskys, 

John Lewis, Norbain, Office International, O.S.T.A., Ryman, Northamber, P&P, Sandhurst, Wildings, 
and Hugh Symons. Price correct ai 1.9.87 but may change- without notice 

Am.sirmJ pic.. POHox i<'2. 
liailiwotxl, l.sst'x CMH -iKF, 
Telephone: ((>277) 262326 
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ADVENTURE 

Greetings, wandering ones, and welcome to the 
hallowed pages of Pilg. This month there's a 
bumper treat tor Infocom tans in the shape ot the 
Lurking Horror and Stationtall. It they don't scare 
the balrogs out of you then Yes Prime Minister 
and the verbosely vicious Sir Humphrey Appleby 
might. But for action and controversy you can't 
beat the letters, any hotter and they'd have burnt 
down the Post Ofice. 

SP 

Lurking Horror 
Inlocom £24.99, disk oniy 

1 

Bob Wade walks up to the Pilgrim one dark and stormy night, to ask him 
to review Lurking Horror. 'But I've already reviewed it!" croaks the Pilg. 
terrified at the thought ot another long night playing this spine-chilling 
game, with nothing but the Thing to keep me company... 

Yes. dear readers, it turns out that this is one ol those lamous Pilgrim 
blunders. I've been so busy playing the game that all thought ol 
reviewing it seems to have been put entirely on one side. Now. as the 
moon rises over Future Publishing, and the most terrible blasphemies 
scroll slowly across the flickering screen. 1 must reveal the hideous, the 
unspeakable truth.. 

Let me explain. iVly name is Frotz, cognominate Dean Jr I am a 
student at GUE. the George Underwood Edwards Institute ol Technology, 
where I was studying . Oh what the heck. I've tailed my exams anyway. 
At the end ol last term alter a real bender with the boys, I suddenly 
remembered that I had lcaled to complete my Classics paper Twenty 
pages to write and it was due the very next day Aaagh! Nothing lor it 
but to head over to the computer lab and get it down on silicon, ready 
for print out demean matin. 
Well, that's how it started I made my way through the bitterly cold night, 
trying to ignore the hoots ol mirth, drunkenness, and debauchery coming 
from the Dorm, and lound mysell in the computer room with no-one but 
some weirdo hacker to keep me company. !n lact the whole evening 
seemed really out-oi-order. Perhaps it was the strange disappearances ol 
the last lew weeks, or perhaps it was some sixth sense. Boy! How I wish I'd 
got that essay done sooner! 

Sitting at the terminal something really weird happened. I was 
editing a text lile. when suddenly I realised there was a whole load of 
bumph on the screen that rd never written Talk about a corrupted file, 
this stull was corruption itself Whoever designed the character set must 
have been drinking something really filthy Although I couldn't make 

head or tail ol it. it seemed to make some awful kind of sense...and as I 
gazed at it flickering across the display like the pulsating, nictitating 
eyelid ol some hideously slimy reptile. I fell into some kind ol 
trance .lound mysell in some strange place , crowds ol screaming, 
shoving people., and there there IT was 

OK. forget the scene setting, but Pilgs should realise that once you 
reach this point in Lurking Horror, there's no going back Providing you 
succeed in solving the fust lew simple puzzles of trie game, everything 
I've just described will soon be happening to YOU! 

When you come round Irom your trance, there's nothing lor it but to 
set oil on an in-depth (and I mean in-depth> exploration ol the GUE 
buildings, and their hideous secrets. The game is a masterpiece ol 
Inlocom program design, wntten by Dave hebling. author o( Sfarcross. 
Suspect and co-author ol the original Zork trilogy Lurking Horror is his 
best, and certainly one of Inlocom's finest adventures to date 

It's good first and loremost because ol its authenticity. 11 you haven't 
read H P Lovecralt and the Call ol Cthulhu. or some of his other works, 
then you should know that the style ol "honor fantasy" is slightly different 
from the style v/e nowadays associate with 'horror* This isn't a series ol 
blood-curdling episodes in which half-crazed madmen leap out from 
clothes cupboards and chop you to bits with the bread knile. nor is it a 
series of outrageously unbelievable nonsense involving mutant rats, 
zombies, or other such pulpy rubbish. Horror fantasy ol the Lovecralt 
genre relies on building up an atmosphere ol dread, culminating in the 
confrontation between you and IT.. 

Lurking Honor manages this atmospheric conjuring nick brilliantly, 
and does it with a great sense ol humour as well (otherwise there would 
be a danger ol the program being insullerably pretentious). Whether 
you're trying to humour the hacker (a beautilully created cameo 
character) or wrestling with a Chinese takeaway the humour and 
ingenuity ol the program remains consistently impressive. Finally as you 
descend into the darkness below the college. 'You can heai in the 
distance a chittering. scratching sound. The sound is louder now....It 
sounds like small animals Is it rats''' 

You bet your sweet sally it is. Frotz old chum ..and boy. are you in 
lor it now! For all those interested in experiencing a nightmare you can 
switch oil but which defies you to do so by drawing you lurther into its 
web. this game is highly recommended 

ATMOSPHERE 96% INTERACTION 92% CHALLENGE 90% 
OVERALL 94% 

Please note this is the highest dtmosphere rating the Pilg has evei 
giver. 

Stationfall 
Inlocom £24.99. disk only 

Steve Meretsky has justly acquired a reputation as one ol Inlocom's most 
inspired humourists, with Hitchhiker s Guide and Leather Goddesses as his 
more recent and renowned releases He was also responsible lor 
Planettall and Sorcerer 

Planetfail was particularly notable lor its introduction ol the hopeless 
robot Floyd, who couldn't tie a shoelace even if you put him through a 
ten year intensive induction course. He does, however have a certain 
bumbling charm that would appear to have endearod him to many 
Inlocommers. and Stationtall puts him back into the action. 

One ol the problems with producing a a game that Is m some senses 
a sequel (to Planetfall) is coping with players who may not have played 
the earlier game Meretsky does this by using tho FOOTNOTE leature. so 
occasionally a relerence to a character will be followed by the message 
(FOOTNOTE 3). Typing the command FOOTNOTE 3 will give you all the 
background detail you require. 

AMSTRAD ACTION 73 
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The Clue Pot 
Here's this month's timely selection, including a lew Intocom tips as 

. we seldom seem to get these sent in by readers Many thanks this 
month to Sandra Sharkey Mark Bowles, Alexander Johnson. Mark 
Bowles, and G L Wheeler / ' 

The Pawn 
To got past the boulder tie the 
shirt to the rake and hoe then 
lever the boulder 
Ask Kronos about the 
wristband and he will g i ve 
you a chest to g i ve to the 
adventurer 
Examine the horse lor a 
laugh. 
Mix the red with the blue 
and the green to make 
white You will find them in 
a pouch in the torest 
clearing alter giving the 
guru the bowl ol snow 

Zork III 
Don t kill the tigure that you meet in the shadow lands • light until you 
arc told that he is fcadly wounded then gcthobd' 
Give the old man in the engraving room some bread and he will 
open a secret passage 
Wait by the chest until someone comes and oilers to pull it up tor you 
Tie rope to chest, wait until he comes Ixick tor you grab rope..lie will 
pull you up and give you a stall 

Planetlall 
Search Floyd betore you switch him on cos hes ticklish 

Lurking Horror 
The light is hidden in the lilt 

The hacker is partial to Chinese lood when heated (NBTiy 9.hi 500) 

Spellbreaker 

Frotz the bunn ol the knil<? lor light The- zipper is waterproot The 
grouper likes bread 
Rebel Planet 
Examine the steps lor the key lor the alcove 
Answer SAR05 to the man in HQ 

Gremlins 

To got past the- locked door drop Gizmo m vent system 

Kentilia 

To open chest in castle dip the gold key in barrel to turn it to iron 
then open chest 
Warlord 

Give acorns to raven and tree haic-

Robin ot Sherlock 

Listen to the large window and tediai when you have enough 
evidence • 

The Boggit 
The sword is in the cauldron 
Say LUX to get past trolls 

Infidel 
To get the Scarab lill silver chalice with water (to make it the same 
weight as the gold chalice) put one chalice on right disc ana the 
other on the lelt disc It is-then sale to get the- scarab 
To avoid being killed by the sealed dpor, wedge beam under lintel 
be-fore you break seal with axe 

To some extent (and with the notable exception of Hitchhikers) 
Meretsky's games are traditional adventures in the sense that they place 
a lot of emphasis on exploration, discovery, and puzzle-solving The spice 
is added by Meretsky's inimitable humour 

Stationiall takes place in the far future, where as a (human) native 
of Gallium you join the Steliar Patrol ana (after your success in Planetfail) 
find yourself promoted to Lieutenant First Class. Although the principle 
task of the Patrol is to scour the galaxy searching for survivors of the last 
great galactic conflict, which imposed a 10.000 year Dark Age on the 
space civilisation, you find your immediate task in the game is 
depressingly similar to the ones you've been doing for the last five years 
since your promotion pop over to Space Station Gamma Delta Gamma 
777-G 59/59 Sector Alpha-Mu-79 to pick up a supply of Request for Stellar 
Patrol Issue Regulation Black Form Binders Request Form Forms. 

This forms business is just one of the many fruits of Meretsky's gentle 
poking at bureaucratic dingbats that amuses throughout the game. The 
program comes with some excellently written blurbs, including a 
selection of. .forms, They all bear careful reading and will amuse almost 
as much as the game itself. My personal favourite was the Spaceship 
Activation Form, which is akin to our driving license and lists the space 
vehicles for which it is valid. Starting off in a serious vein with various 
spacetruck models and so on it soon degenerates into lunacy with the 
"Zero energy puddle-sitter. Sitting Duck brand' and. finally, the "Semi-
Oofing Gigbung-powered Double-Fooz" 

Anyway, you set off for the space station to collect the forms and 
find, as soon as you arrive, that the place is deserted apart from a hostile 
repair droid or two (easily avoided) and an intellectual robot by the 
name of Plato who is immediately befriended by Floyd At this stage the 
exploration aspect of the game really comes into its own. The program 
comes with a detailed set of plans of the space station, which is on nine 
levels. The plans enable you to set about tackling the mystery in an 
organised manner that is both satisfying ana, as you encounter various 
enigmas, exciting After two hours of playing, I had still explored only 
two ol the levels available, but already the items and clues I had 
encountered had me scouring the plans, checking out which section I 
would visit next Shades of the detective story here, and no bad thing 
either.. 

Floyd provides much of the humour in the game, alongside Plato 
He falls into the Thorin category of character, by which I mean that there 
isn't an enormous amount he can do. but he does keep you amused with 
his continual antics. My particular favourite is when he mentions how he 
'helped someone find a lost paper-clip" Together with the book-wormish 
Plato, the two robots play hide-and-seek together, and generally tumble 
about like a couple of metal kids throughout the game. 

The mystery of the abandoned space station rapidly exerts a strong 
fascination for the player, and even when a message comes over the 
communications system from your home base telling you to return home 
because a supply of the required forms has been discovered, you're 
unlikely to hot-foot it back to your spacetruck. And even if you do, you 
won't get very far By this time, you're in the mood to try anything, and 
hitting the emergency beacon signal button you get the following the 
message 
"At the conclusion of this recording your message will be sent. Nothing 
can go wrong skip go wrong, skip ..go wrong., skip .go wrong.. ." 

ATMOSPHERE 90% INTERACTION 89% CHALLENGE 89% 
OVERALL 90% 

Plundered Hearts 

Infocom are about to break new ground by producing an adventure 
in which the main character is a woman and the target market is also 
female About time to as far as this liberated crusader's concerned. 

The game has been written by Amy Briggs who researched 
romantic fiction and 17th century costumes and ships to come up with 
a tale of love and adventure. The taie takes place on the schooner 
Lafond Deux, where your thoughts are of your ailing father awaiting 
your care. 

Infocom expect the game to appeal to both male and female 
adventurers. It's a very intriguing prospect, so watch this space for 
details of a release date. 

i 
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I • Now you can live it, as the conflict between good and evil continues • 
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Yes Prime Minister 
Mosaic £14.95 cass, £19.95 disk 

I 

If someone builds a car out ol matchs ticks. and then gives it to you 
saying "Why don't you pop off for a drive?", do you think that (a) they're 
bonkers: (b) you're bonkers lor listening to them; <c) they're not only 
bonkers, but also to be blamed for wasting your valuable tune? 

I only ask because I'm a bit at a loss as to what to say about this 
game First and foremost, it's absolutely no good as an adventure, or 
even -1 would say - as a computer game of any kind On the other hand 
like a car built out of matchsticks, it does have a certain charm Once 
you've seen it. however, the charm, by failing to offer any leal value, 
begins to disappear 

YPM is a multiple-choice game, rather 
like the Adrian Mole programs done by 
Level 9 (and also marketed by Mosaic). 
However, instead of choosing between 
different acuons to alter the course of the 
plot, you choose between different points ol 
view These points of view, usually part of a 
humorous conversation between Prime 
Minister Jim Hacker and his cronies Sir 
Humphrey Appleby (Cabinet Secretary) 
and Bernard Woolley (Private Secretary to 
the PM). develop into policy statements 
that influence your ratings in the poll. The 
aim of the game is to get as a high a poll 
rating as possible 

Most people will already realise that the game is based on the TV 
program of the same name Like the telly series, the scenano centres on 
dry wit and humour, concerning such issues as a Ministry for Women 
(bound to offend the male voters) or the indiscretions of a drunken 
colleague In each case. you. as PM. must steer your way through a 
witty conversation on the subject, selecting at lrequent junctures the 
replies and ripostes that will impress your cronies and. if necessary, lead 

P I [ 7 . q u —1 . — u L 1 _ K 

to the correct solutions being applied to the various problems 
The Adnan Mole programs did all this simply by scrolling the text 

down the page and asking you at various points to choose between 
three options YPM is much more ambitious - it shows you the interior of 
your office, complete with desk, two drawers, blotter, two telephones, 
teletype, and intercom. There's also a safe (which holds your current poll 
rating) and a door to the outside world 

Not all of this is visible at once, so you use a pointer to scroll the 
screen and then after positioning it on an object, clicking the fire button 
to use that object It's important to realise that you can't use cm object at 
any time, but just when the program draws your attention to it by 
flashing it. o: beeping, or by some other signal Thus in Adrian Mole, the 
text would have read 'You receive a phone call from the Cabinet 
Secretary, he says... \ in YPMthe telephone flashes, you click on it, and a 

text screen prints out the ensuing 
conversation, complete with options 
The game takes place in five sections, or 
days, being one week in the life of a PM. 
Each day has its own appointments 
schedule, which requires you to attend 
various meetings Thus you must juggle 
answering the phone and reading the 
occasional memo (delivered to your desk) 
with clicking on the door to leave your 
office and attend a conference with one of 
your colleagues 
Clicking on the door gives you a menu of 
destinations Sir Humphrey's office for 
example Should visiting one of these be 
appropriate at that time (indicated by the 

clock on your desk) then rather than see a display of the interior of that 
location you will simply get a text description of what takes place there -
another debate with more options to chcose from 

The problems with this game are two-fold. First, the game format (as 
with the Mole games) forces the player into a very passive role, limited to 
simply choosing between different points-of-view presented by the 
program Secondly, however often you play the game there really isn't 

SOMETHING HORRIFYING AND IN 

m 
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sufficient variety in the storylines to keep your interest Naturally, this is 
all because of the design concept of the game, which is why I mentioned 
:ne matchsticks earlier Frankly, it's not a concept that appeals to the Pilg 
one jot. 

I don't deny that the text is often extremely witty and that the first 
hour's playing was most enjoyable. The second hour, however, saw a 
number of repetitions of the storyline, the third hour led to the machine 
being switched off. Mosaic point out that there are a number of 'random 
scenarios" that will cccur in a game, making each game different. What 
this actually means is making about 30% of each game different the 
other 70% will rapidly become depressingly familiar. A: the price, this 

sort of repetition, however whimsical the subject matter, is really not on. 
The usual adventure ratings are not reaiiy appropriate here but for what 
it's worth I've given some indication of the "feel" ot the game, 
(atmosphere), its scope (challenge) and my personal estimation of its 
overall value. 

ATMOSPHERE 68% INTERACTION N/A CHALLENGE 20% 
OVERALL 35% 

Pilgrim's Post 
Constructive criticism 

Much of your review of my games Countdown to Doom and 
Philosopher's Quest are taken up with the complaint that you expect 
EXAMINE' to work in all games My philosophy has always been - and 

always will be - that (he computer is your senses and hands. Anything 
that you see should and must be passed on to the player immediately I 
can t see the point of: 

There is an X here 
Examine X 
You find a Y 

when 

There is an X here It />as a Y attached, (or whatever) 

is what you, the player actually see when you look at the blessed thing. 
Another example which gets my goat is. 

There is a piece ol wood here. 
Examine wood. 
It is Y shaped, and would make a l ine catapult ii it had elastic 

(almost verbatim from one best-seliing game!). Why not: 

There is a Y-shaped piece ol wood here. It resembles a catapult without 
the elastic. 

or words to that effect? So I and my colleagues have always eschewed 
the use of "examine" - its a waste of player time and furtheimore is reaiiy 
programmer dishonesty; it creates a potential puzzle 'free" because the 
player might forget to do an "examine" 

On the subject ol "examine" ana the 'dangerous blob', fatal to get 
what information would you expect examine blob' to produce that 
would tell you that touching it was fatal? Tell me what there is about an 
earthly jellyfish (which would be ior.g extinct by the time Doom 
happens!) that would tell you not to touch it if you'd never come across 
onel 

No I? AM LOAD, etc? Gee why not save? It's well-nigh instant 

ACT I VISION. 
© 1987 Twentieth Century Fox Film Corp, All 

rights reserved. Trademarks owned by 
Twentieth Century Fox Film Corp and 

used by Activision Inc. under authorisation. 
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A VAILABLE FOR SPECTRUM, AMSTRAD CPC & COMMODORE 64 / 
Bobsleigh is a spectacular simulation of a fast and dangerous 
Winter Olympic Sport. 
Equip your team, set up your bob and go for the perfect run 
Practise on all major tracks with an unrivalled feeling of 
speed and cornering until you are ready for the World Cup 
and Olympic Games. 
Join the Olympic team and go for gold! 

DIGITAL 
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anyway, since this is a disk-based game .. 
No pictures'? I do not always only buy books which have pictures 1 

am reasonably literate and have discovered by trial and error over the 
years that the best novels come without pictures (Infocom claim correctly 
that text is infinitely more atmospheric than pictures) By this I do not wish 
to make a claim lor the quality of my work versus others! I always turn off 
the pictures after the first few passes of a graphic adventure, and get on 
with solving it. usually wishing that more eflort had gone into the 
programming and less into the pictures. Pictures, with a disk based 
system, are cheap to provide - one merely pays an artist and digitises. 
3ut if it's the graphics that make a game worth buying, that says 
something nasty about the programming... 

looking back at your comments, what I think I read is that you like 
to "live* in the games you play as a primary motive, while solving them 
is secondary. 1 have no problem with that indeed much of "Return to 
Doom*, which I've just completed and am having gametested. will 
permit "living", "discovery ol the ground rules*, call it what you will For 
example, you like to talk to characters; I don't (I've never yet found any 
decent programming for them, except for Infocom)...! believe that good 
plotting and good puzzles are what keep a game going over the years. 
The original mainframe Zork is a good example. It's still around, and in 
cut-down micro versions, not because of its parser (wliich has. as do all 
fancy parsers, lots ol infelicities 1 know of only one puzzle in one 
adventure that needs a fancy parser), not because of its graphics (it has 
none); but because its witty, with some interesting puzzles. Well, we 
strive for wittiness. but that's in the eye of the beholder, but we do 
achieve interesting puzzles..." 
Peter Kill worth, Oxford 

I'm very pleased that Peter has written at such length, because 1 think 
he raises some interesting points. First, the examine' question. i quite 
understand your argument and am even inclined to agree with you 
there's no point in an EXAMINE that simply serves to draw out the 
gameplay to no real purpose However. 1feel that in teal lite we do 
'examine' objects to see if there is more to them tlian meets the eye. and 
in an adventure I believe that occasionally the 'examine' command is 
vital in heightening the atmosphere ol a game. A good example would 
be the books m the library in Guild of Thieves, where you can 'read" (i.e. 
examine) a large number of objects and have fun doing so. However 
there's no doubt that some puzzles have come to depend too much on 
the "examine' command, like the catapult one you mention On the 
other hand. I feel that excluding the command altogether, as you do. is 
moving too far to the other extreme. 

My concern about the fatal blob was not altogether due to the 
absence of the "examine" command, and if I gave that impression (I 
don't have the review to hand) I apologise for being misleading It's just 
that I have never been enamoured of having curiosity in a game 
rewarded with death without some form of warning. Some software 
houses get round this by asking quite directly 'Do you v/ish to continue?" 
or 'Are you sure you want to do tlxxt?' Although a bit feeble, this at 
least gives the player cause for though f. Better by far is to introduce the 
warning into the garneplaY. for example - if there was a stick to hand 1 
might use it to prod the blob first, v/hereupon seeing the stick sizzle and 
burst into flame would enable me to save my skin and congratulate 
myself on being a clever dick into the bargain! 

As far as characters are concerned. I don't see that the failures of 
other programmers should be reason not to try and improve on their 
efforts There's no doubt in my mind that characters, well-programmed, 
can add tremendously to a game and that only by continuing to 
address the problems involved will any progress in this area be made. 
Given a bit of disc space, a reasonable parser, and careful game design, 
even an inefficient character handling module can produce good 
results. 

Finally, you're point about parsers. I must disagree heartily on this 
one...I agree that the vast majority of games (even fhose claiming fancy 
parsers) can be satisfactorily played using simple inputs. This is. 
however, a point against poorly designed games, and not against 
complex parsers. To give a few examples of powerful parsing adding 
considerably to gameplay I would cite (1) Level 9's ability to command 
a character to carry out actions while you get on with something else: 
(2) the relative positioning in Magnetic Scrolls games, with solutions such 
as "Smear x on y' or "Look under z': (3). for sheer convenience, the GO 
TO. FOLLOW, and FIND commands now used by some companies; and 
(4) as a personal favounte. the use of the HIDE command in Infocom's 
Suspect. 

I hope those readers who find your points of view agreeable will 
proceed to try your games, whatever opinions I may have expressed 
about them, and particularly now that Topologika have reduced then 
price to something approaching a reasonable level (see separate notice 
in this column). I also believe that your analysis of what I look for in a 
game (i.e the 'being-there' element) is entirely correct I'd like to be 
impartial on that subject but frankly I can't help feeling that my 
approach is the best one to take, though I'm pleased that you should 
have taken the trouble to write m and express the opposite view (wlvch 
so few people bother to do) lor the benefit of other readers 

Not constructive criticism 

' .We found your review of Rick Hanson in Issue 24 (September) of 
Amstrad Action prejudiced, insulting, and unbelievable. 

For a start 'Welsh outlit" implies that we are non-professional, 
"cowboy", "rip-off* merchants supplying garbage to the buying public, 
when in lact we have been trading as a fully-fledged software house for 
almost three years 

Similarly, your aside in brackets ("according to Robico") infers that 
we are lying about the rave reviews given to our Trilogy The individual 
games for the Trilogy were released from 1985 to 1986 and the three-
pack mentioned was actually released THIS YEAR to great acclaim, not 
'a yecn or two ago" 

Both comments could form the basis of libel action and we would 
appreciate in future that you confine your comments to the game 
supplied and not to our company's reputation and standing 

It seems obvious from your review that you assumed we ported a 
32K BBC game straight over to the CPC. Actually, we have incorporated 
10 new locations and added more puzzles, so the game is not a 
conversion, but a version. 

A summary of a review appearing in the latest issue of Computing 
with the Amstrad CPC is enclosed. As you can see. it paints a completely 
different picture of the game" Comparing cassette based games with the 
likes of the Pawn is ridiculous... 
Robert & Mike O'Leary, Llantrlsant 

It's a pity that you should feel that the only response to a critical review 
is to lose your temper. Of course I'm not sure that you have lost it. but the 
points you make in your letter do not seem to me to be entirely rational, 
and certainly not conducive to opening a debate about your game and 
my review of it in such a way as to leave room for an open verdict, or 
even for one in your favour. 

First, as someone with Welsh friends. I (and I know they) find your 
suggestion that the words "Welsh outfit' imply that you are 'supplying 
garbage' outrageous. There is no such implication m the word "outfit", 
and to attach that meaning to "Welsh' is simply insulting. If you have 
been treated badly by the English, and have subsequently become 
over-sensitive, then you deserve an apology I will readily make that 
apology on behalf of all reasonable English people for such behaviour 
(of which I am guiltless except by association), but not on behalf of my 
entirely reasonable review of your products. 

Second, when a company claims to have received 'rave reviews' 
for its products, which the journalist has not seen in person, it is standard 
practise to append the qualifier 'according to such-and-such'. The 
inference that you are lying is m this case drawn only by yourselves. 

Thirdly, if you really cared about your products, you would seek to 
refute my review by drawing attention to their supposed strengths, and 
not to my supposed weaknesses 

Finally, the subjective opinion of yet another journalist who 
happens to favour your product is of absolutely no relevance to the 
discussion of my own opinions. Better by far for a few of the readers to 
write m and tell as wharf they think of your games Let's hope some of 
them do. so that we can get some feedback from the people who really 
matter.. 

Lords and Lady Pancott 

* My present total lor phone calls reoeived through the Lords ana Ladies 
column is 2312 (including another two from Australia last month) and 
126 letters, so I should reach 2500 before November 6th, the day when I 
will celebrate two years of doing the helpline 
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ADVENTURE 

People also ask about all sorts of things that are not on the list, 
where to buy soltware. leading problems, clubs, magazines, and I even 
had a cheeky caller who. knowing that I have all the issues of AA. 
wanted my help in the Birthday Competition1 I quite often get asked 
about games that I haven't acne, but as I have plenty of contacts in the 
adventure world. I can usually come up with someone able to help. 

The only muttenngs of discontent {about your column) that I have 
heard are from people who are not interested in programming and think 
that the space could be better used I realise that you must get asked for 
it or you wouldn't do it. and that you have to try to please everyone 
However if you are planning long instalments and listings you may well 
receive a few direct comments on the subject • but no doubt you are used 
to that.' 
Mrs Joan Pancott, Weymouth 

It's alv/ays good to hear from the old guard, Joan, and I'm delighted 
with the response you're getting on the helpline. There's no doubt that 
the Lords and Ladies column has brought a lot of people together With 
regard to the programming. I hope that once the next month's issue is 
out of the way (which has the second of part of the first listing m it), we 
will be able to keep everyone happy by publishing regular short routine 
instalments that keep the coders busy and at the same time do nor rob 
us of too much space. 

A drop m price is always welcome. Paul, and I'm glad to be able to put 
the record staight by publishing your letter 

Old Scores 

* ..In the August 86 issue of AA you reviewed OLD SCORES from Global 
Software. I have since tried hard to get hold of this adventure through 
Danish software houses, as well as some English sources, e.g. Adventure 
Probe 

So far I have had no luck and I understand that Global Software is 
not operating any more. As you have had the adventure in your 
possession lor the review I wonder if you by any chance should know of 
any place or anyone who would be willing to let me purchase this 
game 

Besides using my 6128 lor some serious work, the adventure games 
are my favourite relaxation v/hen I sit down in front of the screen My 
reactions are too slow lor the shoot-em-ups (I am 66) but the old brain 
works alright." 
Leil Christensen 

Leif. you must be one of the Pilg's eldest readers and I am honoured that 
you should have taken the trouble to write. 

Thanks... Sensible pricing... 

"...lor reviewing my game The Last Believer*. I'm glad you seemed to like 
it. However. I wonder whether the review suffered by your interpreting 
the price as £4 99 on tape? In lact. the game costs just £2.99 on tape and 
£4.99 on disk and as such. I think you'll agree, oilers very good value lor 
money when compared with other budget adventures" 
Paul Lucas, Coventry 

" the CPC prices ol Countdown to Doom. Philosopher's Quest. Acheton. 
and Kingdom of Hamil. are new rescued to £9 95 from £17.50..." 
Brian Kerslake, Topologika, PO Box 39, Stilton, Peterborough, PE7 3RL 

Good move Bnan. That certainly removes the price problem... I low about 
sending me a copy ol Acheton to review? 

Lords and Ladies of Adventure 
Adventure Quest Apache Gold. Arnold Goes to Somewhere Else. 
Boggit Boied ot the Rings Brawn Free Castle Blackstar Castle ot Skull 
Lord Classic Adventure Colossal Adventure Crystal Theft Dodgy 
Geezcrp Dracula Dugeon Adventure Dugeons A A 'n' Every thin. 
Emerald Isle Enk the Viking Escape from Khoshima Espionage Island 
Fantasia Diamond Forest at Worlds End Heroes ol Kcrrn Hobbit 
Imagination Inca Curse Jewels ot Babylon Kentilla Lords ol Tune 
Message from Andromeda Mindshadow Mordon s Quest. Necris 
Dome Never Ending Stoty Price ot Magik Project Volcano Qor 
Questprobe Red Moon. Return to Eden Seabase Delta Seas ol Blood. 
Smuggler s Cove. Snowball Souls of Darkon. Spytrek Subsunk The Trial 
of Arnold Blackwood Vera Cruz Aitair Very Big Cave Adventure-
Warlord Wise and Fool ot Blackwood. Worm m Paradise 
Joan Pancott. Tel 0305 784155 - Any day - Noon to 10 pm 78 Radipole 
Lane. Weymouth. Dorset DT4 9RS. 

The Boggit Imagination Subsunk. Seabase Delta Aftershock 
Wildbunch Sydney Affair Message From Andromeda 
Christopher Mull, 49 Renway Road. Broom Valley, Rotherham, S60 3EU. 

Message from Andromeda Seabase Delta Knight Tyme Spell Bound 
Robin of Sherwood Imagination. Heroes of Karn The Fourth Protocol 
The Wild Bunch Forest at Worlds End Questprobe III 
Russell Cooper, 12 Butlers Close, 52 Butlers Road, Handsworth Wood, 
Birmingham, B2D 2PA. 

Imagination Subsunk Seabase Delta The Experience Treasure 
Tunnels. The Dungeon The Amethyst. The Alchemist Stryptische. 
Emerald Isle Forest At Worlds End Spell Bound 
Paul Nicholls. 23 Stockfield Avenue, Hoddesdon, Herts EN11 9JE. 

Dungeons Amefhysfs Alchemists. Rebel Planet The Never Ending 
Story Kentilla Heroes of Khan Stormwrath Return to Zarkon. 
Imagination Kobyaslv Naru. 
Darrel Smith. 85 RogerLane, Newsome, Huddeslield, HD4 6PY. Tel 
548659. 

Star. Wreck Gems of Stradus Forest at Worlds End Jewels ot Babylon 
Message from Andromeda V/arlord Red Moon Snowball Dugeon 
Adv. Adventure Quest Hobbit Necris Dome Souls of Darkon Lords of 
Time Theseus Robin ot Sherlock Bugsy Mordens Quest. Questprdbe Ul 
Very Brg Cave Adv Boggit Dodgy Geezers Aftershock Rcdhawk 
Sorcerer Hitch Hikers Guide. Nythyhel Brawn Free Arnold Blackwood 
Trilogy Fantasia Diamond Espionage Island Mindshadow Inca Curse. 
Bored oi the Rings Emerald Isle Heroes of Karn Spytrek Subsunk 
Hunchback. Seabasc Delta.Never Ending Story Knight Tyme Kentilla. 
Apache Gold Escape From Khoshima Circus. Sphinx Adv Woodbury 
End Imagination. Stolen Lamp Gremlins Classic Adventure. Seas of 
Blood Dungeons Ameth Alchem Beer Hunter tord of the Rings Zork 
I Dracula Colossal Adv Tomb of Kuskrk The Mural Rebel Planet The 
Fourth Protocol Enchanter 

Darren Stephens, 65 Crown Road, Milton Regis, SittingBourne, Kent 
ME 10 2AH, Tel 0795-73490. 

Enchanter Sorcerer. Spellbreaker Zork I. II III Infidel Leather 
Goddesses of Phobos Adventure Quest Attersltock Angelique a Grief 
Encounter Arnold Blackwood Trilogy The Big Sleeze. Bugsy. Castle 
Blackstat Cursed by the City. Dracula Dungeons Amethysts 
Alchemist n evcrythm Escape from Khosima Espionage Island. 
Faiitasia Diamond Forest at Worlds End Gremlins Haunted House The 
Hermitage. Heroes of Karn Hunchback the Adventure, Imagination 
Inca Curse Jewels ot Babylon Kobycistp Naru. Lords ol Time Mansion 
Message from Andromeda Mindshadow. Monsters of Murdac 
Mordens Quest Mountains of Ket Nova Never Ending Story 
Nythyhel Planet of Death. The Pawn Rebel Planet Robin of Sherwood 
Robicide Seabase Delta Sharpes Deeds. Ship of Doom Souls ol Darkon 
Spytrck Subsunk Theseus Top Secret Very Big Cave Adventure 
Warlord 

G.L Wheeler. 2 Burlord Close, Southdown. Bath. Avon BA2 1JF. Tel 
between 10 am and midnight. 0225-26919. 
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S H E K H A N A C O M P U T E R S E R V I C E S 
ORDER BY ACCESS + VISA CREDIT H O T L I N E 
»• AMSTRAD 

OUR PRICE 
BubWe Bobble-D2 4tS 
Flying Shark-02 _... 4.tS 
Druid II - D2 4.t5 
Gauntlet II-D4 7 50 
Km Runner - D2 7 JO 
Out Run - D2 7-SO 
Silicon Dreamt - D4 Il.tS 

- D2 4.t5 
Bj.tt f.fW Germany - D) — I0.»S 
The Pawn - OI»fc I4.t5 
Papr̂ Boy-DJ 4.t5 
Elite - D» t.tS 
WnpMmion2-D2 7.50 
Starjlider - DJ Il.tS 
> » w e l s o l - D l ..... Il.tS 
Smtmah-DJ 7 SO 
H»l II-D2 7.50 
ScrabbW-D2 7.tS 
- Mini Office II-CM l2.tS 
Dekiie Scrabble - Dijli Il.tS 
All World Garnet - D2 ... 7.50 
Ac*-02 7.tS 
Leseken Socccr - D2 7.t5 
Scalextrie - 02 7.tS 
Sorceren Lord - D) lO.ti 
World Lxadcrboa/d - 02 7.tS 
Azimuth (Mead Align) 
S*JeArm»-D2 
Combat School-02 
Fiaah Point-D2 
Gryior-D2 
Mad Ballt — DJ 
T.T. Racer-D2 . 
Mauh Day 2 - D2 
Mercanary - D4 ...._ 
The Lait Ninja - 02 
Enduro Racer - 02 _ 

. 7.tS 
7.SO 

. 4.t4 

. 4.95 
4.95 
6.95 
7.SO 

. 6.9S 
7.9S 

. 7.SO 

. 7.S0 
Tal-Pan - 02 4.95 
Monopoly - 02 7.95 
LC. People - Dhk I2.9t 
Phantyj-D2 4.95 
Tomahawk - 02 ... 7.9$ 
Cholo- D4 12.95 
Bomb Jack II-D2 4.9S 
Py»cho Soldier - 02 4.99 
Silent Service-02 7.95 

*+ AMSTRAD * * 
OUR 

Guild of Thieves - DKk 
Knight Ore-DJ 
Carrier Command - DJ .... 
Elite Six Vol.2 -D2 
Rampage -D2 
Jonxter-Dtsk — 
Time + Magik - 01 
Annals of Rome - D J _._... 
Knighinare - 02 
Enduro Racer - 02 
720-D2 
Charlie Chaplin - D2 
The Muuc System - D J _. 
Adv Music System - Drfk .. 
Metro Cruu - D2 
OCP Art Studio - Drtk 
Ikari Warrior - D2 
Rygar - D2 
Super Hang On - D2 _._.. 
Peg aim Bridge - D) 
Thunder Cat» - D2 
Gun Ship - D2 — 
Driller-OJ 
Compendium - DJ .„._ 
Blood Valley - D2 
The Trap Door - 02 ._... 
Roy of Rovers - D2 . 
Bravettarr - D2 ....... 
Ramparti - 02 
Slaine - D2 
4 Maiterfile III 
Callfronia Games - D2 .. 
World Games - 02 

• ACCESSORIES • 
Obcology 
ESP Ught Pen (4*4) 
ESP Light Pen -4128 
Discovery Plus 
Matter Disc 
Moltiface II 
Euromax Non-Aotofire 
Joycon-TwInJ.Stkk .. 
Camp Pro 5000 .... 
Cheetah Math I 
Konlx joystick ..— 
Print Matter 

PRICE 
. 14.95 
. 11.95 
. 11.95 
_ 7.95 
_ 7 ,50 
. 14.95 
. 11.95 
. 10.95 
_ 7.50 
. 7.95 
. 7.50 
- 7.50 
I2.t5 

. 24.tS 
. 7.50 
I4.9S 
4.95 
7.50 
7.50 

10.95 
4.95 
7.95 
7.SO 

„ 7.SO 
... 7.S0 

7. SO 
7.50 
7.50 

... 7.50 

... 7.50 

. >4.95 

... 7.SO 

... 7.95 

. IJ.tt 

. 17.50 

. 24.95 
12.99 

. 12.99 

. 45.95 
14.95 

... 4.50 
14.95 

. 14.95 
. 12.99 

1199 

01-348-2907 (24HRS) 
• » AMSTRAD * • 

OUR PRICE 
Fir .crap - D2 7.50 
Vulcan 7.95 
Arenham 7.95 
Desert Rau 7.95 
Street Batketball - D2 7.50 
Ocean 5 Hit* - 02 7.9S 
Foot Manager 2-D2 7.S0 
Sold a Million J - 02 7.9S 
Buggy Boy - 02 7.50 
Kn.ghtmare - 02 7.95 
HKchhiken Guide 24.95 
Indiana Jones-D2 7.95 
Game over - 02 4.95 
Tai-Pan - D2 4.95 
10th Frame-DJ 7,95 
Head Over Heels-D2 4.95 
Acrofet-02 7.95 
Cpt. America - D2 7.50 
Wizards Wan - D2 7.50 
Spy V Spy III-02 ...._ 7.50 
The Eagles Ne« - D2 4.95 
Shadow Skimmer-D2 4.95 
10 X ) Disks 24.95 
G.Gooch Cricket - D2 7.S0 
Glider Rider - D2 4.95 
Indiana jones - D2 7.50 
Quartet-D2 7.50 
Wonder Boy -D2 7.50 

• • •PC ISI2 * • * 
Elite I9.9S 
Starghder — I4.9S 
Jin«te» ....... 19.95 
Guild of Thieve* 19.95 
The Pawn 19.95 
Carrier Command .,._.._.. 19.95 
ESP Light Pen 17.95 
Cheetah J/Sk* * Card 49.95 

PCW(254/8512 
Starglider 19.95 
)lnxur I t . t l 
AMX Mouse 4t.9S 
ESP Light Pen-Graphic 4t.tS 
Knight Ore IS.tS 
The Pawn 19.95 
PCW J.'Stlck Interface 14.95 
Time - Maglk 15.95 

D=Disk version available. DI=AT 11.99,D2=AT I2.99.D3 I4.99.D4 AT 16.95 
Special offer while stocks last 3" disks box of 10 only 26.95 inc. P+P 

MAIL ORDER: CHQ/P .O T O 
S.C.S. (A.A.), 655 GREEN LANES, L O N D O N N8 OQY 

P-P INCLUDED IN U.K. EUROPE ADD i l PER ITEM El SF WHERE ADD C PER ITEM 
• OENOTESITEMSONLY AVAILABLE FROM: S.C.S. 455 GREEN IANES, N8 0QY 

Personal ullcrt please produce this advert at our drop for above discounts at 
S.C.S UNIT 5. JJI TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD. LONDON WIR9AF 

J (Near Goodgr Street Tube Station) OPEN 4 DAYS A WEEK 10 00-I* 00PM 
or at 455 GREEN LANES. LONOON N8 0QV (near Turnpike Lane Tube Station) 
ACCESS AND VISA HOT LINE PLEASE RING •!•)««• 2*7 ' J40-854S • 4)1-4427 

Credit card orders despatched same day - subject to availability 
NEW RELEASE SUBJECT TO RELEASE FROM SOFTWARE HOUSE. 
PLEASE RING TO CONFIRM A VAIL ABILITY OF NFW REl EASES 
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COMPUTER MUSIC 
BECOME A REAL PERFORMER 
THIS CHRISTMAS! 
With che MIDITRACK PERFORMER, you'll make better 
music than you believed possible! Whether you imagine 
yourself to be a Madonna or a Mozart, you can record your 
favourite hits using your home computer. The PERFORMER, 
wi th its innovative features, gives you full micro control of 
your music so that everything you play is exactly reproduced -
or even improved w i th auto-timing in operation! You'l l have 
up to 29 tracks of recorded music and enough time to create 
an exciting rock piece or classical composition, w i th wide 
tempo variation for getting chose fast passages right, easy note 
correction, easy note correct ion wi th punch-in, instant 
transposition of individual tracks, auto control of drums and 
unlimited notes at once on a track. 
In fact, you could have a final performance that's as brilliant as 
you imagine when using one or more of the suberb Midi 
instruments now available. The PERFORMER is being used by 
everyone f rom young musicians in schools t o top recording 
artisits wi th home studios like Keith Winter (Shakatak) and 
Phil Fearon. 

All you need to get started is a Midi-equipped insimment usually a 
portable keyboard - and an AMSTRAD CPC micro (464.664.6128) 
We'll supply the EMR MIDI INTERFACE unit and 2 CABLES to Imk 
your instrument to your micro and the MIDITRACK PERFORMER 
software program on disk-casscttc for £99 inc VAT. Please add £2 post 
& packing. (Special 464 Disk version add £ 10). VISA & ACCESS orders 
accepted Write or phone for full information on the PERFORMER and 
free advice on Midi instruments. 

FOR O N L Y £99! 
A special (Xmas o f fer saving an enormous £30 on R.R.P) 

ELECTROMUSIC RESEARCH (EMR) LTD, 14 MOUNT CLOSE 
WICKFORD, ESSEX SSI I 8HC. Telephone 0702 33S747 (24-hr) 

ROMBOARD OFFERS 

SAVE £30 
8 SOCKET ROM BOARD £34.95 £24.90 

(FOR 6128,664,464 

PLUS EITHER 
a) TOOL BOX & BASIC EXT. ROM 

or 
b) DISC USERS UTILITIES ROM 

(NORMALLY £19.95 EACH) 

464 OWNERS ONLY — 7 SOCKET Rom Card 
(old price £25) 

Now only £19.90 including one Rom-based program 
as above. (Limited stock!!) 

Uncased 7 socket board incl. one Rom as above ONLY 
£16.50 

Please add 95pP&P 

ORDER SOFTWARE BARGAINS DEPTAAD 
NOW 8/A REGENT STREET C i S S 
FROM CHAPEL ALLERTON 
i p g s LEEDS LS7 4PE 

TELEPHONE: 0532 687735 



K & M COMPUTERS 
DISCOUNT SOFTWARE 

•ADVENTURE' CASS 
Murder cnfttAUanfc C11.96 
The Pawn 6128 Only — 
Slstfontad 
Hcifyviood Hjftx 
Luriing Hcrrof 
Passenoetscn the Wind £10.95 
Sfconr 

NEW LOWER PRICES 
DISC 
£15.96 
£15.95 
£21.95 
£21.95 
£21.96 
£12.95 
£15.95 

JewcfcofOariviess _ £15.95 
Killed unH Dead £7.99 £11.96 
Knight Ore £11.95 £15.95 
The Hobbit (No Booty £7.99 

•COMPILATIONS' 
Ccmp. Hils6Votjme II — £11.95 
Ccmp. Hits 6 Voime III — £11.95 
Hit Pack Six £7.99 £11.95 
5 S t * V d 2 £7.99 £11.95 

IComp. HitslOVotiimelll £7.99 — 

Star Games II £7.99 — 

SoldaMilonS £7.99 £11.96 
Sold a Mil or 31 £7.99 £11.95 
Amtix Accdades £7.99 £11.95 
Game Set and Matt) £10.95 £14.95 
HttPadt Vdl l £7.99 £11.95 
No* Games 4 £7.99 — 

Summer Gdd £7.99 
Dure) Big 4 vol 1 £7.99 £7 99 
Trto(E)te) £7.99 £11.95 
Epyx Epics £7.99 £11.86 
Hi Pack Sa Vol 2 £7.99 £11.96 

1-STRATEGY/SIMULATION' 
Fl5S»ke Eagle £7.99 £12.96 
Final Frcnler £7.99 £11.96 
Silent Service £7.99 £11.96 
Armageddon Man £10.99 
Gunship £11.95 £14.96 
Worid Class L Board £7.99 £11.96 
Goad* Canal £7.99 £11.95 
FootoaI Orector (464) £7.50 
B K M k M Germany £1095 £14.95 
Plratea £7.99 £11.96 

•ARCADE' 
Super Sprint 
Renegade 
BatfeSWps 
Ryfcrtd 
Irrf-anaJcnes 
Tranter 
Endoro Racer 
Runky 
Tank 
Elite 
Starglte 
SpyHuntw 
Solomons Key 
Cenliricns 
Exotar 
Wibai 
GameOkW 
Morocross 
Bubble Bcttte 

Last Nnja 
Paperboy 
Mutarits 
Jack the flipper II 
CaS(crWaGam« 
Asphalt 
Ateoa 

CASS 
£6.99 
£6.99 
£6.99 
£7.99 
£7.99 
£7.99 
£7.99 
£7.99 
£6.99 

£10.50 
£11.95 
£7.99 
£7.99 
£7.99 
£6.99 
£699 
£6.99 
£7.99 
£6.99 
£6.99 
£7.99 
£6.99 
£6.99 
£7.99 
£7.99 
£7.99 
£6.99 
£7.99 
£7.99 
£7.99 
£6.50 
£7.99 
£6.99 
£6.99 

DISC 
£11.95 
£11.95 
£11.95 
£11.95 
£11.95 
£11.95 
£11.95 
£11.95 
£11.95 
£13.95 
£15.95 
£11.95 
£11.95 
£11.95 
£11.95 
£11.95 
£11.95 
£11.95 
£11.96 
£11.95 
£11.95 
£11.95 
£11.95 
£11.95 
£11.95 
£11.96 
£11.95 
£11.95 
£11.95 
£11.95 
£10.50 
£11.95 

•ACCESSORIES' 
Amsolt 3* Bscs £25.95 k* 10 
each £2.75 
AMX touSfAlt Pack £61.95 
DMP 2000 Printer £159.95 
Cover Set 464/6128 
cot'grooo 
Cover Set 0M° 2000 
MuWace II 
MP2 ModUalot PHONE 
Amsradd DMP 2000 Pmter 
Ribbon £5.50 
Lockabie 3* Disc Boxes 
(Hdd20) 
AMX Mouse Mats 
•JOYSTICKS* 
Amstad JY2 
Oioetah Madil 
Eur cm ax ProSOCO 

£6.95 
£4.50 

£44.95 

£12.95 
£4.96 

DatexJostat 
tStkx 

RoadRunner 
Prohibiten 
MyswyofmeMte 
DeahWish III 
Enterprise 
TaiPan £6.99 £11.95 
Ramoage AvailatteDec £7.99 £11.95 
Jackal £6.99 £11.95 
Not a Penny Mere. Not a PLassPHONE 
Gryzor £6.99 £11.95 
Buggy Boy £6.99 £11.95 
Rygar £7.99 £11.95 

91* 
Cheetah 125 
Euomar A* cade 
PhasaOno 
Economy Joystick 
Konix Speectong 
Surfighur 
'BU&UT1L' 
TasSign612&'PCW 
Slop Pr ass 
D(6cc4ogy(Siren) 
Tasoooy 
Tasptint 
AMX Max 
Mini Olfioo II 
Ban-It 
Adv. Art Studio 
Adv. Music System 
Piotoit 
M-asiatHeai 
•GAMES CONSOLES' 
Nintendo Basic Console £95.99 
Nintendo Deluxe £152.99 
Robok Buddy £41,99 
Sega £96.99 

£13.95 
£13.96 
£13.95 
£1596 
£633 
£7.95 

£15.95 
£11.95 

£6 99 
£10.95 
£9 50 

DISC 
£25.95 
£42 95 
£11.95 
£10.95 
£10.95 
£16.95 
£15.95 
£15.95 
£20.95 
£24.95 
£21.95 
£34.95 

•SOFTWARE SUPPLIED FOR.. ATARI ST. AMGA COMMH.. SPECTRUM, BBC. ATARI IBM APP1.EMSX. ALL AT OBCOUWT PRCES 
•PC W1 PC S WARE A VA0.A8U WTTH BIG MSCOUNT5 • MMTENDO & SEGA CONSOLES I GAMES AVAILABLE WITH BIG DISCOUNTS* 
• ALL PUCES MCLUOC POST ft PACKING • N STOCK ITEMS SENT BY RETURN • ALL BUDGET TITLES STOCKED CI50 FOR 3(t1W)-

' WE ALSO HAVE AN EXTENSIVE RANGE Of CPC SOFTWARE FOR HUE-FREE MEMBERSHIP - SEND FOR OCTA1S* 
•CASM WITH ORDER OR SEND FOR FULL USTS* EEC I EUROPE ATNO CHARGE' OTHER OVERSEAS ADO £>(90TWARE ONLY)-

•BRTTBH POSTAL OROERS OR STERIMQ CHEQUES • X HRSPHONE C6»579W6" AU ME W RELEASES ON DAY OF RELEASE' 
• DtGITSMG SERVICE FOR AMX STOPPRESS'-PRMTER «BON W M M M tl .50 PER RIBB Off 

*K&M COMPUTERS, 40 FAIRSTEAD, BIRCH GREEN, 
SKELMERSDALE, LANCS, WN8 6RD* 

M A K E Y O U R C O M P U T E R T A L K ! using 

AMSTRAD REPLAY 
The C O M P L E T E sound sampling package 'replay' is a sound 
sampling cartridge that plugs into the expansion port of the 
Amstrad 464,664,6128. It enables you t o sample sounds into 
the computers memory. These sounds can be played through 
the internal Amstrad speaker or through the hifi output of the 
cartridge. Samples can also be included into you're own basic or 
machine code programs (the cartridge is not required to play 
sounds through the internal speaker). 

FEATURES 
* 27k sample buffer memory 
* Up to 6 sec sample time 
* Allows sample to be included in your own programs 
* Echo function 
* Includes 'Digidrum' a high quality digital drum machine wi th 

extra samples and a full drum kit of 8 sounds which include a 
bass drum, snare, hi-hat open, hi-hat closed etc. 

* Samples can be used to make a ki t 
* Comprehensive wave form editing which includes, reverse, 

overlay, copy, zoom etc. 
* Comprehensive ring bound manual 
* Available on tape or disc 
* User programs 
'Replay' comes complete with a ring bound manual, software 
on tape or disc. Price only £ 4 1 . 9 5 on tape 

£ 4 9 . 9 5 on disc 

Order form: Send to 2 B I T S Y S T E M S L T D , Dcpt AA . 395 Hicchin Road. Luton. Beds 

Please send m e A m s t r a d Replay on tape/disc at £41,95/£49.95 

N a m e 

Address 

P o s t C o d e 

D r w aunmTTD 
b : II 

THE ULTIMATE POOLS PREDICTION PROGRAM 
MASSIVE DATABASE Pools winner is a sophisticated Pools 
prediction aid. It oomes compete with the largest database 
available 22000 matches over 10 years. 
PREDICTS No! just SCOREDRAWS, but A WAYS. HOMES 
and NO SCORES. 
SUCCESSFUL SELEC guarantee that Poolswinner performs 
significantly batter than chance. 
ADAPTABLE Probabilities axe given on every fixture -
choose as many selections as you need for your bet. The 
precise prediction formula can be set by the user - you can ^y, dutihd 
develop and test your own unique method. tmxructkm booklet 
SIMPLE DATA ENTRY All team names are in the progiam. Simply type in the reforcnco 
numbers from the screen. Or use FTXCEN to produce fixture list automatically (see below). 
LEAGUE AND NON-LEAGUE All English and Scottish League teams are supported 
and also the non-loague sides often used on pools coupons. 
PRINTER SUPPORT Full hard copy printout of data if you have a printer. 

PRICE £15.00 (all inclusive) 

FIXGEN 87/s 
AT LAST: No more struggling for hours to get the 
fixture list into the computor. FIXGEN has been 
programmed with all English and Scottish League 

fixtures for 1987/8. Simply type in the date, and the full fixture list is generated 
:n seconds. Fully compatible with Poolswinner. Yearly updates available 
POOLS WINNER with FIXGEN £16.50 (for both) 

COURSE WINNER v3 NOT JUST A 
PROGRAM, Course winner 
V3 can be used by experts 

THE PUNTERS COMPUTER PROGRAM and occasional punters alike. 
You can develop and test your own unique winning system by adjusting the 
analysis formula, or use the progiam in simple mode. Coursewinner V3 uses 
statistical analysis of major factors including past form, speed ratings, course 
statistics, prize money, weight, going, trainer and jockey form etc, etc. It 
outputs most likely winners, good long odds bet*, forecasts, tricasts etc. The 
database includes vital course statistics for all British courses. You can update 
the database - never goes out of date. FULL PRINTER SUPPORT. 

PRICE £15.00 (all inc lus ive ) include, rut AND National Bent vomer.* 

A U PROGRAMS AVAILABLE FOR: AMSTRAD CPCs. AMSTRAD PCWt PC 1512. All BSCs. AD SPECTTtUMS, 
COMMODORE 6VI28. 

Suppbod on tap" (duxururtlc conversion 10 disc) except PCW *nd PC1512 (on dac add£3.00). 

H 
Send Cheques/POs for return of post service to. 

phone 24 hrs SOFTVK\R£ P h o n e 24 

37 COUNCILLOR LANE. CHEADLE, CHESHIRE SK8 2HX. S 061-428 7425 
(Seed for foil US' of our sort ware; 

S I L L Y PRICE S O F T W A R E 
THIS ADVERT IS NOT A MISPRINT. 

WE REALLY DO SELL DISC GAMES FOR LESS THAN A FIVER 

Disc game* over 6 0 % Off! 
Little Computer People 

Tape Games Half Price or LESS! Disc game* over 6 0 % Off! 
Little Computer People 4 3 9 3 0 Starstrike II 2 3 9 
Fifth Axis 4 3 9 Fifth Axis 3 3 9 
Thai Boxing 
Moon Cf96ia 

4 3 9 Aerojet 3 3 9 Thai Boxing 
Moon Cf96ia 4 3 9 Thing on a Spring 2 3 9 
Strike Force Cobra 4 3 9 Strike Force Cobra 2.99 
Tapper 4 3 9 Amtix Accofades (Compilation) 4.99 
Stainless Steel 4 3 9 Star Games 1 (Compilation) 4 3 9 
Four Pack (Compilation) 4 3 9 Mini Office 1 (464 only) 1 3 9 
Crystal Castles 4 3 9 President 2.99 
Mission Omega 4 3 9 Mordons Quest 2 3 9 
Bobby Bearing 4 3 9 Desert Fox 3 3 9 
Ghostbusters 4 3 9 Shaolins Road 2 3 9 
Ping Pong 4 3 9 Pro Tennis 3 3 9 
Rescue on FractaJus 4 3 9 Bounder 2 3 9 
Hacker 4 3 9 Krackout 2 3 9 
Dandy 4 3 9 West Bank 2 3 9 
Barry McGulgan Boxing 4 3 9 Sabouteur II 3 3 9 
Revolution 4 3 9 Way of the Tiger 3.99 
Peripheral* Kettle 2 3 9 
Amsott 3" Discs per 10 2 4 3 5 Avenger 2 3 9 
Arnsoft 3" Discs per 5 1235 Druid 2 3 9 
Wiz 3" Discs per 10 2 2 3 5 Miami Vice 2.99 
W i z T D i s c s per 5 1135 Movie 2 3 9 
Kontx Speed tog Joystick 9 3 5 Return to Oz 2 3 9 
Slikstick 6 3 9 Miami Vice 3 3 9 
Autofire Joystick Interface 5 3 5 Yie At Kung Fu 3.99 
Lead — 6128 to Tape Deck 3 3 5 Yie Ar kung Fu II 4.99 
Proio Disc Box 5 3 9 Empire 2.99 
Azimuth Alignment Tape 8 3 5 Jack the Nipper 2.99 
Cieaner Tape + Fluid 0 3 9 Questor 3.99 
6128 ROM (D.I.Y Upgrade) 1935 Activator 2 3 9 

Fast tvmround. If we're out of stock then there's none left, so HurryI 
Please indicate 2nd choices where possbte. ADpnotrs include P&P etc to UK and 

Europe. Overseas add £1 to the total cost of your order to cover postage. 
Make chequesfeurochequeeJPostal Orders payable to Aird Service*. 

Mail Order Dept. 139 Bromford Road, 
Birmingham, B36 8HR, England 

or call in to:-
The Computer Store, 40/41 The Precinct, Castle 
Vale Shopping Centre, Castle Vale, Birmingham. 

1 mile from M6 Junction 5. 

B A R G A I N S G A L O R E 



AA small ads 
FOR SALE 
QUALITAS FONTS. Send SAE tor pnnt 
samples Tasword second character set, 
Russian characters, brush, scrip!, stencil 
and many others Richard Whittle, 58 
Tegdown Meads. Winchester. Hants. 
SG22 5ND. 
CPC 6128 with colour monitor tape 
recorder, two joystick. £500 af games soft-
ware. tips, pokes, two starter manuals 
SUU under tive year guarantee. Oilers on 
Bristol 0272 82859. Anything considered. 
CHAIN REACTION. A wlckodly com 
polling strategy Docrrd game with oxplo 
s-ve tendencies. Not 464 compatible. 
Send SAE and £1.75 to Mr JE Blair 21 
Torranyard Terrace. Hamilton. ML3 8XG. 
Colourful and mind warping entertain-
ment 
COLOUR CPC 6128, Imager (transfers all 
software to disk). MAX DFS. Advanced 
Art Studio, CBASIC compiler. utilities, 
many onginal games, etc Worth £620+. 
Seli tor £370 ono. Tel 0303 51891. 
COLOUR CPC 464. Dktronics TV tuner, 
speech synth. bgh! pen. Music Machine, 
40 games, two joysticks. 70 magazines 
(AA 1 to 26). Everything very good con-
dition, Tel Ashfotd (Middx) 252538 
SCREENVISION £30, ESP light pen £20. 
Graf pad n £40. Mircjgc Imager III £25. 
Call 0932 855636 after 6pm Ask (or 
Stuart. 

RK SOFTWARE, Amstrad specialists in all 
games Massive reductions Please send 
an SAE for lists. Write to: RK 4B Currents 
Lane. Harwich. Essex. COl2 3DE 
COLOUR CPC 464, joystick. about 90 tape 
based games. £215 ono Also green 
screen monitor £30. Write to Steven 
Ward. 30 Oates Avenue. Rawmarsh. 
Rotherham. South Yorkshire. S62 SDH. 
COLOUR CPC 464, 512k. built-in assem-
bler, printer, speech, stereo amplilier. 
extended Base, books, magazines, plen-
ty of software (tape and disk) Excellent 
condition. Cost £1,000+ Seli tor bargin 
£799 ono. Telephone 0665 71963, 
THE BASE CASTLE WARLOCK. Two big 
adventures. 100 locations each. Steal the 
ptans of the submarine base CPC disk 
only £5. KN Bond. 17 Ade) Park Gardens 
Adel. Leeds, LS16 8BN 
CHESS TUTOR/CHESS OPENINGS. Double 
sided tape Chess Tutor 14k. 36 Chess 
Openings 17k £3 PO to William Lawne, 
135 Bute Dnve, North Muirton, Perth. 
Scotland. PHI 313P, 

MULTI-SYNTH is a sophisticated sounded 
feet generator featuring full envelope 
control, single key chords pre-set effects, 
double polyphonic keyboard and much 
more. Send £3 to 103 Nursery Close. 
Hellescon. Norwich. NR6 5S1. 
AMSTRAD DDI-1 disk drive and leads m 
very good working condition for a rea-
sonable pr>ce Contact Simon on 0646 
686259 or write to 33 Church Street. 
Pembroke Dock, Dyleed, SA72 6AR 
6128 MONO SYSTEM, manual, modula-
tor joystick Mini Office II. Ten disks, ther-
mal printer. Starstrike 0. Stnke Foroe 
Hamer. Sold a Million n tape games, 
many books etc £250 BPC Ring evenings 
0387 68573. 

UNUSED 3* DISKS. How much do you nor-
mally pay for a box oi 10 three inch 
disks? £25 plus? At First Byte Software we 
are offering 10 casod. unused disks for an 
incredible £18.95. Hurry. Phone 0935 
851265. 
CPC 664 COLOUR, cassette recorder, 
extension cables. Two disk games Zombi 
and Druid. Introduction to Base J and 2. 
O Level chemistry and Graphic 
Adventure Creator. All let £250 
Telephone 0443 438874 (mid 
Glamorgan). 
SUPERQUIZ a great family quiz game 
Over 2.000 questions 464/664/6128 disk 
only £7.95. Ceque. PO to Softy. 47 
Niddne Maiischal Green Edinburgh, 
EH16 4EN. 
SUPER POOLS PROGRAM. Predicts all 
results. Reliable, fully updated. Extras 
include home, away and fosm tables. 
Send Cneque/PO tor disk £8.79 (includes 
P&P) to A Williamson. 8E Tarboltun. 
Kildrum. Cumbernauld Scotland. G6? 
2AG. 
AMSTRAD COMPENDIUM. Ten games for 
only £3. Games to suit everyone Order 
quickly and receive tree program. 
Payment to km McDonald: 26 Herbertson 
Crescent, Irvine. AyshL-e. Scotland. KA12 
OOP 
VOYAGER n modem with RS232 and soft 
ware on rom Excellent condition £70. 
Also disk games/utilities. All onginals 
phone tor details. Guilford 811601 after 
six or weekends. 
CPC 6128 colour and mono monitors, 
RS232. joystick, stacks ol soltwaie on disk 
and tape, manuals. £400. phone 040 
923444 evenings Thursday to Monday 
CPC 6128 with colour monitor second 

disk drive, separate stereo amplifier with 
speakers. AMX mouse, £3G0 worth ol 
programs, games and books Excellent 
working order Bargain at £500. Phone 
Phil 0827 59564 
BASIC AID + UTILITY FINALLY AVAIL-
ABLE! Adds 74 RSX commands. Research 
shows BASICAID+ s the cheapest best 
basscaid utility on the market which con-
sumes the least memory - 7K. Facilities 
include five character sets, splitmodes, 
printer commands, and tons more) 
£10 95 (tape), £14 95 (disk). COMPUT-
ERISED DIARY IS A DIARY WITH NAME 
AND ADDRESS PAD Includes icon-driven 
menus, automatic sorting, complicated 
date and ume format checks, disk 
database £9.95 (disk). UNBEATABLE 
SPRITE DESIGNER! Design, edit, copy and 
erase variable sized sprites in any model 
Consumes less than 5K! £6 95 (tape). 
£8.95 (disk). Make cheques payable to 
BAS1CA1D Productions and send to BAS! 
CAID PRODUCTIONS. 92 Hillside Gardens. 
Edgware. Middx Overseas readers add 
£1.00. FABULOUS CHRISTMAS OFFER-
BUY BASICAID+. RECEIVE SPRITE PACK-
AGE FREE® UNBELlEVABi.ES" 
CPC BUSINESS SOFTWARE: Accounts, 
VAT. Stock Control. Mailing List/Label 
Printer plus utilities all on disk for only 
£24.95. "Small Business Booster has the 
to!.' (AA 26). Fully menu-driven & Epson 
compatible Also Sales Invoemy only 
£14 95 or £9 95 with above pack Arid 
£2.00 p/p abroad. Cheques, PO's or SAE 
for details:. SD Microsystems (AA), PO Box 
24. Hutchm. Hens, (0462) 675106 
Starstormer's presents amazing 20 pack. 
Arcade adventures, alien zappeis, racing 
games, (rncl 3D). utilities, fantastic bar-
gain only £12.50 (incl. p -p ) cheque/ po 
+ name, address to Anthony Slaven. 20 
Freeland Crescent, Pnesthiil, Glasgow. 
G53 6PF 

7 games on one cassette? Dog Dash. 
Gambler, Strawberry Tield, Blast 1L 
Musical Keys. Snap, Horse Race Only 
£2 30 (inc. p8<p) M Sibthorpe. 18 the 
Stray. Darlington. Co Durham. DL1 1EP 
GRAPHICAL ADVENTURES: Three new 
ambiticus/prolessional adventures on 
Amstrad: 1.Cartoon Capers in Ghost 
Town, 2-part £2 99 2.Flashback. 3.Great 
Long Monotonous TUNNELS and Big 
Whopping Gmormous DRAGONS, bcxh 3-
oart £3.99 Spectrum 48/128K: l.The 
Calling, 1-part (£1.99) 2 Reality Hacker 
and 3.HoftdaY to Remember both 2 part 
(£2.99) ORDER NOW- 10% OFF! SAE lor 
detcnis. Cheques to: Visual Dimensions(2), 
59. Nunnery lane, York Y02 1AH. 
SUPERB MUSIC. Breakthrough in Z80 pro 

grammmg. Sixteen compositions special-
ly tor CPC On disk, only £5.00. Brian 
James, 75 Beech Road. Westhill. 
Aberdeenshire AB3 6WR 
ARTISTIC EXCELLENCE. Chnstmas offer: 
Landscape Utility now only £9.00 (disk) 
or £5 00 (tape). "Simply Astonishing!". 
"Lovely Landscapes'. Brian James, 75 
Beech Road. Westhili, Aberdeenshire AB3 
6WR 
CPC 464 colour for sale plus AA's ]4+. 
firmware manual, books. Knix joystick, 
GAC and games (Sptnduzy, Elite elc) 
£200 Andre Street, Colder Cottage, Hare 
Hill Rd.. Littleborough. G.Man, OL15 9HG 
Stephen Warner ks proud to present 
FIND'A'WORD. for creating wordsocaches 
in minutes plus ten free examples 
£9.95(aisk), £S 95(tape) Please state 
model S Warner. 40 Finmere Bracknell 
Berks. RG12 4WF 

SERVICES 
DISK RESCUE SERVICE. Have you acci-
dentally corrupted or erased your pro 
grams0 If so then send your disk(s) to me. 
plus £5 per disk, and I will recover them 
N Magowan. 128 Maghetcsconluce Rd. 
Hillsborough. Co Down, BT26 6PL. 
Convert you MP-1 or -2 to give a compos-
ite video output signal for direct oonnec 
lion to your video recorder. Parts and 
instructions £6.99. AC Talbot. 18 
Trelawney Pare. St Coloumb. Major 
Cornwall. 
ZONEQUEST P-B-M: Have you interests in 
cjdventure role playing or puzzle type 
games? If so. pin a revolutioncny new P-
BM game. It exists m two formats: com 
puter driven (Spectrum/ Amstrad) and 
pnnted descriptions (don't need comput-
er) Stamp (£4 99) includes manual 10 
turns, computer system/descriptions -
background (state foe mat) SAE for 
details Cheques to Visual Dimensions{l). 
59. Nunnery Lane, York Y02 1 AH 
6128 OWNERS!!! Tape-to-disk conversions 
only £1.00 including p&p, Send original 
tape(s) plus a disk and £1.00 per tape. 
Quality disk supplied free oi charge with 
orders ol £10.00 or more. Max 6 tapes per 
disk I must retain tapes lor l ega reasons. 
Send to R P. Shepherd. 32 Egerton Road. 
Street)y. SUtoon Ccidfield. West Midlands. 
B74 3PG Tel 021-353-5536 

OTHER 
Far Reaching Excellence Exists, 
Sensational Control As People Escape 
Initialise 

This section ol the magazine oilers you the chance to So you could use it to sell a printer or launch a user Fill in the application farm and send it to us 
speak directly to the huge waiting world of CPC owners group or publicize a piece of soltware you've wntten. together with payment Well then place Lhe ad in the 
- or would-be owners Users report good results One thing you can't advertise is the sale or swap next available issue (published 2-7 weeks after we 

Ycu can place an ad of up to 30 words for just £5 of software. Such ads can be misused by pirates. receive your order 

Order form Send to: A A small ads, Future Publishing Ltd, 4 Queen Street, Bath, BA1 1EJ 

Please place the following advertisement in the next available issue of Amstrad Action 

Name I enclose payment of £5 by Cheque / PO / Access / Visa 

Address Credit card number 

Credit card expiry date 

Telephone Please make cheques and POs payable to future Publishing Ltd 

Classification: • For sale • Wanted • Services • User groups • Other Date 

Write your advertisement here, one word per box. If you want your name or phone number printed, they must be included in the boxes. 



ARE YOU THROWING YOUR MONEY OUT OF THE WINDOW 

HAVE YOUR FABRIC RIBBONS RE-INKED FOR ONLY £1.50 
or re-irk your own DPM1/ DMP 200QC)MP 3000 by using our kit comprising of 1 spare rfobon 1 

bottle of special ink and full insruciions each rbbon will re-ink on average 40 times 
O N L Y J W W 5 " £10.00 over one thousand units soW all ready 

CPC 464 cassette basal corop. w3i green sawn A 17oame6 pack 
CPC 4&< cassette basad comp. wSi cdour screen A 17gan 
CPC 6128 disc bawd axnp.wufi green saeen & 17 

<* lreei209.9S 

CPC 6128 rise basal comp. witi cctour screen 81 Tgamas p a * joysa* free£38&9& 
NLQ^Ourrltb 

yjamespadn+j 

DMP 200D ovw 100 typeface ambinabons Irdudng ftlS^ ounlbiwi ro-r* Wt freo 

NEW L O W PRICE le^rOSKSSmAREFOfiir.tixJZncCfllVE 

CPC STARTER PACK-.oereyewes-JAMS 2A.sTC«AGE&ox-2ooi)SHTS PAPW 
I CMP RBBCN -100 78X70 t>S* LABELS - 1 CO ACOflESS LABELS 

£189.95 
£294 93 
£284 95 
£379.95 
£15001 

ONLY £2455 

£49 9i 

pPAPfR&DSCIARflSOUR PRICE 
sneets f ton irafr £14.95 

1000 sheets 6<5gm £12.95 
600acWra5slaft«is £4.95 
1033*315" toopydsclabeteG9x70 £300 
103 slardarddsclabers 55*35 £1.86 
100 cassette labeJs89»4i wiyi cut cuts £300 

b h k m l * . 
103" spare disc bates 

M.vM* 
Benzol Dco-Dah 
Borao BiQ 
Tasoopy 
Tasdiary 
Tasprint 
Tasspel 
Taavwd 
MriO*»2 
Mas«ert«3 

C9S5 
£350 

CASS OUR DISC OUR 
RRP PRICE RRP PRICE 
7.50 5.00 1150 10.75 

1150 
1000 

9.90 8 90 1295 
1290 

9.90 890 1295 
16-50 

1995 17.95 24.95 
14.95 

10.75 
9j00 

11j65 
11.61 
11.65 
14 AS 
22.45 
13.45 

39.96 3595 

TOP TWESTY GAMES 
RenegaiSe 
Ta Pan 
bd'warw Jones 
Papaboy 
World Class Leafeboarc 
Bajbarijn 
Extfon 
RwdRjnner 
DeaFiwish3 
Sx Pak (H< Pak) 
FiSSskeEagle 
living DayitgWs 
Gaunlet 
GameOi-er 
Kon arm's Coin Op His 
Sunmer Gold 
Leacwboard 
Wrbafl 
Ganes Set A Maldi 
Gryzor 

CASS OUR DSC OUR 
RRP PRCE RRP PRICE 
895 805 14.96 1345 
895 8.05 14.95 1345 
995 8.95 14.95 1345 
895 8.06 14.99 1349 
999 899 1459 1349 
9.99 8.99 12.95 1IE5 
8.95 8.06 14.95 13/15 
999 8.99 14.99 1349 
9.99 8.99 14.99 1349 
9.9S 8.95 1495 13.45 
9.96 8.96 14,95 1345 

14.95 1345 
9.99 8.99 1499 1349 
8.96 8.06 1495 1345 
9.95 8.95 14 95 1345 
9.99 8.99 
9.96 895 1495 1345 
8.95 8.05 14.95 1345 

12.96 11.65 17.96 16.15 
8.95 806 14.95 1345 

Send fcr our catalogue ol over Nee housand lites fa Amtrad CPC — PCW—PC—Commodae Spectum 
Alan,'Atari ST 8BC MSX Sector Apple seres 2—Apfie Madntotfi computars al at dsccunt pr-»s 

AJ prices inckxie VAT Pas! & Padtyng UKonfy. Expert or&rs welcome 

C 0 M S 0 F T APPOINTED AMSTRAD C0MP1UTER DEALER 
COLDSTREAM COMPUTER CENTRE48 DUKE STREET, COLDSTREAM, SCOTLANO TD124LF 

SHOP OPEN MOM'S AT 9.30-12.00 1.00-5.30 TEU 0690 2979. 24 HOUR ORDER SERVICE ON 0990 28S4 
ARE YOU THROWING YOUR MONEY OUT OF THE WINDOW 

budcietsoft 
t 1 95 EACH ERGBERT 

C API AN COO 
SHIP <y DOOM MESSAGE FROM ASOHOMEDA 
/CACUSISC SURVIVOR 
fKANST or DEATH HUNTER lOUCfl 
ESaOKASf ISLAND MASTER OEM 

1 CN T-£ OCME (0ARTSI ELOOV 
eats WX'UZON 
CFE EXPECRUTCVZEOO ACTIVATOR NEW 
*»ft£C«L£SS ROGER OUESTOO NEW 
ISLCOOIET BERKS NEW 

BARRIER fl£ET NEW 
DEATH KCX MAGCCIOCK 
tTOCJt UABXEt T£KXUE WAUIE KCW 
COW MAJJE UATT MAGC MATHS K€W 
S*A£>W(FT«E NUCIEAA HFIST KEW 
HAW WRlTiNG K6W SG TOP BARNEY NEW 
MTVJCW. «W Klll-APEOt NEW 
TOCHOCWVUSA SEW nOWG THE RACOS NEW 
HYPER8CWI KfW THE EXPtOfK* NEW 
FIVE A SOf SOCCER SEW SPACE ACE NEW 
SWOCJT8 MW GUZZLER NEW 
tECHNCJEKTEO NEW CERKRL-S NEW 
WOLEOJIE MAN NEW AJJIVHGMWAV MEW 
MINI OFFICE 
FANTASTIC VOTAOE 

Hin 
NEW C2 9 5 E A C H 

STOOU NEW RCCCHETLMATH KIM 
PPEUHE 1 «US.Vlf C EXKCTAKC* 0 
XCEL 
SP4i.LSO.iSO 
SOAP COSTER 
pwttocwoue 
HMO HIT ATTACK 
THINK 
REM 
BOjw3GasnciG«G 
MUNCH IT 
ctiueir 
AI..EN5REAMN 
ATOM SWASHER 
-EMSOFSTFTAOUS 
SPACE K»*VS 
(ftAZVQOU 
LASER WARP 
ASTRO ATTACX 
9LAGKR 

NEW JJUPUAKAVtlECJfcESSntXi 
ELECtROfRECOV 
J«T BOOT :AC* 
Cu8»T , 
PUNCHY 
MAINJEO HEDGES 
CLASSIC A0OENTURE 
10 INVADERS 
COM NAMF U»T7 I 
A VEW TO A <11 
GEOFT CAPES STRONG MAS 
ATMRAL GFLAF SP€E 
JO MONSTER CHASE 
SWERMAN 
DANGERMa/S£MMONGWKXX> KXANOAK* 
SPUT PERSONAllTVES 
GLADIATORS 

TALCS WAPASAKNGHTS ^ n j c 
f OBEST AT WWLCS EM3 Rp -̂f 
MTFLCTS OF KAPN WA^SMVIII* 

UAMC MNEfl ALIEN 
BOOKTr BOB STRIKES BACK 
FUKUNOmiASVtOAS 
FRIDAY THE 13TH 
ORE AVT 
MASTER OT THE LAMPS 
FIGHTING WARRIOR 
KTTSCFL 
AOLKKRCASH HEW 
EVERYONE'S A WAILY HEW 
OUOUSE IN C6L TRBT HEW 
SOLANO ON THERLN HEW 
REEHAWX SEW 
ACRAET HEW 
AVENGER SEW 
BOHMX FL NEW 
J AT* T»E HIPPER NEW 
KRAKOUT NEW 
FVTURE KNGKT NEW 
GRANGE HI.L NEW 
•M°OSSA8LL NEW 
S>«0CKWAYRO6R NFW 
L«H FRAME MEW 

ITAAZAN NEW 
ELEVATOR ACTION NEW 
'AMTIXACCOUOES HEW 
XEUOUS HEW 
ANTROAO HEW 
ACTION REFUV NEW 
IT A KNOCKOUT SEW 
APACHE GCXO HEW 
MOT NEW 
DAN3Y NEW 
F'FIMTER PILOT NEW 
REDAFTWWS NEW | 
EOO.OS NEW I 
STARGAAC OK MEW 
AR TRVFC CONTRCC NEW 
BEACH T-FAO NEW 
FWELWO HCW 
CtfENOOROtE NEW 
IWTERNAriONU. KARATEHEW 
MONTY CN THE »JN SEW 
THIHG ON THE SPR'SG NEW 
FCOT8AU. MANAGER 

C3.95 EACH 

JEWELS OF MBYiON 
GATSCBA3HER 
WAR1OR0 
SLLTANSMA/c 
GAJCTC PLAGL6 
SPECIAL ÔCRATIONS 
REDCOATS 
r, 

HACKER ? 
SOFTWARE STAR 
KRBERT'SCWMMY HUS 
CHOPPER SOOAO 
STAR CCMVUMDO 
KIVCHBACX 
HOME RUHNER 

AMERICAN FOOTBALL 
WJTAST MONTY 
OYNAMTE QAM 
TWA3 
MASWAGORE 
LACROVATUEL* GAMES} 
SAM FOX STRIP POKER 
TRNL8CA2ER 

CMJOOEEGG7 
THREE WEEKS'NPAFLOSE 
3ATTL£ OF THE PLANETS 
STARON 
THE YOUNG CWFS 
TOAOF»JMS£R 
GENEŜ  
AFLHMEM NEW 
9JP£RSL£UT« NEW 
A HGO«NS WO<*J> POCLNEW 
SJPERCHESS NEW 
FRANK BRUNO XXONG NEW 
0 TMOUOSON OTCA NEW 
WAYCFTMETKSIR NEW 

C4.95 EACH 
MERMAJOMACNTSS 
DEACTIVATORS 
GRASOPRl* DOVER 
MCflSfvSOUEST 
SlAPŜOT 
CENTRE COCRT 
ALIENS 
SCFLEENPLA" 
MATCH POH'T 
7C*R0 
RETCHT TVESFRATOR 
3ATA0ASE 
UHOERSTANONG8ASĴ  
OJLL 
WAY OF EXPLOCXNQ F1STN-W 
INFILTRATOR SEW 
ACE NEW 
MARTIAWAW NEW 

£5.95 EACH 
SXVFOI 
6ACK TO THE FUTURE 
SPIM>Z*>tl>«C) NEW 
ROCKVWWEŜLE 
SPYVSPY 
8ATMAN£XSC| 
ViOSCl 
R£0 ARROW .pSC 
SHOGIN 
MELTODWN tWSCJ 
S CAVIS SNOCKER|aSC',NcW 
BANCO NEW 

NEW 
NEW 
NEW NEW 
N£W 
NIW 
MEW 

£6.95 EACH 
LOR-OS Cf UONKXT 
LOROCf 'ME R NGS MEW 
STARGllCCR MEW 
Al.FW*R5fR9E*E>*»CNTY 
IKTERNATlONAlXAHATEpSCl 

Pos t and packing: I - 3 tit les 75p, 4 or m o r e £l Ove r seas £1.30 per title. 
PERIPHERALS £1 per i tem. Overseas £ 1 8 0 

Please send cbeques/P.O.s lo: Budgetsoft. Dept A A . 3 3 Little Breach. 
Chichester. W.Sussex. P O N 4TY. 

From NEMESIS (The Original Meddlers) 
BONZO SUPER MEDDLER (FOR ANY CPC) 

THE dedicated TAPE TO DISC utility 
NOW including the devastating 

BONZO's HACK PACK 
B O N Z O hits 500! 

BONZO SUPER MEDDLER is GUARANTEED TO TRANSFER MORE GAMES THAN ANY OTHER 
PROGRAM; THE FIRST PERSON TO FIND A MORE SUCCESSFUL PROGRAM WILL RECEIVE 
TREBLE THEIR MONEY BACK !! 
Soorxli familiar' BONZO always could transfer more! 
T H E BIG Q U E S T I O N 
Wc give details of how to t racer OVER 500 TOP GAMES. 
Why cannot our only competitor reach even half that total? 
T H E BIG A N S W E R 
BONZO SUPER MEDDLER is the SUPREME utility, and ALSO includes the answer to the 
"hitherto impossible" SPSEOLOCKS 'BONZO SUPER MEDDLER does NOT me a m i a . e 
host "program to run the transferredgimci ALL transfers "sand alone ". 

8 0 N Z 0 u»es LESS memory, tramfen MORE, COSTS LESS and gives REAL 
support to dui user. 
We'll allow you £2.00 for your old D P disc in part exchange' BSM tapes upgraded to BSM 
+ HACKPACK DISC ... £8.00 (send inlay) 

BSM & H A C K P A C K DISC £11.50. O N L Y 

B O N Z O ' S D O O - D A H 
"This Is the best I've seen in a long while... / recommend i t " 

Amst rad Action, June 1987 
Fearurw B I G B O N Z O F O R M A T 
A REALLY USABLE 203K per SIDE FORMAT, with all the support files to maximoe it's use. PLUS 
the disc housekeeping features that you could possiWy want. in<fuding "Closing". Directory & Sector edit. 
Disc search Formatting. Read sectors, Fiiecopy. etc ALL FUNCTIONS arc effective on normal, 
enhanced, and the vast majomy of "funny formats" 

MANY UNIQUE FEA TURES supplied on D I S C £ I I.SO 

All 

B O N Z O BLITZ — N E W SPEEDLOCKs to DISC! ! 
A TOTAL util ity for SPEEDLOCKS. straight to DISC f rom TAPE! N O RE-NAMING, 

SCREEN INCLUDED. ABSOLUTELY N O "JUGGUNG" 
W H A T C A N IT D O ? 

There's not many that it can't do ! BLITZ works on a standard *s well as the 6128 & expanded 
machines. All our claims are based on user reports. A wnsll select»on lor flavour! 
GAMEOVER, SLAPFIGHT, MAG MAX, MARIO BROS., ARMAGEDDON MAN. ARMY 
MOVES, FIS STRIKE, SPACE SHUTTLE, BLACK MAGIC, WARLOCK, METROCROSS. 
DIZZY. TRANSMUTERS, SHAO UNS RD. ARKANOID, COBRA STALLONE, DALEY'S 
SUPERTEST. CATCH 23, MIKIE, SCALEXTRIC, SARACEN. SHORT CIRCUIT. EXPRESS 
RAIDER, XEVIOUS, TOURNAMENT LEADERBOARD. SCRABBLE. WORLD SERIES 
BASEBALL, etc 

DISC Only - just £ 10.00 inc. 
ALL WITH FULL INSTRUCTIONS. We give FULL after sales support and a rejuhr NEWSLETTER. 

Overseas please add £ 1.00 to total 
ORDERS with cheque/postal, sent by return post 

N E M E S I S (AA) 
10 Carlow Road, Ringstcad, Kettering. Northants NN14 4DW 

WACCI - A WORLDWIDE AMSTRAD CPC FANZINE 
IF YOU OWN AN AMSTRAD CPC. THEN YOU'LL LOVE WACCI. WE THINK IT'S THE 

BEST COMPUTER FANZINE YOUR EYES HAVE EVER SEEN, 
BUT WHAT 00 THE PROFESSIONALS THINK? 

RICHARD ED0Y (Amtlxl): "A professionally produced and well mitten magazine. " 
KEITH HA2ELT0N (BBC Ceefax): "Right at the top as far as content, style and presentation 
is concerned." 
SIMON COBB (Siren Software): "A truly professional potMcatioo ' 
RUPERT STEEL (PCW): "High on content. . . I would recommend the £12 subscription as 
money well spent" 
MIKE GERRARD (freelance writer): "A very professional-looking product." 
GARY MAYS (PSS): "Of the 30 or 40 fanzines I see each month. WACCI is by far and away 
the best." 

' PROPER A4 FORMAT • 
• OVER 20.000 ILLUSTRATED WORDS EVERY MONTH ' 

* ONE MEGABYTE PD SOFTWARE LIBRARY * 
' ONE MEGABYTE H O M E G R O W N SOFTWARE LIBRARY * 

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION RATES: UK £12.00 Europe £18.00, Overseas £24.00 
OR SEND £1.00 FOR A SAMPLE COPY TO: 

WACO UK, 75 GREATFIELDS DRIVE, 
HILLINGDON, UXBRIDGE, MIDDLESEX UB8 3QN 

ESTABLISHED 1986 

FIXED PRICE COMPUTER REPAIRS 
All types of home computers: Amstrad, Sinclair, Commodore, 
BBC etc — prices from £7.00 (for minor faults, e.g. 
keyboard type faults) inc. VAT and post and packaging and 
three month guarantee. Also, we sell new home/micro 
computers. Also available spares, software, cables, 
peripherals & maintenance contracts etc Tel (0702) 
618455/527864/613741 for immediate prices. Packaging 
materials supplied. 

SPECIAL OFFER — Spectrum+ upgrade 
£31.00 inc. VAT & P&P 

ANALYTIC ENGINEERING LIMITED, 
Analytic House, Unit 18a, Grainger Road 

Industrial Estate, Souttiend-on-Sea, Essex. 



QUALITAS 
QUALITAS is now established as the print-enhancement system for 
the Amstrad CPC! Only Qualitas offers all this and more: 

# Superb near-letter quality (NLQ), even on many ordinary printers ! 
# Proportional characters and justification wi th equal word spaces 

for that neat professional look. 
# Several print modes (normal-width, half-width, double-width, 

subscript, superscript, underline and emphasized) using standard 
Epson codes. 

# Double-height mode for headings. 
# Five business fonts supplied - 40 others now available, including 

foreign and italic styles, plus decorative fonts for letterheads, 
newsletters and posters. 

# Easy-to-use font designer included so you can modify our fonts or 
have fun designing your own! 

# So convenient - use direct f rom within Protext or Tasword, or on 
its own. 

Qualitas is invaluable if you have an N L Q printer but wi th older 
printers it's an absolute "must" as it could save you the cost of New 
NLQ printer! Qualitas 464 disc for the CPC464/664/6128 £ 12.95 (UK 
post free, Europe add £ I, elsewhere add £2 airmail). Please state your 
computer, printer and word processor. Fast mail order wi th 14-day 
"full refund if not entirely satisfied" guarantee (statutory rights 
unaffected). Trade enquiries welcome. 

"Qualitas gives elegance to otherwise average printers. It will also produce, 
with a little help from you. a page to be proud of. " - A r m t r a d Action 7/87 

"Ifyou want to give your prime a new lease of life Qualitas can be 
recommended" Computing wi th the Amstrad C P C 8/87 

Seven Stars Publishing, Dept B, 
34 Squirrel Rise, Marlow, 
Bucks SL7 3PN. Tel: 06284 3445 

SEVEN STARS 

F I R S T B Y T E 
S O F T I A J A R E 

First Byte presents The Address System: 
a powerfu l address and te lephone number storage/print ing 

package for the Amstrad C P C 6128 (464/664 with 
DK'tronics expansion ram). 

The Address System offers: 

• Fast, friendy operation 
• Speedy search, replace and edit functions 
• Room for over 3000 entries 
• Optional silicon disk storage 
• Software printer buffer 
• User-customised print routine 

For £ 1 4 . 9 5 on disk ( £ 2 4 . 9 5 r o m ) 
The Address System represents t remendous value for 

money — Send for your copy today. Alternatively phone for 
more information on (0935) 851265. 

First Byte also has a select ion of hardware and software at 
incredibly low prices: Phone or write for a catalogue — 

They're free. 

Please make cheques/PO's payable to First Byte Software 

FIRST BYTE SOFTWARE 
PO BOX 50 

YEOVIL 
SOMERSET 
BA201XS 

TEL: 0935 851265 

* * * SPEEDTRANS PLUS * * * 
AMSTRAD CPC6128 (or 464/664 with DK Tronics additional Memory) 

THE BEST TRANSFER UTILITY FOR SPEEDLOCK PROJECTED PROGRAMS 
FROM THE LEADERS IN TAPE-TO DISC TECHNOLOGY 

will transfer more Speed lock protected programs to disc than any o< its 
conpeUors and transfers all the programs vw say it will 

These are some of the features: 
* PLUS * TOTALLY AUTOMATIC TAPE-TO-DISC UTILITY—JUST ONE KEYPRESS 
* PLUS * ONLY ONE PROGRAM TO RUN WHICH FINOS THE SPEEOLOCK TYPE AUTOMATICALLY 
* PLUS * PROGRAM TRANSFERS ORIGINAL AN0 MANY LATEflSPEEDLXK PROGRAMS 
* PLUS * NO ROaiNGAtEDOUNGWRnTEN WITH THE AMATEUR IN MIND 
* PLUS * AUTOMATC DISC FILENAMES 
* PLUS ' NO WASTED BSC SPACE -SAVES THE CORRECT AMOUNT Of GAME COOE 
* PLUS* SAVES 99% Of OPENING SCREENS AND IN THEJR CORRECT COLOURS 
* PLUS * COMPRESSES SCREEN COOE TO SAVE EVEN MORE DISC SPACE 
* PLUS * FASTER LOADING TWES FROM DISC BECAUSE Of SHORTER LENGTHS 
SOfcE Of THE PROGRAMS SPEEDTRANS PLUS WILL TRANSFER 
* Aerojet ' Arfanoic 1 Armageddon Man ' Amy Moves ' Brian CkxighS Footed Falros • BMX Smiatcr' Barry 
kteGuwan's Bwng 1 Baadi Head ' Bounty Bob S»k« Back • Brain H&.o' Brucs Lee' Chrystal Castas' CJuedo ' 
Day Thompson's DecaWon * Daly Thompscn's Soper tost' Dambuslers' Desert Fox" Dory' Express Ratfer • F15 

1 Meroaoss' Mtoe' Vfndttadow' Mission Jupiter' Monopoly' Nemesis The Warkx*' Ncmad' Ping Pong' Pro S* 
Smulator • Pulsator' R*d• R»nbo First Blood II' Rescue on Fracalus' Road Runner (Main Program}' Sabre Wu(l 
• Sanunfca Fox Strp Pete* ' Saracen ' Scrabtie • Shcrt Crew! ' Skint Service • Space Shurte ' Spy Trek • 
Tenth Frame' The Great esĉ e • The Way of tho Exploding Fist' Topgun' Traismuter' Vamp*e' Winter Gaines' 
World Ganes (Mai Program)' Wold Series Basebal' Xevwus' Yie Ar Kung Fu * Zoids(Martech)' Zorro' 

DONT WASTE YOUR MONEY ON OTHER INFERIOR PRODUCTS — BUY 
SPEEDTRANS PLUS 

WITHOUT DOUBT THE BEST SPEEDLOCK TRANSFER UTILITY ON THE 
MARKET PROGRAMMED BY GOLDMARK SYSTEMS THE EXPERTS 

AND LEADERS IN TAPE-TO-DISC UTILITIES AND ROUTINES 

DISC ONLY El 2.99 (UK) EUROPE ADD £1.25. REST OF WORLD ADO £2.00 

CHARACTER DESIGNER (Disc). .11.99 
Redefines printer download character set (Epson compatibles) for Cyrillic/Arabic fonts and 
special/scientific character* etc. Redofines Screen fonts and Keyboard keys 
SAMSON TAPE-TO-DISC UTILITY Disci 1.99 
The beat Tape-To-Disc utility on the market. It will transfer more programs and Tape £7.50 
does so faster than any other. Numerous features including NEW "SPLIT" option 
SPEEDTRANS v l .43 (Cassette) all CPC'a 6.50 
Transfers approx. 40 SPEEDLOCK titles automatically to dito including screens (send for list) 
F1RETRANS (Cassette) 5.00 
Transfers a number of Firebird games automatically to disc (including screens (send for list) 
LORD OF THE RINGS Conversion Cassette 4.50 
Side 1 transfer all game parts to disc. Side 2 reduces tape loading time to 3 minutes 
VIEWTEXT (Cassette) Special offer while stocks last 2.00 
See the text in binary files — find passwords etc — finish that difficult game) 
TRANSIT (Cassette). -4.50 
Disc to Disc file copier. Any drive combination. Easy to use. 
Q-CLONE (cassette). .4.50 
Whole Disc copier (Amstrad formats). Any drive combination. Easy to use 
MASTERFILE/MASTERCALC ROM UPGRADE 
Masterfil&Mastercalc 464/6128 (NOT Masterfile III). Send 
original software (approved by John Campbelll) 
MICROTEXT ADAPTOR ROM UPGRADE 

.17.25 

.17.25 
Approved by MICROTEXT. Makes program 100% easier to use 
DMP 2000/3000 BUFFER UPGRADE .6.50 
Increase the buffer from 2k to 8k with this simple to fil. fully documented kit 
DMP 2000/3000 RIBBON 
BRITANNIA SUPER ROM-PLUS BOARD. 
ROMBO ROM BOARD 

—5.25 
-39.00 
.31.00 

8-sockel ROM board with special disc drive adaptor for 464 owners 
PHASOR ONE JOYSTICK .11.50 
Hand-held pistol grip joystick with positive microswitohe9 
TAPE TO DISC SERVICE .3.50 
Send us your tape and a disc together with £3.50. Return of post service 
EPROM SERVICE (Price includes EPROM). .17.25 
We win put your program on ROM (subject to copyright) 
TAPE TO DISC ROUTINES (Listings). .each £1.25 
We have 100"s of routines to convert tape games/programs to disc. Send for list 
THE GOLDMARK BOOK .6.00 
Over 100 tape to disc routines to use with SAMSON/Transmat 
100 C A S S E T T E L A B E L S 
100 3" DISC L A B E L S 
100 A D D R E S S L B E L S 
DISC RLE HEADER READER (Listing). 
DISC LABELS PROGRAM (Listing). 
ADDRESS LABELS PROGRAM (Listing). 

-2 .00 
-.1.80 
-1.70 
.0.75 
.0.75 
.0.75 

The above are UK prices. Europe please add £1.25 per item. 
Rest of world add £2.00 per item 

Please send your cheque (£ Sterling) Eurocheque OR UK P.O. to 
GOLDMARK SYSTEMS, 51 COMET ROAD, HATFIELD, HERTFORDSHIRE, AL10 0SY, ENGLAND 

Please write or telephone 07072 71529 for further information. 



SPECIAL OFFERS 

Q. Which new entertainment 
software is alluring, addictive, 

AA raved and available 
absolutely free of charge on 

cassette or disk? 
A. Any one of these titles when 
you take out a subscription to 

Amstrad Action. 
mm 

Incredible but true. Subscribe to the leading 
magazine for Amstrad CPC owners and we'll 
send you your choice of one of the programs 
on the opposite page for nothing. That means 
up to £14.99 worth of software free of charge 
for disk owners. And people who ask for the 
cassette version of the game will also get a 
free copy of the famous 4000-location epic 
Lords of Midnight. (RRP £8.95), making their 
saving almost £20. 

A 12-issue subscription to Amstrad Action 
costs £16.50, and guarantees a year's supply 
of your favourite magazine delivered hot off 
the press direct to your door. 

To order, just turn the page and fil l in the 
form, or dial 0458 74011 with your credit card 
details. 

It could be the best favour you do yourself 
for 1988. 

EXTRA S U B S C R I P T I O N GIFT FOR C A S S E T T E U S E R S ! 
As if one free game wasn't enough, here's another: a free copy on cassette of the huge, multi-
character epic Lords of Midnight. This title, by top programmer Mike Singleton, was raved over 
in the very first issue of Amstrad Action. After two years it's still a classic offering hours of very 
special entertainment. Set in an immense, beautifully depicted landscape you have to take on 
invading armies of Doomdark by controlling four different characters. 

We'll include it as a bonus to every new subscriber who opts for the cassette version of one of 
the other games high-lighted on this page. (Sorry, disk users, but you're getting an expensive 
enough gift as it is!) 

HOW TO ORDER 
Just turn the page and use the order 
form (the order codes are l isted next to 
the form). Or te lephone us wi th your 
credit card detai ls on 0458 74192 (24-
hour answerphone) . 

86 AMSTRAD ACTION 



ANY ONE OF THESE 
PROGRAMS FREE WHEN YOU 
SUBSCRIBE! 
Or buy them separately for the special price of £6.95 cass 
£11.95 disk. 

• Escape from 15 huge 
mazes, each with its own 
devious set of puzzles. 
• Work out how to move and 
manipulate the game objects 
without getting trapped. 
• Fiendishly difficult. 
Impossibly addictive. 

Normal shop price £9.95 
cass, £14.95 disk 

• AA Mastergame from 
Logotron 
• A unique program where 
success depends on 
brainwork, not joystick skill 

KILLED UNTIL DEAD 
Normal shop price £9.99 
cass, £14.99 disk 

• 20 complicated murder plots 
you must uncover. 
• Five whodunnit authors you 
must interrogate. 
• AA Rave from US Gold 

• Original, intriguing and 
humouous murder mystery 
game. 

TRANTOR 
T H E L A S T S T O R M -
T R O O P E R 
Normal shop price £9.99 
cass, £14.99 disk 

• Fight your way through a 
five-level multi-cave complex 
• Large animated figure with 
spectacular flame-thrower. 
• Horrifying variety of 
enemies. 
• AA Rave. 

• US Gold's futuristic, fast 
paced shoot-em-up. 

Normal shop price £8.95 
cass, £14.95 disk 

• Large number of colourful, 
superbly-animated monsters. 
• Programmed by the Spanish 
team behind Game Over + 
Army Moves. 
• Lots of thought. Lots of I 
action. I 

• AA Rave from Imagine set 
on alien planet. 
• Horizontally-scrolling shoot 
em-up + multi-level 
exploration + combat. 



SPECIAL OFFERS 

HIGHLIGHTER PENS 
Three for £1.50 

Anyone who uses computers a lot. can make use of highlighter 
pens. For marking the important lines In a document or printout or 
program listing. For ensuring a key sentence in a manual isn't 
forgotten. Or just for highlighting the main points in an Amstrad 
Action article 

We're offering a set of three different-coloured AA-stamped pens in 
a clear plastic wallet for just £1 50 They're high-quality and long-
lasting. A good way of focussing attention on things that matter 

MAGAZINE 
BINDERS 
Only £4 

Amstrad Action is a magazine worth collecting, and our sturdy 
custom-built binders provides the best way of keeping your 
collection tidy and in good condition. Each one is designed to hold » 
12 copies of AA and preserve them for posterity - and easy future \ ^ f 
reference. v 

As well as being functional, the binders look every bit as good as 
the magazine. They're coloured a smart royal blue with the 
magazine logo printed in blocked Newvap Gold on the spine and 
front. Individual magazines are held in place by one ot 12 wires. 

Buy one and you can have a year of CPC info at your fingertips. 

Send this form plus payment to AA Mail Order, The Old Barn, Somerlon, Somerset, TA11 7PY 

ORDER FORM - A A 2 4 | 

Name Telephone no. (if poss) 

Address 

Postcode 

Machine owned: • CPC 464 • CPC664 • CPC6128 

ORDER x x ^ w m m m D ^ R i ^ N ^ ^ M i M r a m ^ n n H i l l P R i C E i l i i i 

TOTAL PAYABLE i 

BACK ISSUES 
Expand your Amstrad Action c( *-
If you're one of the thousands of readers who've joec 
catch up on some of the good things you've misse-
of the back issues listed below, which we're selling 

Issues 8 and 16 may be of particular interest, a s f 
software Two series also went down very well. A l p 
absolute beginners ran from issues 8-17, while a s * 
ran from 10-17. All issues contain numerous gamf t 

ISSUES 1-6 SOLDOUTI 
ISSUE 7 £1.00. Educational softw* 

ISSUES £1.50. COVER CAi 
(an AA Rave) The O ^ 

ISSUE 9. Fa : 
reviev 

IS9E 

ISSl 
Progr 

ISSUE 
playing 

ISSUE 
Price of 

ISSUE 15. 
ISSUE 16. 

of Druid, pli 
ISSUE 17. £1 

Numerous Typ* 
ISSUE 18 SOL 

ISSUE 19 £1.00 
ISSUE 20. £1.00 $ 

ISSUE 21. £1.25 T»i-
ISSUE 22. £1.25 He 

ISSUE 23. £1.25 Lau-
ISSUE 24. £1.25 Revi* 

ISSUE 25. £1.25 Creat 
reviewed. 

ISSUE 26 £1.25 Special 

• USE THESE 
Details of these products are givej 

OUR ORDER 
O E M PRICE CODE 

SUBSCRIPTION 
with XOR cass* ...£16.50 A250 
with XOR disk £16.50 A251 
with FREDDY H cass*... £16.50 A252 
with FREDDY H disk £16 50 A253 
with TRANTOR cass' ... £16.50 A254 
withTRANTORd.sk £16.50 A255 
with KILLED u. DEAD cass*£16.50 A256 
with KILLED u DEAD disk..£16.50 A257 

'Cass options include Lords of Midnight on 
cassette as free extra 

XOR CASS £6.95 A258 
XOR DISK £11.95 A259 

FREDDY HARDEST C A S S ...£6.95 A260 
FREDDY HARDEST DISK £11 95 A261 

KILLED UNTIL DEAD CASS ..£6.95 A262 
KILLED UNTIL DEAD DISK..£11 95 A263 

TRANTOR CASS £6.95 A264 
TRANTOR DISK £11.95 A265 

Make cheques • postal orders payable to FUTURE PUBUSHING LTD. If paying by credit card, please enter details: 

' | EXP. DATE CREDIT CARD NUMBER J 



SPECIAL OFFERS 

ictection! 
jor: -mstrad Action only recently, you'll want to 

how to do it. We have limited numbers 
igi :.er price with post and packing free, 
s J f nclude free cassettes packed with good 
\r -fw Wilton's programming course in Basic for 
s<~'- of articles on the CP/M operating system 
16 -'.•••iws, Type-Ins and Pokes 

vs? ^viewed Tips on Elite. 
bjSETTE containing the complete PSS game 

oi playing guide to Batman. Printer 
BW 
3: 5 ^0. SOLD OUT! 
X c 11. £1.00 Pokes for Batman, Bounder. The 
iv i - t . Tau Ceti. 
I £1.00 Big disc drives. Starstrike II. 
in ~ ng Pascal. 
?. 1 -21 00 7-page music special, Knight Tyme 
I 
^ : ' 00 Art Studio review, maps of Dan Dare, * -
. OLD OUT! 
$ 5-3 COVER CASSETTE containing free level 

is -~erous utilities. 
1 I =agemaker review. Red Boxes review, 
x ^ 
t CUT! 
) -at Mode special. ROMs and EPROMs. 
S t / of ingenious gadgets and add-ons. 
Ty: "s special including Card Trick program, 
e; -ver Heels Poke + 5-page playing guide. 
r :f Word-Processing series. Utility Type-Ins. 
ie i j\ Tas Sign. Pocket Protext, Exolon. 
te own Trivia quiz program. RODOS 

THE THINGI 
Only £ 5 . 9 5 - s a v e £2! 
What's white, dangles paper next to your 
computer screen, and costs two pounds less 
than in the shops? Yes, a Thingi bought 
through Amstrad Action. 

This remarkable computer accessory - an 
idea so simple it's ingenious - could 
dramatically ease your hours at the keyboard. 
It's basically a cleverly-shaped piece of plastic 
that attaches via Velcro to the top of your 
micro. But with a Thingi on your CPC you can 
have documents, letters or program listings 
clipped right next to the screen in perfect 
reading position. 

c W di music interface. 

OUR ORDER 
HEM PRICE CODE 

AA DUST COVERS 
CPC 464 mono 5 £6 95 A208 
CPC 464 colour £6 95 A209 
CPC 664 mono £6 95 A210 
CPC 664 colour £6 95 A211 
CPC 6128 mono £6.95 A212 
CPC 6128 colour £6,95 A213 

THINGI left-of-screen £5.95 A214 

rigbt-of-screen . .... ..£5.95 A215 

DISK BOX (with free disk) £12.95 A216 

AA BINDER £4.00 A217 

3 AA HIGHLIGHTER PENS £150 A266 
AA BACK ISSUES 

ISSUE 7 £1 00 AA7 
ISSUE 8 £1 50 AA8 
ISSUE 9 £1.00 AA9 

For issues 10-26 use codes AA11 -26. 
The price of each issue is listed in the Back 
Issues panel on this page 

Only £12.95 - including 
free blank disk! 

This will do for your disks what an AA 
binder does for your AAs. Keep 'em tidy. 
The box is made from top-quality perspex 
and features a tinted, hinged, lockable lid. 

It's specially designed to take Amstrad 3" 
disks and will hold and display 20 including 
their cases or 40 without cases. A set of 20 
dividers included with the box can be used 
to lay your hand instantly on the disk you 
need. A classy way to keep your worktop 
organised. 

Any task involving copying off paper is 
thereby made much easier and faster. In fact, 
the coloured clip supplied is sturdy enough to 
support an issue of Amstrad Action open, say, 
at the Type-ins section. 

The Thingi comes in two versions, one for 
positioning to the left of the screen, the other 
to the right - the Velcro attachment allows 
easy readjustment or temporary removal. 

A sensible, cost-effective add-on for your 
CPC. 

A A DUST 
COVERS 
2-piece set only £6.95 

Lefs face It, computers don't like dust. Over 
a period of time it can make them very III 
indeed: disk drives and cassette decks in 
particular can suffer serious, sometimes 
fatal damage. 

A set of dust covers provides a neat 
solution. And there's the added bonus of 
smartening up the hardware's appearance 
when it's not in use. 

The specially-commissioned Amstrad 
Action covers are made from high-quality, 
water (and coffee) proof PVC. They're 
coloured a gentle beige with smart blue 
trimming and matching AA logo. 

You can order a 2-piece set tailor-made 
for your CPC system - just choose the 
correct order code from the list next to the 
order form. 

24-HOUR HOTLINE 
S 0458-74192 

If you own A c c e s s or Visa credit c a i d s you can p l ace your 
order by te l ephone at any t ime o f day or night, s e v en days a 
w e e k . Just dial 0458-74192 and b e r eady with your name and 
address, credit card number and exp i ry date, and the details 
of the so f tware you wish to order . Alternatively, if you p r e f e r 
a human be ing to an answerphone , you can r ing 0458-74011 
during o f f i c e hours and ask for 'Credit Card Orde r s " 



5Va" MEGADRIVE 
Now available in TWO types 

MEGADRIVE ONE - The full MEGADRIVE, 
796K formatted capacity under CPM + and 
AMSDOS, switchable 40/80 Track for MSDOS 
i.e. IBM data transfer, supplied complete with 
ALL software. Also does many other file 
transfers. £199.95 
Also available without file transfer software 
at £179.95 
MEGADRIVE TWO - for use under CP/M + , 
gives 796K formatted capacity with 128 
directory entries or 792K with 256 directory 
entries, also give 173K with CP/M2.2 and 
AMSDOS £139.95 

31/2" MEGADRIVE 
31/2" MEGADRIVE, specification 
as for the 5 W MEGADRIVE 
ONE, will handle data transfer 
from 31/2" discs in many 
formats including IBM. 
Including transfer software 

£189.95 
Without transfer software 

£169.95 
£129.95 

31/2" as for 
MEGADRIVE TWO 

AMRAM-2 The definitive sideways RAM unit for YOUR Amstrad, TWO 16K 
user addressable ROM slots, 4 sockets for your own ROMS, software 

to copy ANY ROM to DISC, full editing of any ROM BATTERY BACKED UP 
for upto 10 YEARS!! 

Available NOW at £69.95 
PLEASE ADD £3.00 postage, packing and insurance to all the above prices. 

43 ELSINORE ROAD, MANCHESTER M16 OWG. 
Te lephone Nos: 

061-848 8959 • 061-848 7263 • 083-652 0082 

I L .ICON Y S STEMS 
A D V E R T I S E R S INDEX SUPA SOFT DISCOUNT SOFTWARE 

T O P T W E N T Y A M S T R A D T ITLES AT D I S C O U N T 
(3" A M S O F T CF-2 BOX O F 10 £25.99) 

THIS 
MONTH 

10 

TITLE 

M<nl Office 2 
HH Pafc 6 1 Of 2 
Gauntlet 
Konami Coin Op 
Exolon 
Paperboy 

Renegade 
Sold A Million 3 
Tai-Pan 

ssr 
Indiana Jones 
Baby Boomer <0. Pack) 
Jack The Nipper II 
Bobble Bobble 
Scrabble 
Silent Service 
Out Run 
California Games 

464 6128 

PRICES 

CASS 
PRICE 
£1200 
£685 
£725 
£635 
£625 
£625 
£685 
£625 
£635 
£595 
£625 
£650 
£650 
£535 
£650 
£635 
£725 
£625 
£650 
£650 

DISK 
PRICE 
£14.93 
£1000 
£1135 
£10.95 
£10.95 
£10.95 
£1035 
£10.95 
£10.95 
£10.95 
£10.95 
£11.95 
£1095 
N.A 
£10.95 
£10.95 
£11.95 
£11.95 
£10.95 
£10.95 

SOFTWARE ALSO IN STOCK FOR PC PCW PLEASE RING TOR DETAILS & PRICES 
(SEGA MACHINES NOW AVAILABLE ONLY £99.99 WCLUDING NEXT DAY DELIVERY UK 

PLUS FREE GAME. FULL RANGE OF SOFTWARE AND LIST AVAILABLE 
Post A Pac*.\ng inc. OWSMS CMm Ptauo Add £t.0(p*r tape Mad Oder only. 

Cheques / Postal O-tJors iSterfng only please) Made payable lo. 

D I S C O U N T S O F T W A R E . DEPT 1. 210 N I C H O L L S T O W E R , H A R L O W , ESSEX, 
C M 1 8 6EF T E L E P H O N E ( 0 2 7 9 ) 29076 W E E K D A Y S O N L Y P L E A S E 

AEL 84 
AMS 61 
Activision 16-17,24-25, 

54-55,62,76-77 
Alrd Services 82 
Alfa 81 
Amstrad 15,71 
Ariolasoft 21,31 
Bestbyte 58 
Budgetsott 84 
Comsott 84 
Disk-It 58 
Digital Integration 78 
Domark 37,38-39 
E&J 58 
EMR 81 
First Byte 85 
Goldmark 85 
Gremlin 75 
Incentive IBC 

K&M 
Konami 
MJC 
Microprose 
Nemesis 
Ocean 
Prism 
Romantic Robot 
SDC 
Scl8c 
Seven Stars 
Shekhana 
Silicon Systems 
Siren 
Software Bargains 
Supa so ft 
2Bit 
US Gold 
Wacci 

82 
53,65,69 

58 
90 
84 

IFC-3,28,72 
6 

40 
66 
82 
85 
81 
90 
44 
81 
90 
82 

18,48,OBC 
84 

Suncom 
Outshine Ordinaiy Joysticks 

MicroProse Ltd. 2 Market Place. Tetbury. Gloucestershire GL8 8DA Tel: (0666) 54326 Telex: 43422 MPS/UKG 
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Sfcinar 

I N T R O D U C I N G 

Mitral - An abandoned Moon - An unstable Moon about to blow - A defence system set on automatic -
Lasers that don't miss-Scanners that hunt you out. Mitral is MASSIVE... 

"The 3D presentation is Spectacular" SINCLAIR USER. "A Major Breakthrough "AMSTRAD USER. 

"A New 3 Dimensional Reality... WOW!" CRASH. 

THE DRILLER EXPERIENCE - ITS JUST LIKE BEING THERE! 

SPECTRUM 
COMMODORE 
AMSTRAD CPC 
Cassette £14.95 

Disc £17.95 



Ihe mind Mowing sequel to the No. 1 
smash hit. Addictive, frantic and packed 

with so many new features it's a totally new gartie. 
* Over 100 levels of pulsating action as you take on the 

powers of your favourite player, even rf they're already 
in play. Discover the hidden gifts of the Secret Room, 

come face to face with the fearsome Dragon and watch 
out for the Death Curse of the evil *TT. Sum 

add puddles, forcefidds and moving exits make 
your progress all the more difficult. But there are 
mystical amulets to be gained which will enhance % , 
your powers to repel the monsters, walk 
through walk or increase your fire power. You may even 
move some of the maze walls to your advantage. Gauntlet II 
Is not jitot a further episode in this enthralling crusade. 
It is a wMie new experience in action packed adventure. 

U.S. Gold Ltd.. Units 2/3 Holford Way. Holford, 
Birmingham B6 7AX Tel: 021 356 3388 

SCREENSHOTS FROM ATARI ST VERSION 

SPECTRUM 48/128K 
TAPE 

ATARI ST 
£19.99 DISK 

CBM 64/128 
TAPE £11.99D.SI 

AMSTRAD 
£9.99 TAPE DISK 


